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The Weather Channel's TV -80 Console
IFBs, and satellite sources without routing and

user satisfaction with the console has been very
good. Setup time and ease of operation have improved significantly. To date we have not had any

patching sources and inputs. WHEATSTONE's TV -80

service needs."

"ONE OF OUR KEY REQUIREMENTS was the ability

to support many more microphones, mix -minuses for

audio console was the logical fit for our needs. It
featured eight internal mix -minuses and was 'tried
and true' technology. Its preselects with Event
Computer give us the expansion and flexibility

- John Orr, Mgr., Broadcast Engineering Projects
"YOU JUST CAN'T GO WRONG with WHEATSTONE.

Their boards are intuitive and clean sounding, and
you can track signal flow at a glance. In my eyes the
production out of multiple sets and studios to pre- greatest feature of the TV -80 is their mix -minus bus
production for specially produced programming.
system. Anyone out there who's 'faking' mix -minus
THE WHEATSTONE FACTORY commissioning and by using submasters or an external box will wonder
training worked out very well. It was well coordinated how they did without it. The TV -80 is a definite time
and the operators (both old and new hands) seem- saver, both in installation and operation. It makes
ed to understand the console, the layout, and the audio operators more confident and reduces show
functionality. There have not been any major oper- prep time-we're now able to do more and better
ational 'bugs' using the audio console live on -air and pre -production. Definitely WORTH EVERY PENNY!"
needed to satisfy a diverse range of needs, from live

- Craig Reeves, Audio Engineer

Corior-c)tic,r)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com /www.wheatstone.corn
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WETA, WCBS, WSB, KHOU, WFAA, KGO, WXIA, WTHR,
WPVI, WBNS, KING, WHSH, KABC, WGCL, KTVU, KCAL,

KPIX, KCBS, WUSA, WJLA, KYW, WDIV, WWJ, KTVT,
KPRC, KIRO, KMOV, KTVI, KBHK, KCTS, WMVS, WTAE,

KRIV, WFLD, W010, KCOP, KGW, WPXI, WCNC, WTVD,
KXTV, WPLG, WLS, WKYC, KICU, WFLA, KFOR, WSVN,
WBBM, KPTV, KTRK, WBAL, KARE, KPNX, WTSP, KDKA,

KMSP, WBZ, WCCO, KSDK, WSOC, KCRA, KXLY, KTVX,

WRAL, WRAZ, KOIN, KLAS, WTLV, KUTP, KTXL, KBWB,
KNTV, WJZ, WWOR, KQED, WABC, KCET, WCYB, WRDW,

KCPQ, WRLK, WHYY, WTMJ, KLFY, WENH, WISC, KTTC,

KOREAN BC, WCVB, WEWS, WSPA, KSWB, NFTV
*Due to contractual agreements, some stations not listed.
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Co-cir station

install ions* We like to
think them as letters
of endorsement.

We're proud to announce our 100th DTV transmitter installation --at WFTV in Orlando, Florida. It not only highlights
Harris' industry leadership in both UHF and VHF digital transmitters but also our end -to -end solutions --including
monitoring equipment, DTV studio products and complete customer support. We deliver tn whole package, and our
customers' letters confirm it.
Circle 104) on Free Info Card
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SERVER FAMILY LINE: VSR-2000, MAV-555, MAV-70X01. MAV-2000

SONY

vrt3tOSMK 2000

NOT ALL BITS ARE CREATED EQUAL.
In today's competitive environment, you

or High Definition signals. The editirg

incorporate the s grid and control inter-

need every advantage you can get. So

capabilities of the MAV-555 makes

faces you'll need fortoday's environments

take advantage of Sony's broadcast video

it a favorite for live sports production,

- and tomorrow's Network by Gigabit

servers. Sony's unique IC implementation

having already been used to broadcast the

Ethernet, Fibre Channel and MXF file

of MPEG II compression technology deliv-

Games at Sydney The high quality ofthe

exchange. Comectvia ana og, SDI, SDTI

ers superb picture quality at any given

MAV-2000 makes it ideal for studio appli-

and DVB-ASI. And contro your system

bitrate and a highly efficient bitstream

cations and its ex=ensive I/O complement

with Sony disk protocol or industry -

for any given picture quality. That's the

lets it serve as the centerpiece for Sony's

standard VDCP. Sony keeps your options

most important advantage of all.

NewsBase'" newwoom system. While

open and your futuee secure.

Sony's MPEG mastery is built into a com-

plete line of servers - each optimized
for a specific working environment.
The MAV-70XGI excels at high quality

the VSR-2000 VideoStore" server is ideal

for cable 1V commercial insertion, video
walls, presentations, education and point of -information applications.

play- to -air. It's equally adept at 4:2:2 and

As part of Sony's.Anycasr solutions

4:2:0 compression for Standard Definition

approach to the Iliture, these servers

Don't believe that all servers are alike.
Find the one _hat's just right. Let
Sony serve yot.. ANY QUESTIONS?

-800-47L-J: ANY ext MAV
www.sony.co-n/professional
I

02001 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibied. Sony, Anycast, NewsBase and UdecStore are trademarksof Sony.
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ON THE COVER: Crawford Communications Audio A suite, designed by acoustician Tom Hidley. The 33x22 -foot room
features an SSL Avant console supported
by Pro Tools, Kinoshita speakers, Dolby E

and Dolby Digital encoders and a JVC
DILA projector for HD and SD projection
on an 11x7 Stewart Microperf screen. The
full 5.1 Surround Sound room is used for
mixing high -end programs, DVDs and spe-

cial venue projects. Photo courtesy
Crawford Communications, Inc. Photo by
Thomas Birdwell.
(continued on page 8)

"There's nothing better..."
"DVCPRO50 clearly builds on DVCPRO25, which

has been an excellent workhorse format for us.
We knew how reliable DVCPRO50 would be.

It's cost-effective and the quality is excellent-

there's nothing better for our needs."
- Dale Kelly, senior vice president, Pappas Telecasting

When Pappas Telecasting, the nation's largest private station operator,

wanted the best possible format for Azteca America, its new Spanish -

language network, the choice was easy: DVCPRO50. Citing

both backwards compatibility with 25Mbps DVCPRO and a
clear migration path to HD, Pappas chose the award -winning

format for acquisition through production. "Everything we're currently building is 4:2:2 601 -based, so DVCPRO50 fits perfectly
with our new network requirements," said Pappas Sr.V.P. Dale Kelly. DVCPRO50 is the world's first 4:3/16:9 production format

to deliver a complete 1 -frame, 50Mbps, 4:2:2 studio quality production chain from field acquisition through editing to program

transmission. Join forward -looking station groups like Pappas in selecting the
interoperability and quality of DVCPRO50. To learn more, call 1-800-528-8601 or

visit our web site at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.
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Title your entry "Freezeframe -May" in the subject field and send it to: editor@intertec.com.
Correct answers received by June 1st, 2001, will be eligible for a
drawing of Broadcast Engineering T-shirts.
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sound
good, you

don't 100k good.
For desktop video production, presentations
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or multimedia authoring, sounding good

means using the best audio mixer you
can plug into: The VLZ® PRO compact

line from Mackie Designs.
Easy io use.

You don't have to be an A/V nerd to
get the most out of a Mackie compact mixer.

They come with informative manuals written
in real English. And they're backed by the most

responsive tech support department in the industry
Controls are intuitive and simple to operate.
Easy on the ears.

Our VLZ PRO line sets the standard for

low noise and high headroom. Equipped
with audiophile -grade XDRTM microphone

preamps, they're the compact mixer of
choice for network sports and news
location sound, major recording studios,

<-140? VIZ PRO

touring groups and post facilities worldwide.
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VLZ PRO midline mixers range from
the 16-input/16-mic-preamp 1604-VLZ PRO
to the 12-input/4-mic-preamp 1202-VLZ PRO.

Each is surprisingly affordable and designed tc
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let your production sound as good as it looks.
Get the whole Ill/ PRO Story,

Call toll -free for an incredibly detailed 72 -page

product catalog complete with Hook-up Guide. Or
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are rah Dy real

visit our web site for more information.
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folks in scenic

www.matkilcom-1011.2111.6183
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Free TV
There's trouble brewing for the cable and satellite industries. There's an increasing resistance to
higher fees just for the privilege of watching TV. Here are some average charges for television
services: Basic cable/satellite is $36, plus $10 for premium channels. Digital cable is $46; personal
video recorder access adds $10. The typical household now spends almost $600 a year just on
television service. What most of them don't realize is that TV can be free.
I began pondering the benefits of free after I fired AT&T last week. Yep, fired 'em. For 25 years I'd
refused to change long-distance carriers. I'd been an AT&T customer for most of my life. Still, when
the bill reached almost $40 a month in long-distance service, I figured I had nothing to lose. So, last
month I decided to give one of those 10-10 services a try. For one month I made allmy calls with VarTec

instead of AT&T. A funny thing happened. I saved money.
When the bills came, two things were immediately obvious. First,
142 minutes of long distance with AT&T cost me $31 (with my
discount), while that exact same 142 minutes cost me $8 with VarTec.

Simple math would tell you that I could save almost $23 a
month. Right? Wrong.
It was then that I discovered that because I hadn't spent enough
money with AT&T that month, I was being charged an additional "monthly usage minimum fee" of $4.35. I was being charged
more because I'd used their service less? Go figure.
When I complained, I was told I could change to a lower per
minute plan, but that I'd now have to pay a $4.95 monthly charge

in addition to the toll charges. I asked the customer service
person why I'd trade their $4.95 charge for their other gouging
fee of $4.35 when I was getting all the long distance I wanted for
7 cents a minute anyway with VarTec. His response was, "Would
you like me to terminate your service?"
Boy, was that an easy answer!
As I enjoyed the empowerment of having fired AT&T, I wondered if there were other ways to get
technology at lower costs - or even free. After a little thinking, I came upon an old idea that's sure
to be the next "killer application." I'm going into business. Check out my commercial:
"Free TV? Sounds impossible doesn't it? Are you tired of paying $40 a month for cable or satellite
service? Want to eliminate those high fees for 50 channels of television you never watch? Want to get
rid of all those set -top boxes and multiple remote controls? Would you like to be able to see your favorite
TV programs on all your TV sets, all without paying extra fees to Time Warner, Cox or DirecTV?
"I can show you how to receive all the TV signals where you live - absolutely free. Never pay a cable

or satellite bill again. No fees. No hassle. No more cable interruptions. No more rain or snow outs.
"This secret lies in a special device that will allow you to pick up invisible TV signals in the air around
you. Just like your satellite dish receives its signals from space, this device scoops out the TV programs

that are everywhere in the air around you. 'Sure' you say, 'but what about digital?'
No problem. My technology is fully digital compatible. You'll be able to get both today's analog TV
stations and the hot new digital TV stations that are on the air now. Watch HDTV, digital TV or analog
TV in your home, all without paying a monthly fee.
Don't continue to pay for something that's free. Just send $29.95 and I'll forward complete, detailed
plans for the technology you need to bypass cable and satellite companies. Never pay a monthly fee
again. Free TV. Be really free!"
Send comments to:

direct: editor@intertec.com
website: www.broadcastengineering.com
Brad Dick,Dick, editor
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Solving the Digital Puzzle
Series

video:HDTV/Audio
Interlaces

gaz
picoLink
Miniature Converters

Aquila
Upconyerler

Multi -Image

Display Processors

Audio, Video
HD/Telecom
Routing Snitchers

DV -Dodge

IEEE logo
Audio/en:leo CODED

Fix your Incoming Feeds
The Miranda imaging Series provides broadcasters with the most integrated and compact
solution for decoding, equalizing, synchronizing, processing and adjusting video and audio
signals regardless of original format. All the functionality you need on two compact cards,
allowing multiple channels per frame to be fixed. Connect to this our highly adapted control
solution and you will be able to weather the worst of feeds with ease.

Miranda Technologies Inc.:tel.: 514333.1772, ussales@miranda.com

Miranda Europe S.A.: eurosalesiwmiranda.com

www.miranda.com
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Reader Fee

Great article

there is an RCA tuner and Panasonic
has one, but I've only seen it in one
store and have been told by my col-

I usually read lightly through the
various trade magazines I receive until
I find an item or article I need to read
carefully because I know if I do I will
learn something new and interesting.
Such was the case for me recently with
the November issue of Broadcast Engineering, regarding the article Testing MPEG, by Pearse Ffrench.
What a great article. It was a learning epiphany regarding my understanding of MPEG-2 as it applies to DTV
transmission and television reception.

leagues that some don't work well.

"They sell DTV-Ready, DTV-Compatible and

DTV-Capable monitors, but I've not seen
an ad for a DTV tuner."
What goes? Have you addressed this
in one of your great editorials?

Mr. Ffrench did an excellent job of

DON SINEX

explaining the compression, encoding,

CE KOCE-TV,

transmission
and decoding

RETIRED

Don:
First, there are several manufacturers providing DTV tun-

process without
going too deep-

ly into "engi-

neer speak,"

MPI

The article held
my interest and
gave me the op-

1.

1/sNI

.fikillij Igo %yi.

ers. Some current models include Panasonic TU-HDS20
and TU-DSTS1, Sharp TUDTV1000, Samsung SIR -T100,

Sony SAT-HD100 and RCA
DTC-100. Some of the satel-

portunity to
take some great

notes for my

small portable camera. With SO correct answers, the only difference was
in the spelling. Great work to those
who had the right answer. Because of

Almeilkte

ling...tivriting HH

lite and cable STBs, for example the EchoStar 6000, provide

personal DTV

for an optional ATSC tuner

reference note-

module. Second, it's unfortunate, but you'll not see much in the
way of promotion or product in this
area because Hollywood wants to
"protect" copyright holders and be
sure you can't digitally record any-

book. I now have a MUCH greater
understanding of the whole process.
So much so that I now feel comfortable
explaining it to others, thus increasing
their understanding of DTV.

Great article. Great job! Please pass
on my compliments and thanks to all
involved - especially Mr. Ffrench.
Tim WERNER

the large number of entries, all correct
entries were placed in a box, and the
following readers' names were drawn
to receive a Broadcast Engineering Tshirt. Thanks for all who entered. This
month's question is on page 8.
Ernie Flotto, KAET-TV

Steve Alhart, NEP
Paul Bonnette, Encore Video
John Anthony, TV Stars
Roger Kicks, Wyoming Public TV
Susan Ponds, KPHO-TV
Frank David, LeBLANC Broadcast

Jeff Kreines, DeMott/Kreines Films

Chris Whittington, NBC
John Hillis, News Channel 8
Mike Weber, Optimus
Phil Hejtmanek, WPWR-TV

thing you view - at least not free. The
current STBs don't provide that kind

of "protection." Personally, I prefer
unprotected viewing.
BRAD DICK

Just how do I get DTV?
I'm a recently retired CE and, no, I

EDITOR

didn't invest $6000 in a DTV receiver.

Freezeframe winners

I've been out of the loop for several

The February Freezeframe question,
"What did the HL in Ikegami camera
nomenclature originally mean?" was
apparently too easy. While I thought it

months, so I'm confused with the way
DTV is being marketed by the retailers.
They sell DTV-Ready, DTV-Compatible and DTV-Capable monitors, but
I've not seen an ad for a DTV tuner.
I asked at a couple of stores, and they

all provide evasive answers. I know

12
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might be a tough question, readers
proved otherwise.

Of course, the answer is Handy
Looky, roughly -translated Japanese for

May 2001

The US post off ice commemorated the f rst

broadcast of ABC Monday Night Football
by showing an Ikegami HL 35 camera. This
camera helped initiate the concept of ENG.

think tape machines
think switchers
think DVEs
think of all that equipment
think of all that cost
think of an alternative
introducing Clipbox Studio FX

Clipbox Studio redefines the role of servers in news and live production. Combining the power and reliability
of Quantel server technology with advanced effects and playout options, it can work alone or as part of a
system - to suit any broadcaster. Clipbox Studio provides complete control even when you've got late breaking
stories. Moving clips and stills, moving keys, trimming, resizing and positioning, can now all be carried out by a
single operator. Clipbox Studio is a complete live production platform in a box - a new way of taking programmes
to air that makes you stand out from the crowd and saves you real money too. Now that's worth thinking about.

new thinking, quantel thinking

0

Quantel
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Beyond the Headline
News

President uses budget threat to hasten transition
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

President Bush is adopting a get tough attitude toward broadcasters in an attempt to get the transition
to digital implemented at a quicker

vices in a manner that ensures incumbent broadcasters are fairly compensated," Bush's 2002 budget said.

"As a result of the increased certainty about how and when the spectrum
in channels 60-69 will become avail-

The FCC is slated to auction the

pace. A hint of what was to come
surfaced in early March when the

able and shifting the deadlines for

channel 60-69 spectrum in September. Although the sale was to have

trum is expected to be available,

both auctions closer to when the spec-

administration sent Congress an outline of the budget, but the full impact of

this new approach became a reality in
early April when the President submitted his full budget request to Congress.
The Bush budgetary proposal sug-

The Bush budget would impose an annual

charge to broadcasters of $198 million for the
use of legacy analog transmitters.

gests that the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) draw up rules

that would impose an annual charge
to television broadcasters of $198 mil-

lion for the use of legacy analog
transmitters until they return the spectrum. The move is designed to free up

been completed last year, the proposed budget gives the agency until
September 2004 to get the job done.
If excising the channel 60-69 spec-

revenues for these auctions are expected to increase by $7.5 billion,"
the budget said.
The proposed budget is vague when

trum from the family of television

it comes to what the legislations should

spectrum used by analog television

broadcast frequencies weren't enough,

or would say and when it would be

transmitters so that the FCC can auction it to wireless companies for consumer -oriented advanced telecommu-

the FCC is also slated to auction the
airwaves used by broadcasters occupying channels 52-59 by next fall.
The Bush budget proposal, however,
grants a brief reprieve in the timeline,
extending it to September 2006.

sent to Congress for action. This is not

nications services. "The legislation
will promote clearing the spectrum in
channels 60-69 for new wireless ser-

FRAME GRAB
A

plan to charge broadcasters is opposed by the industry and key members of Congress, and past attempts to
impose fees have failed in Congress.
"Penalizing America's broadcasters

- who are struggling to make the
transition to digital - with punitive

look at the issues driving today's technology

Digital reception will soon explode
Set -top box technology will drive the increase

spectrum fees is a terrible idea, and I
will fight it every inch of the way,"
said Rep. Billy Tauzin, R -La., who chairs

100

the House Commerce Committee,

90

which oversees the FCC and the broad-

cast industry.
While Tauzin opposes any analog
spectrum fee, he said he would support delaying the 52-69 auction.

80
70
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50

"The president has offered a restrained
budget that is both fair and responsible,

40

but - as in all administration budgets
- changes to it are inevitable," he said.

30

20

"In the area of telecommunications,
for example, the president's decision

10
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SOURCE: Allied Business Intelligence
www.alliedworld.com
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surprising in light of the fact that the
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to postpone certain spectrum auctions makes a lot of sense to me, and
I will support his efforts."

PLAN FOR i00% FAULT -RESILIENCE. AT 5o% OF THE COST.

Build your faultresilient operation with SeaChange and cut

Your counterparts worldwide are deploying Broadcast

your server costs in half. Other video servers require that you

MediaCluster servers to ensure profitability, improve performance

copy each and every video file to achieve i00% fault resilience.

and slash costs. Not to mention prepare for multichannel

That can double your storage costs. However, through its

broadcasting, IP streaming and HDTV. SeaChange does it all.

patented architecture and innovative software, the SeaChange

With your existing equipment. With i00% fault resilience,

Broadcast MediaCluster® provides total fault resilience with

i00% of the time.

one file copy. No costly mirroring required. SeaChange does

To learn how the SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster can cut

the iob of two for the price of one. Just think how much you'll

your server costs in half, visit www.seachangeinternational.com.

save in storage, space and maintenance - especially as your

Or call 978-889-3081 to receive a free video on our MediaCluster

operation grows.

single -copy advantage.

www.seachangeinternational.com

c

©2001 SeaChange International, Inc. 124 Acton Street, Maynard. MA 01754
phone: 978.897-0100 fax: 978-897-0132 All rights reserved.
MediaCluster is patented, and is a registered trademark of SeaChange International, in.
I
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Changing television for good.

Multi -hop DTV translators at work in Utah
In many parts of the country, the
transmitter is not the last link be-

to see if the digital signals could

translators licensed in the United States,

replicate NTSC coverage in the typ-

and with Parson's experience, it was a

fore home reception; a translator (or

ical 'west -of -the -Great -Plains' terrain.

natural match, not to mention that

multiple translators) extends its reach.

You know, mountains and valleys."

about 500,000 homes, or about one -

Without television translators, part

The tests uncovered issues that

quarter of viewers in Utah depend

of the American viewing audience, in

Burkholder says the translator com-

particular that portion in the Rocky
Mountains and west, would be with-

panies are currently addressing.

upon translators for TV service.
"After four months of experimenting,
monitoring and testing with two longrange repeaters, the conclusion reached
is that DTV translators we worked with
will and do deliver quality television
signals to rural viewers with high reliability and at reasonable costs," Parsons proudly stated. "The signals I'm
receiving in my home after the double
hop are the same quality as those being
transmitted from the originating television station in Salt Lake City."
The tests were done with the cooperation of KSL-DT (Channel 38), an

out free, over -the -air television.

Jim DeChant, general manager of
KTVZ in Bend, OR, relates the situation that faces many broadcasters, "I
cannot cover my service area with our
main (transmitter) only. We'd be hard

pressed if we didn't have the eight
translators." Oregon has over 500
NTSC translators extending the range

"Phase noise in standard heterodyne
converters proved to be a big problem," he said, adding, "The type of
converters most translator operators
are familiar with probably wouldn't
pass a digital signal."
The tests didn't stop with just translators and LPTV. "We did some work
on microwave delivery to translators,"
Burkholder continued. "We found that

of the stations in Portland, Eugene,
Medford and other larger cities.

it wasn't necessary to convert from

As we make the migration to digital

schemes such as QAM and that we

television, this type of service bepower stations have been granted a

could get several 8VSB signals into the
25MHz-wide microwave channel. We
found that the standard IF frequency of
70MHz worked just fine using off -the-

second frequency to aid them in their

comes increasingly more important,

especially the legacy issues. Full -

8VSB to one of the other modulation

NBC affiliate owned by Bonneville
International Corp.

shelf downconverters and downcon-

The first leg in the translator double
hop is located atop Levan Peak, some
83 miles from Salt Lake City. Parsons

transition to digital; but not so for

verting to standard TV broadcast

injected an interesting factor: "One

translators. Dr. Byron St. Clair, president of the National Translator Association said, "We are extremely concerned about the present movement in

channels 3, 4 and 5. We'd inject those

of the anomalies is that this is not line

into the IF and let the microwave

of sight. In the path, not five miles
from Farnsworth Peak where KSL-

equipment do the upconverting, recov-

Congress and the FCC to recover chan-

ering those channels at
the other end of the mi-

nels 52-59 before the transition to

crowave system. Instead

digital is complete. If these channels
become unavailable for translator use,
it will be virtually impossible to ex-

of being able to carry

tend a significant number of DTV
primary stations into rural areas traditionally served by translators."
There have been tests and experiments to see how the currently accepted technology (8VSB) will perform in the rigorous geography of the
West. Paul Burkholder, communications director of Humboldt County in
Winnemucca, NV, started tests as far
back as November 1999.
"We tested ATSC signals with low -

power transmitters and translators

only one NTSC channel

on the microwave system, we found that we
could carry up to three
ATSC signals on the same

carrier."

"Although we did do
some translator -to -trans-

lator testing, we turned
that part of our testing
over to Kent Parsons,"
Burkholder concluded.

Kent Parsons is well
known to Utah broad-

for a period of six months," Burkholder

casters. He has been involved in the Utah state

said. "I even wrote a 100 -page book

translator system for over

on it. Twelve unique receive sites

45 years. In addition to

were used where we compared 100W
NTSC signals with 10- to 60W digi-

this, he is the vice-presi-

tal 8VSB signals. During the initial
test, we didn't do any hops [transla-

Translator Association.
Because Utah has about
10 percent of the total

tor -to -translator], we simply wanted
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Little thought has been given to how stations west of the

Rocky Mountains will integrate translators into their
digital transition plans. Photo courtesy DTV Utah.
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integrated services to meet the

Broadcast Group delivers fully

flexioility. SpectraSite

Broadcasters today need

new heights.

reach

broadcasters

Helping

DT's transmitter is located, there is a
protrusion that sticks up about 180

feet above the line of sight. Other
than that, the path is clear.
"At the first receive site (Levan Peak),

we are getting a signal strong enough

that we have 29db to spare without
using a preamplifier. The received
signal goes into a Zenith ATSC (8VSB

"remodulator") cable translator that

converts the signal to a standard
45MHz IF frequency. We then upconvert using a General Instruments frequency -agile upconverter. This feeds,
on frequency, a Larcan MX100 which

produces 30W of digital -television

carrier power on channel 17 that
feeds a PR450 directional Paraflector
antenna made by the Scala Division

of Kathrein. Our experimental call
sign for this location is K17FJ," Parsons reported.
Parsons' goal was to to get a digital
signal into his home in Monroe, UT,
where he could track error rates etc.
But for that to happen it was necessary to translate the signal one more

time, which was done at the Cove
Mountain translator site, about four
miles east of Monroe. "Cove has a
direct, unobstructed shot from Levan
Peak," Parsons said.

"In one test, we found that, with
very limited power, we can transmit
very long distances. For example, we
reduced the power and transmitted
the signal 67 miles with only 10mW
of power on channel 17 and got good

pictures. Because of the cliff effect,
you either have a signal with digital
or you don't." Parsons also pointed
out that they are receiving channel 17
from a site that is also transmitting a
powerful channel 16 analog signal

without any appreciable adjacent
channel interference.
Those who have seen the results of
this experiment are no longer skepti-

cal that DTV can be implemented
with translators. The bottom line in
all this is that DTV translators work,
can use modest power, will eventually
cost about the same as analog trans-

lators, and produce quality service
for those hundreds of thousands of
rural TV viewers and the many cable
systems that rely on translators.

CBS, Infinity split with NAB
CBS Television and infinity Broadcasting resigned from the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)

to protest NAB's support of ownership caps on television stations. A
release by the network stated: "We
have been proud NAB members for
many years, but it has recently become
clear that we have a fundamental issue
on which we and certain of the NAB's
television members disagree. Until recently, we felt it was possible to remain
members of the Association with this

broadcasters say the proliferation of
media outlets on cable and the Internet has eliminated the need to limit
ownership.
Local broadcasters have pressured

In any event, local or small -group owned stations will need to become

the NAB to protect their interests against

advertising, generating a competitive

those of the networks and a few large

local platform. This would allow a

local content producers and help local
advertisers reach local customers with

new forms of content and targeted

CBS sees the NAB's position as being one

that is actively working against its desire to
eliminate national ownership caps.

disagreement unresolved. Due to ac-

tions taken by the NAB, that is no
longer the case."
Fox and NBC left NAB two years
ago over the same issue. This leaves

station groups who are intent on consolidating control of terrestrial televi-

more creative and technically oriented
job market at each station.

sion broadcasting. There are those
who see the lifting of the caps on

Viacom Inc., parent of CBS, along
with the News Corp. -owned Fox net-

work and General Electric Co., parent of the NBC Networks, have filed
a suit in the U.S. Court of Appeals in
the District of Columbia to force the

try to make sure free, over -the -air

ownership as undermining the financial viability of local broadcasters, as
well as limiting their ability to evolve
the business model of local broadcasting. Small companies argue that the
FCC should keep the limits to prevent
large groups of stations and national
networks from ignoring the needs of

television and radio stand on an even

local viewers. Affiliates have long

footing with their competitors both
for the good of the business and for
the public they serve.

maintained the position of gatekeeper
for the networks and program syndicates, injecting a healthy dose of local
information and entertainment services. Managers of network -owned and

only ABC and PAX as network mem-

bers, though it should be noted that
NBC owns about a third of PAX.

CBS sees the NAB's position as
being one that is actively working
against its goal of eliminating ownership caps. But the network will continue to work with others in the indus-

CBS, NBC and Fox want to be able
to buy and own anything they can get
their hands on. There are those who
see this as limiting competition, but

Viacom, the News Corp. and other
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operated stations (O&Os) give the
same argument with respect to local
information, news, public affairs, etc.
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Federal Communications Commission
to review the broadcast ownership cap
issue. The NAB plans to file a brief in
the case opposing the networks, sources
said. When Viacom bought CBS Corp.

and its television stations last May,
the company's total reach to a national
audience rose to 41 percent. The FCC

ordered Viacom to comply with the
cap within 12 months. That original
time frame has now expired.
SEND
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FCC Update

DTV must -carry adopted
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

FCC has issued an order that for

mandatory carriage includes only a

the first time establishes rules for
the mandatory carriage of digital television stations on cable TV systems.
Must -carry will apply only to a single
programming channel, analog or DTV,

single programming stream and other
"program -related" material. The station may choose which of its unrelated
multiplexed signals is considered the
"primary" video. Among the program -

plus program -related material. In a

related materials that would also be

Further Notice of Proposed Rule Mak-

subject to must -carry are closed captioning, V -chip data, Nielsen ratings
data, and channel mapping and tuning
protocols, but not e -commerce or Internet services.
Channel capacity: Section 614 of the
Communications Act requires cable
operators to devote up to one-third of
their activated channels to must -carry.
The use of the term "channels" is no
longer appropriate in a digital environment, where capacity is measured in
megabits. Accordingly, the Commission revised the method for calculating
a cable system's channel capacity by
totaling usable activated channel capacity of the system in megahertz and
dividing that amount by three.
Signal quality: In Section 614 of the

The

ing, the FCC is seeking further comment on this issue, including information on the need for dual carriage for
a successful transition to DTV and the

return of analog spectrum, present
and future cable system channel capacity, and the use of retransmission
consent for DTV signals.
The specifics of the FCC's DTV must -

carry rules are as follows:
Retransmission consent: The Commission concluded that commercial
television stations broadcasting in both
analog and digital during the transi-

tion may choose must -carry or retransmission consent for their analog
signals while electing to negotiate for
retransmission consent for their digital signals. The Commission ruled that
a station electing retransmission consent for its digital signal may negotiate
with a cable operator for partial carriage, i.e. one channel, of that digital
signal. Finally, for the time being, a
television station may tie the carriage
(one channel) of its digital signal with
the carriage of its analog signal as a
retransmission consent condition.
Content of signal subject to mandatory carriage. The Commission ruled

that the "primary video" entitled to

Act, commercial television stations
must provide a "good quality" signal
at a cable system's principal headend in

order to qualify for must -carry. The
Commission determined that for DTV
stations, the signal strength level necessary to meet this requirement is -61dBm.

Material degradation: The Commission found that cable operators may
remodulate digital broadcast signals
from 8VSB to 64 or 256 QAM. Cable

operators are not required to pass

Television stations in the following
locations must file their biennial
ownership reports on or before June
1, 2001: Arizona, Washington D.C.,

Idaho, Maryland, Michigan, Nevada,
New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia and Wyoming.
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signal if it carries less than the full
19.4Mb/s transmitted by a broadcaster.

Channel location: The Commission
found that there is no need to implement

channel positioning requirements for
DTV signals like those that exist for
analog signals, and that channel mapping protocols contained in the PSIP data

stream adequately address a television
station's channel positioning concerns.
Set -top box availability: The Commission found that a cable operator is
not required under the Act to provide
subscribers with a set -top box capable
of processing DTV signals for display
on analog sets.
Carriage on PEG channels: The Commission found that carriage of digital
non-commercial educational stations

and digital LPTV signals on unused
public, educational or government access channels, with the permission of
the local franchising authority, is consistent with the Communications Act.
Basic tier: Importantly, the Commission held that DTV signals carried pursuant to must -carry must be available
to all subscribers on a basic service tier.
DTV station granted must -carry rights

In a related decision, the FCC ruled
that a Florida digital -only television
station is entitled to mandatory carriage rights on cable systems in its local

cable market. The FCC granted the

be a good option for cable operators

station's carriage request and ordered
that as a transitional matter the station
could elect whether its signal would be
carried in digital or analog format. If

early in the DTV transition. The Com-

the station elects analog carriage, it

mission also found that cable operators may not carry a DTV signal in a
lower resolution than that afforded to
a non -broadcast digital programmer
carried on the cable system. As to the
statutory requirement that must -carry
stations be carried without material
degradation, the Commission found

must provide at its own expense equipment to the cable operators to convert
the DTV signal to analog.

through 8VSB signals, although the
Commission noted that doing so might

Dateline

that a cable operator would not necessarily be materially degrading a DTV
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Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.
Send questions and comments to:
harry_martin intertec.com
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Business Models

Preparing video for the Web
BY DAVE ABBOTT

Broadcasters face a number of vari-

of this process - quality that after

ables as they select a technical

encoding for delivery is hardly distin-

solution to deliver video assets over
the Internet. Broadcasters must consider streaming formats, data storage

guishable. Consider that fact in any
discussion of the economical methods
of bringing video to the Internet.
The first questions to ask during the

strategies, live streaming vs. video -on -

demand strategies, reporting tech-

acquisition phase concern the daily
workflow for the video handlers and

niques, encoding bit rates, ad serving,
costs and bandwidth. By closely examining the options available for any-

between line -level input and RE Even
at 300K, the differences are minimal.
If the input signal is not clean, the quality
will only worsen as acquisition proceeds,

and nothing can be done to compensate
for further degradation in quality.

The selection of the encoding and
editing platform is dependent upon

Expectations should shift from the quality
expected in the broadcast world to what is
acceptable to an Internet viewer.

one looking to make local -content Web

channels available, many of the difficult decisions can be demystified.
The process of making video available on the Internet is in two stages for
the purpose of this discussion: acquisition and delivery. Acquisition encompasses how the video is routed to the
capturing system, edited and encoded
into Internet -friendly formats. Delivery is just that - how the video stream
is distributed to viewers. From acqui-

what sources of video will likely be
used. In one model, a journalist re-

the skill and experience of the individual who will be doing the encoding. If

ceives video from several sources, including line -level feeds, RF and tapes
in various formats. As newsrooms migrate to digital platforms, there is ac-

that person is not a video journalist,
but instead is from the Web -publishing world, a consumer -grade video

sition to delivery, it is critical that

cess directly to the video servers as

expectations are shifted from the quality expected in the broadcast world to
what is acceptable to an Internet viewer. A great deal of money can be spent
trying to improve quality at each step

well. In this model, it is key to ensure

the quality of the input signals - a
good, clean RF feed works well. If
encoding bit rates are going to be
below 200K, there is no difference

editing package should be used, as the
individual will only be selecting entry
and exit points in the clips to be encoded. The captured segments are encoded into an MPEG file as an intermediate step for reasons discussed below.

However, if a skilled video editor is
available, many broadcast -quality vid-

eo editing packages are capable of
publishing into multiple, Web -ready
formats. In terms of quality and workflow, this is often the optimal solution
and should be pursued if available.
Now that the video has been edited

and captured, the final step of the

El*

EEEE

acquisition stage is to encode it in a
format for viewing on the Web. The
two most popular streaming formats
are from Real and Microsoft; Quick Time is a distant third. Encoding into
multiple formats will allow more us-
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everyone is capable of viewing every
format. Choosing an appropriate bit
rate is key. Minimally, choose one that
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ers to see the posted video, as not
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is modem -friendly - 28K or 56K (C)

Encoders like the Pinnacle StreamGenie. shown above, allow broadcasters to reach
larger audiences on the Web by encoding streaming content into multiple formats.
Photo courtesy Pinnacle Systems.
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or that gives a higher -quality experience like 128K. If resources are available, 300K is a popular next step and
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proven quality being used to support the new generatior of
cameras. And with its central locking for immediate leg release, the
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high. So why wait? Optimize y3Lr equipmeht now. With Sachtler!
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yields strong results. There are clear

Serving video is expensive, as is the

cost trade-offs here: The higher the bit
rates and greater the number of streaming formats, the more expensive it will
be to create and serve video.

disk space to store it. It uses significant-

Delivery
The second step in publishing video to
the Web, delivery, is the process of dis-

neous video streams can saturate it,

ly more bandwidth than traditional
Web serving, especially at higher bit
rates. Whereas a single T1 can serve a
number of Web pages, just 10 simultarendering an entire website useless if it

is sharing the same bandwidth. IBS
regularly sees five- to tenfold traffic
increases on breaking news days, the

tributing encoded video to the public.
The most important technical aspects
of choosing between serving video internally and outsourcing are access to

same days that it is most important to
be up and serving. It would most likely
be cost prohibitive for a smaller bandwidth consumer to maintain the necessary overhead to cover large spikes in
traffic. Shop around before taking on

reasonable bandwidth (routers and
switches of adequate capacity as well),
and the ability to load balance the video
servers for scalability and reliability.

the ambitious project of internally serving; it is a consumers' market for out sourced serving of video. Many of these
vendors have effective methods of delivery that will provide the user with a
superior overall viewing experience.
Other considerations

There are other important issues related to video serving that complete the
environment, including ad serving, traffic reporting and live streaming.
The ability to serve ads with the video

streams is an important consideration
to serving video, especially if it is part of
the revenue model. In addition to several

outsourced solutions, there are standalone packages on the market that are
capable of inserting ads as well. Consider where in the video stream the ad is to

(www.myat.com
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situations with innovative applications of the

Until this point, discussion has centered
on video -on -demand vs. live streaming.

latest technologies. The result is not merely

The principles are the same: ensure a

a product. It's a solution as unique as

quality input signal, encode into as many

your requirements.

formats as is practical and point the

the most challenging broadcast

control systems.

resultant streams at servers that will be
available and can handle the load.
For broadcasters, making video content available for the Web does not have
to be excessively expensive or complex.
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ucts are created equal. Outsourced solutions will often prove most economical
for low -volume applications.
Consider traffic statistics when creating a video -serving environment. Traf-

helpful in characterizing video usage
and identifying problems. The ability
to measure server and network traffic

MYAT. We've built a 50 -year

Our experienced, knowledgeable

14112110;INC.

be inserted, how buffering is handled
and product scalability - not all prod-

broadcastengineering.com
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all or some of this process to not only to

get serving video more quickly but to
learn from the experiences of others,
ensuring a successful implementation.M
Dave Abbott is chief technology officer for
Internet Broadcasting Systems.
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Digital Handbook
Transition to Digital

Format conversion, Part 1
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

Motion pictures made between the
late twenties, the advent of sound

were developed in the 1930s, the chosen

on pictures, and the early fifties, the
advent of widescreen pictures, share
two main characteristics:
Horizontal vs. vertical picture di-

the contemporary film aspect ratio.

mension ratio (aspect ratio): After experimenting with various aspect ratios
the motion picture industry settled on a
1.37/1 aspect ratio called the Academy
format. This aspect ratio was reduced to
1.33/1 with the advent of sound on film.

aspect ratio was 1.33:1 (4:3) to match
While this choice resolved the picture

and the result was 25 frames per second (50 interlaced fields per second) in
Europe and 30 frames per second (60
interlaced fields per second) in North

With the advent of color television,
North America felt the need to alter the
frame -repetition frequency. We still live
with the consequences of this decision.

Number of acquired pictures per
second (picture frequency): The chosen
picture frequency is 24 images per second. This satisfies the eye requirements
with respect to recreating the illusion of

movement. To satisfy a related eye
requirement, critical flicker, each stationary picture of the sequence is pro-

jected twice, resulting in a "refresh
rate" of 48 cycles per second. This is a
compromise between the human vision
system requirements and financial constraints related to film length.
When the basics of practical television

format compatibility with the dominant film technology of the time, the

America. With the advent of color

chosen picture repetition rate aimed at
satisfying different requirements. On
both sides of the Atlantic the need was

tO 29.97 frames per second (59.94

felt to relate the picture repetition
frequency (refresh rate) to the power
line frequency. For all sorts of historical reasons this was 50Hz in Europe
and 60Hz in North America.
Transmission bandwidth constraints
dictated the use of interlace scanning,

FRAME GRAB

Demand for broadband will jump
81 percent this year

color subcarrier has a value related to
half the horizontal scanning frequency (Fsc = 455/2 Fh) and to the vertical
scanning frequency and thus achieves
low visibility due to a process of line to -line phase reversal. By making the
4.5MHz intercarrier spacing a multiple of Fh/2, the 920kHz interference
visibility would also benefit from the
line -by-line phase reversal. Since the
FCC opposed the change of the carrier

The desire for streaming is only part of the draw
14

Cl

10

O

interlaced fields per second). The reason was relatively simple: Given the
nonlinear distortions of the television
transmitters and receivers of the time
(1953) it was feared that the sound
carrier (4.5MHz offset from the vision
carrier) might generate interference
products with the chrominance sub carrier (3.579...MHz) resulting in a

spurious 920kHz interference that
would be quite visible. The NTSC

A look at tomorrow's technology

0
0

television, North America felt the need
to alter the frame repetition frequency

Cable modem
DSL

Satellite data
Fixed wireless

8
6

spacing the only way out was to change
4

the horizontal and vertical scanning
H

frequencies. So we ended up with Fv =
59.94Hz instead of the original 60 Hz
and with Fh = 15,734.25Hz instead of

2005

the original 15,750Hz.This had no

2

0-1Z1
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

SOURCE: Media Metri'

www.mediamctrix.com
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influence whatsoever on the television

atee..-GT-?ASS VALLEY GROUP

This feeling now comes cleverly disguised as the
industry's first no -compromise shared storage solution.

Compromising stinks. Unfortunately, most shared -storage solutions force you to choose. Between access
to high -quality video and the tools you need to manipulate that video. Between proprietary shared storage
and the most efficient production workflows. Between supporting your business today and being ready for
tomorrow's big revenue opportunity. Even between shared -storage itself and easy migration to HD.
No more tradeoffs. The Grass Valley Media Area Network- (MAN) real-time, shared- storage option for
the Emmy winning Profile® line simultaneously provides access to standard Windows NT® -based tools
and to broadcast -quality video record and playout from Profile devices. It gets networking compatibility
issues out of the way so you can extract the most efficiency from your workflows-from ingest, editing,
and browse to Web publishing and transmission. Oh, and it provides an easy transition to HD.
Media asset management. Remote monitoring and diagnostics. Streamlined Web publishing. And the peace
of mind that comes with being prepared for your next big opportunity-whatever that may be. It's all part
of the Grass Valley MAN. We're sure you'll find it all very refreshing. www.grassvalleygroup.com/ad/man
MEDIA W THOUT BOUNDS SOLUTIONS
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FIELD A21/80 SEC
FIELD B1 1/60 SEC

r

FIELD 82 1/60 SEC

FILM FRAME B
1/24 SEC

color, and aurally by multichannel sound.
This resulted in a variety of aspect ratios

\ TV FRAME 1
\ 1/30 SEC

FIELD Al 1/50 SEC

FILM FRAME A
1/24 SEC

\ TV FRAME 2
\ 1/30 SEC
I

\ TV FRAME 3
\ 1/30 SEC

FIELD 81 1/60 SEC
FIELDC2 1/60 SEC

TV FRAME 4

FIELD Cl 1/60 SEC

FILM FRAME C
1/24 SEC

\ 1/30 SEC

FIELD D2 1/60 SEC

FIELD 01 1/50 SEC

\ TV FRAPIE 5

\ 1/30 KC

FIELD 021/60 SEC

FILM FRAME 13
1/24 SEC

requiring the widening of the screen.
Table 1 lists some of the formats in
existence and their characteristics.
While the variety of available formats
is impressive, equally impressive is the
fact that there are currently some 250
million NTSC television receivers in
North America, all with a 4/3 (1.33/1)

Figure 1. The NTSC telecine 2/3 pull -down process

aspect ratio picture tube. It is there-

receiver's synchronizing ability but

TV frame 3 contains one field each

played havoc with future studio oper-

of the second (B) and the third (C) film
frames;

fore debatable whether the widescreen
movie formats have made moviegoing
more popular than television watching.
While movie houses could adapt fairly
easily, at a cost, to various film aspect
ratios, television broadcasting had rela-

ations. We still live with the consequences of this decision.
Transferring film to video
With PAL or SECAM, featuring 25
frames per second (50 interlaced fields

per second), transferring film to video
is usually achieved by running the film
at a slightly increased speed (25/24 =

1.04166...). This shortens the duration of the projected movie slightly,
which is relatively acceptable, and rais-

es the reproduced sound pitch, which
is mildly annoying.
NTSC video required a different approach. It is evident that it would be
totally unacceptable to run film at 30 (or
29.97) frames per second. The solution

adopted is based on the fact that 30
(television frames per second) and 24
(film frames per second) have a common
denominator, namely 6. Essentially four
frames projected at a speed of 24 frames
per second take the same amount of time
(4/24 = 1/6 sec) as five television scanning
frames at 30 frames per second (5/30 =1/

TV frame 4 contains one field each
of the third (C) and the fourth (D) film
frame; and,

TV frame 5 contains two fields of
the fourth (D) film frame.
"This film has been formatted to fit
your screen"
The methods described above worked
well until the early 1950s. By then there
were about 15 million television receivers in use in North America. This creat-

tively few, and generally unsatisfactory,

choices. These were:
Avoid transmitting widescreen films.
Use the horizontal cropping method.
Figure 2 shows the manner in which a

16/9 (1.77/1) aspect ratio picture is
cropped on both sides to extract a
central window that fits into a 4/3
raster. In the pan -and -scan mode, the

ed apathy among
potential moviegoers, who preferred

9

ORIGINIF

to stay home and
watch television.
The movie industry reacted by enhancing the movie

RIGHT

4:3 CROPPED ON BOTH SIDES

4:3 PANNED TO THE LEFT

watching experience visually, by
using various

widescreen formats as well as

6 sec). Thus if the image is scanned
completely five times while four film
frames are passing through the projector
the two systems maintain synchronism.

Figure 2. The edge crop mode.

16:9 ORIGINAL

16:9 ORIGINAL

4:3 LETTERBOX FORMAT

4:3 25% ANAMORPHIC DISTORTION

The relationship is maintained if one
film frame is scanned with two television fields (2/60 sec), the next film
frame with three fields (3/60 sec) and so
on. This method is called the 2/3 pull down. While this solution was adopted
before the advent of NTSC colon with its
modified scanning rates (29.97 television
frames per second) it works equally well

with the slightly reduced frame rates.
Figure 1 illustrates the NTSC 2/3 pull down process as follows:

TV frame 1 contains two fields of
the first (A) film frame;

TV frame 2 contains two fields of
the second (B) film frame;

30
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The Omneon Networked Content Se
The All -in -One Infrastructure for Digital Me
It's here: the industry's first data -type independent, shared -storage infrastructure for digital
media. A storage architecture to support your applications, m multiple data types, over any
transmission method. Making the real-time creation, management and distribution of digital
content easier than ever before. Enabling a world of new revenue -generating services - from
enhanced TV, to rich media streaming, HDTV and beyond. And it's available today.

Format -independence supports many
media formats on a single platform
Distributed I/O topology allows the
addition of inputs and outputs as needed
System scalability grows from a few to
many channels, and to thousands of hours
of media storage
Intuitive Web -based system manager and
configuration tool runs from a standard
Web browser

Industry standard control protocols support
a choice of applications for transmission,
collaborative production, media and
asset management
Extended File System allows simultaneous
access to all content on all channels
Discover the Omneon difference at
www.Omneon.com

OMB' NEON
VIDEONETWORKS
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because the black bars reduce the number of active scanning lines. This method is generally used in France and Germany and is shunned in the U.K.

FORMAT

ASPECT RATIO

ACADEMY

1.33/1

CINERAMA

2.65/1 to 3/1

CINEMASCOPE

Initially 2.55/1 and later 2.4/1

SUPERPANAVISION 70

2.76/1

method. Figure 4 shows the manner in

ULTRAPANAVISION

2.76/1 (65 OR 70 mm prints) or 2.35/1 (35 mm prints)

PANAVISION

Initially 2.35/1 and currently 2.4/1

VISTAVISION

Approximately 1.85/1

TODD -AD

2.2/1 during filming and 2.35/1 on 70 mm print

which a 16/9 aspect ratio picture is
squeezed horizontally to fit inside a
4/3 aspect ratio raster. This method
results in anamorphically distorted

TECHNIRAMA

2.2/1 (on 70 mm prints) OR 2.35/1 (on 35 mm prints)

SUPER 35

2.45/1 filmed anamorphically
.

Use the anamorphic distortion

.....

Table 1. Contemporary film formats.

shapes. In North America this method
is used in the beginning and end of the
movie to allow showing all the credits,

many of which would be masked by

operator moves the central window in
the horizontal direction to follow the
main action. This is the most common
approach in North America. Evidently,
given the variety of formats, films cannot be projected directly on -air. Specialized production houses transfer film
on videotape using skilled operators

popular in North America. The film's
releasing agency is usually motivated

the pan -and -scan process.

to inform the TV viewer that "This
movie has been formatted to fit your

discuss the implications of the ATSC/
DTV digital standards and the scanning format conversions usually encountered.

occasionally directed by a producer

and horizontally to fit inside a 4/3 aspect

familiar with the original film producer's intent. By necessity, some details of
the picture will be dropped so there will
be a definite loss of picture information. On the other hand, the screen will
be completely filled. This method is

ratio window. The process generates
black bars at the top and the bottom of
the picture. The thickness of the black
bar depends on the aspect ratio of the
film. Letterboxing, as it is commonly
called, reduces the vertical resolution

screen." Viewer beware.
Use the letterbox method. Figure 3
shows the manner in which a 16/9 aspect ratio picture is reduced vertically

In the next month's article we will

Michael Robin, former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is
co-author ofDigital Television Fundamentals,
published by McGraw Hill.

SENO

Send questions and comments to:
michael_robin@intertec.com

The Fiber Optic System
that Transports it All
VIPER Ir.
The most widely used fiber optic system for television
production and distribution just got easier to use. With
advanced electronics, electro-optics and hot-swappable
packaging, the Viper II meets all challenges in your facility's
video and audio communications. Name your fiber
application-pre-fitered facilities, STLs, remote broadcasts,
metropolitan video links-the Viper II handles the job.
Multiplexed NTSC/PAL video, audio & data
HDTV -19.4 Mbps to 1.5 Gbps uncompressed
601 serial digital interface (SDI)
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
Universal 16 -slot card frame or "throw down" modules

Redundant power and UPS options
The Viper II is a multifaceted tool that's flexible, affordable
and reliable. It's one more reason why facilities that
-hoose fiber choose Telecast.

(508) 754-4858 sales@telecast.fibencom www.telecast-fibencom
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4:2:2 SDI
input with

4010 equalization

NTSC or PAL color
test bar pattern

Component video
or RGB available as

Rack mountable
metal endosures

third output

HDSDI 720p, 10801,
or 1080p input
with equalization

Component video or
RGB output

HDSDI-ACR 100

SDI-AVR 100

International
internal
power supply

International
internal
power supply

Simultaneous
composite video and
S -video outputs

Re -docked HDSDI
loop -through

Extron SDI or HDSDI to Analog Video Converters
Easily Integrate Digital Video Sources Into Analog Systems
The Extron SDI-AVR 100 is a 10 -bit 4:2:2 Serial Digital Interface (SDI) to

analog video signal converter, and the Extron HDSDI-ACR 100 is a 10 -bit
High Definition Serial Digital Interface (HDSDI) to analog video signal
converter. These versatile signal converters bridge the gap between SDI or

HDSDI and analog video to simplify the integration of digital video sources
into analog systems, or to analog devices. To route the highest quality analog

video signal possible, the SDI-AVR 100 and HDSDI-ACR 100 output
RGBHV with separate horizontal and vertical sync. For convenient integration,
both devices are rack -mountable and include worldwide, internal power
supplies.

Large Screen
Rear Projector

SDI Camera

The Extron SDI-AVR 100 provides these advantages:

Accepts 4:2:2 SDI (ITU-R BT 601)
Auto -detects data rates up to 270 Mbps
Automatic input equalization

HDSDI-ACR 100

Re -docked SDI input with loop -through
Outputs composite video and S -video simultaneously, third output available
as component video (Y, R -Y, B -Y) or RGB (RGsB, RGBS, or RGBHV)
HDTV Tape Deck

Choice of output formats: NTSC or PAL
NTSC or PAL color bar test pattem for system setup and troubleshooting

DLP Projector

The Extron HDSDI-ACR 100 provides these advantages:
Accepts HDSDI data rates up to 1.5 Gbps (720p, 1080i, 1080p)

HDTV Camera

Automatic input equalization
Re -clocked HDSDI input with loop -through
Outputs component video (Y, R -Y, B -Y) or RGB (RGsB, RGBS, or RGBHV)

Bi-level or tri-level sync available with component video output

For complete details, visit Extron's Web site at:
www.extron.com/4/sdiavr100 and wwwexiron.com/4/hdsdiacr100

Extron Electronics
800.633.9876 www.extron.com
4"A.:,`

Extron Electronics, USA
1230 South Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA 92805

Enron Electronics, Europe

800.633.9876 714.491.1500 FAX 714.491.1517

+n33.453.4040 FAX +31.33.453.4050

USA

The Netherlands

Beeldschermwog 6C, 3821 AH Amersfoort

Extron Electronics, Asia
135 Joo Seng Rd. #04-01, PM Industrial Bldg.

+65.383.4400 FAX +65.383.4664
Singapore 368363

Extron Electronics Information
ExuonWEBTM: www.extron.com
ExtronFAXTm: 714.491.0192
24 -hour access-worldwide!

Copyright 0 2001 Extron Electronics. All rights reserved. All trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners.
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Computers & Networks

Storage area networking
BY BRAD GILMER

Storage area networking is one of
the hottest topics there is. Storage
area networks (SAN) promise to increase creativity and productivity by
allowing users to share content across

The SAN consists of three basic components: an interface (like SCSI, Fibre

signing SAN systems is fault tolerance
vs. high availability. Because you are

Channel or ESCON), interconnects

using the same storage system for a

(switches, gateways, routers or hubs),
and a protocol (like IP or SCSI) that
controls traffic over the access paths

number of clients, a failure in the storage
system can have serious effects in your
organization. Fault -tolerant systems are

a pool of common virtual storage that
multiple processors can share as if all

that connect the nodes. These three

designed to be resistant to faults, so a

the storage were local. A SAN can

SANs had a troubled start, largely because they

multiple systems. At its heart, a SAN is

consist of local storage on a number of
machines, centralized storage or a com-

bination of both. Unlike a traditional
network, a SAN does not involve file
transfer. When users gain access to
shared content, they are not making a

copy of the content on their local
storage, nor are they attaching a file
system to their local box. To the user,
it appears as if the content resides on
their local system, regardless of where

the content is physically stored. Furthermore, the SAN operates separately from a local area network (LAN), so
storage -related functions do not slow
normal "network" LAN traffic.
Unfortunately, the SAN had a somewhat troubled start, largely because it

is based upon technology and standards that needed some "wrinkles"
ironed out. While there are still some
compatibility issues, these problems are

much better understood.

Dual
power

Dual

needed some wrinkles ironed out.
components plus the attached storage
devices and servers form an independent storage area network.
While the SAN supports a number of
interfaces, Fibre Channel (both Fibre
Channel Arbitrated Loop [FC-AL] and
Fibre Channel fabrics) has gained the

limelight due to its flexibility, high
throughput, inherent fault -tolerant access

paths and potential for revitalizing
network -to -storage communications.
In most, but not all, SAN implementations, Fibre Channel serves as a sort of
shared "SCSI extender" allowing local
systems to treat remotely located storage as a local SCSI device.
An important issue to consider in de -

1

Raid

2

arrays

design components typically included in

fault -tolerant systems. These systems
are designed as a single unit or a set of
interconnected units. They are sold as a
system and may be expensive. Many
fault -tolerant systems are designed so
that the only way you know there has
been a failure is by checking status mon-

itoring and alarms. The hardware and
software quality -control procedures on
fault -tolerant systems can be extensive.
One thing to be aware of is that fault -

ough, with capabilities such as "phone home" monitoring. With phone -home
monitoring, the system can call into the

support center when errors are detected, and the support center can call into

Controller
1

the system for diagnostics and upgrades.

2

Dual

Another approach that can be much
more economical, but which may or
may not provide the same protection

CPU

monitored
tans

System

1

Modem

monitoring

2

2

Figure 1. Fault -tolerant systemstypically rely on dual subsystems to reduce or elirr inate
downtime.

34

single fault will not typically cause a
total system failure. Dual power supplies, redundant disks or RAID, dual
disk controllers and automatic
changeover software are some of the

tolerant systems typically come with
24 -hour support that is geared for the
IT and business world. This support
can be costly, but it can be very thor-

Power supply

supplies

controller

were based upon technology and standards that

broadcastengineering.com
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from failure, is that of high availability.

With high availability, the strategy is
different. The point is not to prevent
failures, although high -quality components can be used. Instead, a designer
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Be First. Be Original.
Inscriber RTX is the revolutionary breadcast data -casting solution for rap dly creating custom information channels that
:sambine streams of dynamic data wit* program video. RTX is the world's most widely used application for the display of
;ports scorcs, ele:tion results, financial services, stock tickers, weathe- displays home shopping, horse racing, general it -Karma -

:ion and dic ital vtdeo delivery services

Y -X provides a flexible open system elvironment fcr software dew opers :o J se familiar programming interfaces to produce
applications ii record time. With RTX_ broadcasters now have the power to integrate multiple layers of text, graphics, logos,

animatiops, imagery, audio and live or digital video with full control over everything

a the first to deliver the information your viewers want. With Inscriber RTX be original by taking the lead and develcping
our own look t -tat no off -the -shelf product can ever deliver.

For more information visit - www.inscriber.com
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Dual mirrored

by the system designers. The bottom

fact is that high-speed network hard-

JBOD arrays

line? Fault -tolerant systems may indeed

ware is falling in price and is now such

be more "fault tolerant" than high -

a small part of the total system price
that this is no longer a consideration.

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Dual

loop
FCAL

switch

availability systems, but there is a cost
associated with this. It is up to the user
to decide if it is worth the expense.

The decision between fault tolerant
and high availability may be as much
philosophical as it is economic or technical. Some users feel much more comfortable with systems that are designed
as a whole and have IT -type support.
Others feel more comfortable with systems built out of readily available com-

Figure 2. High -availability systemstypically

ponents that they can easily see and
understand. When considering SAN

feature two completely separate JBOD

systems and the issue of reliability, be

(Just a Bunch of Disks) arrays connected
by a Fibre Channel arbitrated loop switch.

uses off -the -shelf components to design a system such that a single failure
has little impact. An example might be
to design a network with two completely separate Ethernet systems. The servers and clients might have two Ethernet
cards in them instead of one. It might
seem cumbersome to put together two
completely separate Ethernet networks,
but high availability takes advantage of

the low price of consumer computer
hardware. Ethernet is practically free

sure to think about your philosophy
and buy the appropriate solution.

this depends entirely on decisions made

Storage/Server

SCSI

Protocol

Fibre
Channel

Interface

Hardware/
Switches

Interconnects

SAN, you can have one remote storage
location, or several locations, including

for a server system that has a low
number of I/O channels but lots of

If the SAN is grown in an unplanned way, its

overall bandwidth can be exceeded under
peak conditions.

create two copies of any newly ingested

material. The system makes sure that
the same data is not stored in the same
location. Other SAN systems stripe the
data across multiple systems. If one
server's local storage becomes unavailable, the SAN recreates the data using
well -understood parity algorithms. In
any case, it is important that users
understand how their SAN data is protected and what the cost of this protection is in terms of disk storage.
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So where do SANs make the most
sense? SANs are best used in larger
systems where users want many I/O
channels and they all want to access the

same content. As storage prices fall,
building one server with a huge amount
of storage is not a problem. However, I/

O still requires bandwidth inside the
server. There are two common strategies for dealing with large I/O requirements. One is to build a large server
with what amounts to a router inside it;

the other is to connect a number of
smaller I/O devices to a network. That
is what the SAN does. It allows one to

over if all users on the SAN request
data simultaneously? Simple - first,

having to upgrade boxes.

they design the bandwidth of the SAN
so that it has extra capacity. The extra

Brad Gilmer is executive director of the AAF
Association, technical moderator for the Video

functioning even in times of extremely
protocol. a Fibre Channel interface and
hardware/switch interconnects.

storage. Finally, a SAN may not be the
way to go if you are looking for a small
system. Generally, simple stand-alone
systems are less expensive.

Another issue in SAN design is bandwidth. How do designers of SAN systems ensure that the SAN does not fall

capacity assures that the SAN keeps
Figure 3. An example SAN might use SCSI

change. Just because you can transfer a
file from one vendor to another does not
mean you can play it. SANs exist pretty
much as single -vendor solutions.

Second, SANs may turn out to be

is not stored in a particular location,
how can it be adequately backed up?
Some SAN solutions automatically

than fault -tolerant systems, although

do not address the issue of file inter-

more expensive when you are looking

Do not get me wrong- high -availability

tolerant systems. High -availability
systems may have a higher fault rate

Why? Because the standards for SANs

As I said before, SANs allow multiple

local disk. SANs raise some interesting
design issues. For example, if SAN data

engineered. They can provide excellent
recovery from faults and may provide
a lower overall system cost than fault -

If a SAN is so great, why doesn't
everyone use one? Storage area networking has a few challenges. First, it does not
work well in a multivendor environment.

users to share the same data. With a

these days unless you are talking about
the really high-speed technology.

systems are typically also very well

Second, they insist that connections to
the SAN be carefully controlled. If the
SAN is grown in an unplanned way, its
overall bandwidth can be exceeded under peak conditions.

high demand. Some might argue that
this is wasteful and drives up cost. The

May 2001

grow a network efficiently, without

Services Forum and president of Gilmer &
Associates, a technology consulting company.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
brad gilmer@intertec.com
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Technologies

Scopus Network Technologies is expanding its quality MPEG-2 EVB

offerings to the broadcast world.
Scopus Network Technologies is evolving to serve your growing heeds

for digital delivery over broadband networks.
And Beyond.

- scopus.
Broadening Your Scope.

-

Contact us at: info@scopususa.com

1

Offices: USA - Miami, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, San Diego (858) 618-1600;

Mexico - (+52 44) 51952-1396; China -(+86-10)6524-9705;
India - (+91-2712) 43462; Israel (Headquarters) - (+972-3) 557-6200
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Streaming Media

Commercial insertion
BY STEVEN M. BLUMENFELD

At this year's NAB, it was hard to see
people who only last year were talking about retiring to a beautiful home on
the beach in some exotic location. Stock

segmented audiences. Given the current market economics, commercial
insertion and profiling technologies
are on the rise in the streaming media world.

options were the talk of NAB2000, but
here we were, only a year later and the

bubble had burst for most, especially

Targeted delivery

those in the world of Internet streaming
media. In today's streaming media environment, revenue is king and near -term
profitability is the Holy Grail.
Almost every Internet business model,
especially those that did not make sense,

Unlike in broadcast, the cost of providing Internet content increases based
on the number of people who tune in to

enable advertisers to better target
audiences, for the first time what they
pay for is actually what they get. The
stations themselves are able to generate non-traditional revenue using their
existing streaming infrastructure.

The iM IT system with IM tuning
from IM Networks (formerly Sonicbox) is an example of a targeted ad -

insertion system. The technology

-

It is no longer enough to bring eyes and/or ears
to advertisers
they are demanding qualified
and clearly segmented audiences.

based their entire revenue stream on
money from the hundreds of advertisers

that were going to flock to their site.
While reading through many business
plans, I often wondered about the sheer
quantity of businesses that staked their
livelihoods on the few advertising dol-

your stream and how long they stay
with it. To increase revenue, a few

makes it easy to track revenue, gauge

lars spent on the Internet. Especially

companies have begun to see the value

because a vast majority of those dollars
went to relatively few companies.

of offering systems that support realtime dynamic ad insertion. Targeted
ad -insertion systems allow ads to be
inserted over local spots based on user
profiles. These systems increase advertising effectiveness via one-to-one
marketing and give advertisers a builtin value add. Because these systems

campaigns as needed.
When you install the iM IT software
system at your encoder, it inserts flags
within the stream that are controlled by
the broadcaster and have a number of
variables associated with them. They
request specific content from the IM
Networks streaming advertising insertion server. These targeted streaming

Some basic assumptions about ad-

vertising in the Internet age have
changed over the past few months. It

is no longer enough just to bring
advertisers eyes and/or ears. They
are demanding qualified and clearly

gh

C..t E3

ads are inserted in real time within your
stream and delivered as a normal part of
your online content.
The system also makes additional information such as part numbers available to
allow easy integration within an e -commerce system. Currently most streams
have an advertisement at the beginning,
and sometimes at the end, but I have seen

E:
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marketing effectiveness and adjust

very few with real-time messages inserted
within the stream. Just like TV ads, there

IV1
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Ovelor,
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is value in offering your message in the
middle of desirable content.
Recently, Coollink Broadcast Network
(CLBN) signed an advertising insertion

and streaming agreement with
Beethoven.com. CLBN will be providing
Search

Commercial insertion systems like Pathfire's shown above, allow broadcasters to
effectively target advertising to individual users. Image courtesy Pathfire.
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targeted ad -insertion technology and
Internet broadcast solutions. Through
their DemoTrak system, they provide

broadcasters and advertisers with a

In a world of chaos, Avid soluticns take some of the stress

out of producing and reporting la d-hittrig news.
You can load your digital video four times faster than
real time into an environment whe'e ever jone involved
has simultaneous access so your n ws team can do more

with a story in less time.
And you can send it to playback five times faster than
on videotape, making split-sacond changes a breeze.

From high -definition broadcast quality to streaming video,

uncompromising solutions aid support are yours from a
single source. We think you'J agree that's solid progress.
Avid Unity' for News
Avid NewsCutter' family

Save on Avid broadcast solstiOns now through

Avid Media Browse"

--114

Avid iNEWS-

June 22nd! Select discounts are available when a
combination of four or more Av d NewsCutter systems

Avid AirSPACE
Avid

and an Avid AirSPACE system are sold together.

For more details call 800 949 AVID (2843) or visit
www.avid.com/3105
Circle (123) on Fr-P.e Info Card

make manage more 1 media
©2001. Avid Technology,Inc. All Rights Reserved. Product specifications and availability are subject to change without notce. Avio and Newscutter are registered
trademarks and Avid Unity, AirSPACE and make manage move I media are trademarks of Avid Technology,Inc. Avid 'NEWS and filed13 E se are trademarks of 'News, LLC.
All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. 29667570511

real-time audience profiling system.
More importantly, the integrated system

allows for on the fly update / insertion

of content. That way, a marketing
department can try various types of
incentives and concepts and see immediately if they are working.

Dynamic content
In numerous past articles I have writ-

ten about the value of content indexing and real-time retrieval. Now let's
take this idea of real-time content insertion a step further. We have always
been able to set up a playlist and then

have those assets play out in a pre -

specified order - similar to how it is
done in the non -streaming world.
However, the current playlist-type sys-

tems are at a fundamental disadvan-

tage in that they are not dynamic.
Streaming, unlike broadcasting, lends

itself to real-time, dynamic content.

A path for delivering digital content

The strength of streaming is its ability to
offer multiple instantiations of the same

BY NANCY INWOOD, ASSISTANT EDITOR

content. Advanced technologies - both

Internet and sate lite technology is being used to change the way the television
industry works. The efforts of Pathfire, formerly known as Video Networks, are
changing the way the television industry works on a day-to-day basis.

Pathfire's spot distribution system allows for digital distribution of ads and uses
a Java interface to allow users to schedule spots, confirm or change distribution
priority, confirm distribution progress, and archive spots for future use. The system
also allows buyers and sellers to send and receive documents via the Internet, by

letting their traffic and billing systems talk to each other - no matter which system
each company uses.
Used by NBC and more than 200 of its affiliates, Pathfire's video -on -demand service

is a digital content management solution that eliminates the need for manual
duplication of tapes and costly physical delivery. Breaking news feeds are delivered

digitally to each producer's desktop. The system is also a good choice for multiple
systems operators who need an easy way to get content to cable headends.
Pathfire also offers an online syndication portal called VideoCenter. VideoCenter
links video producers and content owners with users and viewers. Syndicators can
use VideoCenter as a self -serve portal that allows them to purchase media tools,
host streaming media, Webcast special events, transact business, share and trade
content with partners, inventory and catalog assets, and get customer feedback.
Pathfire's services have already had a great effect on the television industry and
offer the potential for use in other industries, including film and the Internet.

Think Big,
Think Yosemite.

hardware and software based on the
new MPEG-7 standards and products
and services from companies like Con-

vera and Virage - are likely to make
standardized contextual indexing and
retrieval a reality in the near future.
When we, the broadcasters, have the
ability to profile our customers in real
time, find specific content and insert it
based on those profiles into real-time
streams, we will undoubtedly be changing the face of streaming advertising.
As we are able to give users more of

what they want, they will enjoy the
experience more and return more often
for longer periods of time. Thus driving

up those stock prices and making
NAB2002 even more enjoyable.
Steven M. Blumenfeld is currently the GM/

CTO of AOL - Nullsoft, the creators of
Winamp and SHOUTcast.

ROUTING SWITCHER FEATURES

Analog and/or Digital
SDI and AES/EBU with
synchronous option

Wideband analog available

Sizes range from 64x64 up
to 128x256

Rugged reliability in an
affordable, feature -rich
routing switcher.

Compact frames expandable
from 32x32

Analog frames are upgradeable
4acsaila

to digital

acir.ux-

Frames connect to all
Tahoe/Shasta Frames

(up to 8 levels)
Redundant power supplies and
control processors available

Variety of control panels
Flexible control software

Need Custom? Call Us!
www.sierravideo.com

tel 530.478.1000

fv."

PO Box 2462 Grass Valley, California

Circle (124) on Free Info Card
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95945
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A new, flexible tool for today s video
journalist: a digital video camera and
laptop -based MPEG encoder. Delivers

e,

real-time broadcast performcnce in news capture.

MedioStream, Inc. provides a new level of capability, flexibility
and cost reduction in real-time MPEG2 encoding for Digital News Gathering supporting both
NTSC and PAL standards at full Dl resolution. Complete high-performance PC or Laptop
based systems start at an amazingly low price. Call us for a demonstration of the latest in
MPEG2 processing.

medinstream
www.mediostream.com
Circle (125) on Free Info Card

Tel. 408.452.5500

© 2001 MedioStream Inc. All rights reserved. All other marks, trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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RGB Video, AudioNoice/Data Comm Links
The Latest in Fiber Optic Technology

Experience the Future
of Fiber Optic Broadcasting
The DVX-5000 uncompressed digital
transport system is opening up a new realm
in broadcasting using advanced

Dia/BAND'DVX-5000
The Next Generation in Fiber Optic Transmission

DiGiBANCim technology

from Opticomm.

DIGIBAND'
HDTV, DVB & SDI Systems
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video. audio and data
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transmission.
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en TeleVest was looking

for a new home for its
daytime drama "As the World
Turns," we ran into a problem
well known to anybody trying
to find property in New York
City: Space is extremely hard
to come by. Through a combi-

nation of good timing and
good connections, we were
able to convert a Brooklyn,
N.Y., NBC facility into JC Stu-

dios, the new site for "As the
World Turns." The show had
been shooting at the CBS -TV

rebuilding

complex in Manhattan, but
had to vacate the facilities
there for several reasons, space

being one of them.

.

7."1

IMP

If 1

JC Studios uses two 32 -channel Aysis Air digital consoles
to keep the entire production chain digital. Staff members
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showr above (from left to right) are Paul Stiegelbauer,
director of technical operations; Ron Bernknopf, chief
engineer; Frank DiMaulo, audio engineer; and Ed Dolan,
senior audio engineer. Photo by Dave King.

Read the latest expect re hews!
Watch video demos of the products yoi need!
Set leedback from other professionals in the Users Forums!
View and compare products with DMN Buyer's : uides!

Submit a quote request on the tools you wait.
Let the best prices come to you, in your e-rnailbox.

Digital Media NIE T
Where 'he CpEatiye Com-nt nity Meets

www.dig talmedianet.com

Announcing DMN)
Shopper

There are several challenges associ-

any documentation, while staring at a

ated with converting a 13,000 -square foot film stage built in the 1930s and a
10,000 -square -foot stage built in the
1950s into a modern broadcast operation, and we encountered nearly every

deadline of two months to get two major

The new audio boards were a good

studios operational and ready to tape.
The studio needed major upgrading.
We were able to get the equipment we
needed initially, with the idea that we
would do the needed upgrades as time

decision for what we needed to do. The
show is recorded AES/EBU and stays in
that format until air. We have SSL Aysis
Air Mixers in the studios and a Zaxcom
DMX1000 in the edit suite. While the

one of them. We inherited essentially
empty and outdated studios and had
to start rebuilding from scratch. The

only things that NBC left were two
older SSL audio consoles in need of
upgrading and an assortment of ca-

The first challenge was trying to use
the infrastructure that was here
to get two major studios operational
in two months.

bling and wiring. There was no documentation about any of the equipment

they had used. So we had the infrastructure, but no idea where anything
went. We were also faced with a tight
time frame to complete our construction. We took ownership of the space
in November 1999 and had to be on
the air in January 2000.

We now have both studios up and
running with new digital equipment in
place that can easily support the migration to high definition. The studios are
networked through two Solid State Log-

ic Aysis Air consoles, which form the
hub of JC Studios' audio operations.

the entire production chain digital.

allows. We started by putting in all
new cameras and tape machines, as
well as microphones and mic booms.
There was no way we could purchase
and install new audio consoles right
off, so we got by with the SSL 6000
boards initially. They worked fine but

video in the studio is still recorded in
NTSC on Digital Betacam VTRs, we
don't lose anything in post because of
the serial -digital video editing done there
on the GVG-2200 switcher.

One of the best things about the audio
installation is the small number of patch -

were in need of updating. Also, we

bays needed to upgrade to the new

were building everything digitally, and

system. The old SSL 6000 mixers need-

The refurbishment begins
The first challenge was trying to use the

these analog consoles didn't fit. The

infrastructure that was here, without

Air systems was our first step in taking

ed an input and output for everything.
This took up about 16 patchbays under
the old system. The new digital system
requires only two digital and two analog patchbays in each studio. We were
able to keep the old infrastructure lines
to the studio to use if the need arises.
We had several preliminary meetings

BASEMENT

decision to go with the 32 -channel Aysis

STUDIO 1
AYSIS AIR
MAIN PROCESSOR

AYSIS AIR
MIXING CONSOLE

with the show, we observed several

MICROPHONE
PRE -AMPS

ANALOG AUDIO
RIO INTERFACE

STUDIO 1

DIGITAL AUDIO
RID INTERFACE

AYSIS AIR
MAIN PROCESSOR

AYSIS AIR
MIXING CONSOLE

tapings and put together a list of what
we thought was needed as far as broadcast production technology. We needed three microphone booms per stu-

dio, support microphones for backstage work, at least five RF combo
mikes, effects mics and a variety of
processing. We also had Dolby noise
reduction units installed to eliminate
any sort of air conditioning noise.
The existing facility also had cabling

ANALOG AUDIO
RIO INTERFACE

DIGITAL AUDIO
RIO INTERFACE

BASEMENT

STUDIO 2

STUDIO 2

with HD -ready cable, because the plan
HUB HIWAY I/O OUT

is to take the show high definition.

HUB HIWAY I/D INPUT

Everything we've done has been with

ETHERNET CABLE

Figure 1. In the SSL Hub Hiway distribution, shown above, digital routing information
sent to and from the components in the system allows inputs to go to any fader on either
console.
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left over from the 1950s - coax with
cloth coverings that was obviously
outdated. We ended up replacing it

an eye on the future shift to high
definition. Everything we're putting in
now can be easily replaced. With the
cameras, it's a matter of changing the

IN THE EVOLUTION OF GRAPHICS...
CHYRON NEVER LOOKED BETTER.
It doesn't
look like much now,

but one day there'll be
colorful pictures
and awesome
graphics.

Chyron's Duet° with Lyric° and
Aprisa° is fast becoming the best integrated graphics solution in the
broadcast industry, breaking
sales records in the process.

servIces thaT car be browsed o- :layed out from

to Chron graph cs network, a
:rue fast tack fcr moving your graphics

any poin-

coR"'s

4'4.49c.

from production to ins. -_ant on -air recall.
Th s object -oriented video server
1!)

Lyric 2D/3D text, graphic, and
keyframe animation software,
the easy -to -use creation and
playback graphics package,

is the premiere application for
the Duet Video Graphics
Engine. In addition, iNFiNiT! users
can exchange messages directly into
Lyric software, while Lyric can also be
used off-line with Windows NT.
Aprisa provides centralized Clip/St 11Store

provides -naKimurr flexibility when
mixing cifferent audio, video, and
key elmentp. Aprisa can also
recall nese new associations
to an =aster than any other

preduct or the market.

When true aid more
broacicEsters take a closer look
at Chyron's powerful, ntegratei
grapt- c solutkn, they ike what
:ley se -3.

C-YDN GRAPHICS D VISIDN
5 HLb Dr ve Melville, 1\11'11747
631-845-200C Fax 631-E.45-3895- Nxww.chyrion.ocm
Duel, L'fric and Apr na are regigte.ed trademarks of C-nacir Corporation OQCD1Chyrol
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camera heads and making a few minor
modifications and then they're ready.
With other equipment, it's more of an

The transition will mean 12 -hour or
longer days for everyone. That's where

ability was at the top of our list when it
came to choosing consoles. Each has 32

the SSL Aysis Air consoles, with their hub

channels, eight of which are stereo

obstacle, however. Converting gear
like switchers, distribution amplifiers
and sync generators requires us to take

Everything we're putting in now
can be easily replaced, with an eye to a
future shift to high definition.

one studio down for at least three
months.
Another obstacle is trying to decide
which HD format - 1080i or 720p
will emerge as the standard. The show
doesn't want to transition to high definition until there is a clear-cut winner,

-

networking capability through the SSL
Hub Router system shown in Figure 1,
become a significant factor. Network -

but it's safe to say that we plan to
upgrade when that is the case.

Mr'

,cr

"

'4 QC'

HDTV

41fri`°00°

0N

CP.

9

I. Q.

Test

channels. The consoles essentially work

as massive audio routers. This feature
comes in handy since both studios are
tied to "As the World Turns." There are
many times when we use sets from both
studios. Also, we shoot from Studio 2 in
the morning while Studio 1 is being
prepped for an afternoon session. Then
while we're in Studio 1, Studio 2 is being
made ready for the next morning. There
are also times when we want to use the
two studios at the same time to complete
a segment, so we needed two consoles

that would work together seamlessly
and effortlessly.
The Aysis Air can pick up any source

in either studio on either board because they are on the same network. It

makes the audio end of things easy,
eliminating the need for a lot of cross patching. Or they can be broken apart
and run independently, for example if
one control room must be taken down.

r
4.

I

1

IC4.. \

Both studios can be run off just one
console. The design is also similar to
the older SSL boards, which means
that we don't have to re-train engineers. Our audio engineers were al-

Find the true 75 ohm
digital connector
Don't be fooled into believing that yesterday's BNC's are up
to the demands of digital broadcasting. You need the true 75
ohm connection that you get with the new sleek, black
UPL2000 from Trompeter. It is the only BNC designed for
high bit -rate digital video signal transmission and offers
significant performance advantages over standard BNC's
(@1.485 Gbps >8db return loss improvement). Built
rugged to deliver reliable performance over time, the
UPL2000 is priced right and available today.
Don't compromise your signal with yesterday's connectors.
Do digital right with the sleek, black UPL2000.

Straight, 45* and 90° models. Various dia. cable sizes to

UPL2000 Return Lest Data

0, ,e

76 le 25 40 4.

"a

Frequency in GI4z

ATROMPETER

ready familiar with the SSL 6000s, so
their learning curve on the Aysis was
minimal. Each channel has dynamics
and EQ that is fully recallable, eliminat-

ing the need for external processing.
One push of a button and we're back
to the settings for the room and characters. The console's other features
include equalization and filtering and
the ability to have compressors and
limiters on each input.
The new broadcast and video gear
that was installed in JC Studios as part
of the refurbishment includes 14 Thomson Digital Betacam DVWA500s, eight

Ikegami 388W studio cameras, three

GET QUOTES FAST... VISIT OUR WEBSIT TWAY!

www.trompeter.com or call: 800 982-2629
Circle (129) on Free Info Card
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Ikegami 388PW hand-held cameras, six
Ikegami TM14-20R color monitors, 14

Ikegami TM20-20R color monitors,

We offer
what our

c ompetitors do.

( Just years sooner.)

At Encoda Systems we believe you shouldn't have to wait

for the latest automation technology, so we offer it today.

integrate it with the latest technology -turning your facility into
an advanced centralized operation. And with our longstanding

Managing over a billion dollars in media revenue euery week,

partnerships within the industry, we've set the standard for

Encoda has become one of the leading automation providers in

multichannel and end -to -end integrated solutions, unifying the

the world. We take a comprehensive view of your workflow and

business process with your automation needs.

Drake Automation/DR, Columbine JDS and Enterprise are now Encoda Systems, Inc.

TM

www.encodasystems.com
Circle (130) on Free Info Card

Encoda SystemsTM

eight Canon Super 21 lenses for studio
cameras with full servo control, three
Canon J20x7 lenses for hand-held cameras with studio kits, eight Vinten Quat-

GVG 2200
SWITCHER

VTR C

tro four -stage studio pedestals, eight

VTR D

Vinten Vector 70 pan heads, one Grass
Valley 2200 video production switcher
and two Grass Valley edit systems.

I VTR -E

I

VTR -F

I

G I-

Each studio also has the same complement of five cameras, and we have

CHYRON

-I

A/D

A/D

DIGITAL
INPUTS

TO ANALOG
D/A

A/D

PGM DA's &
RTG SW

PGM
OUTPUTS

one swing camera. So we have 11
cameras that the show can access at

D/A

DA
(SERIAL DIGITAL)

A/D

AUX
OUTPUTS

CH.A

any given moment. In addition to the
two digital consoles, we have10 Digi-

D/A

A/D

EDIT PGM
MON

ABEKAS
A-53

tal Beta tape machines housed in a

VTR RM.

fully digital editing room that we built

D/A

specifically for those machines. The
video goes in analog to the tape machines, and at that point becomes digital. We edit and air fully in digital.

MON

A/D
CH.B

D/A

A/D

Another benefit of having both studios
networked through the consoles comes
when one facility is down for mainte-

Figure 2. JC Studios utilizes DVW-A500 Digibeta VTRs, a GVG 251 editor and a Zaxcom
DMX-1000 digital editing mixer in its online edit room, illustrated above. A converterfeeds
a GVG Horizon Router for analog duplication because the room still uses analog wiring.

nance. We can still use that facility's
studio; we just can't use the control

we need to operate several sets from one

much easier. It's also very time -efficient,

studio into the other studio. It makes it

allowing us to work essentially around

rooms. We've put in video coax tielines
between the studios so we can operate
all 11 cameras out of one control room,
if we need to. There are also times when

a lot easier if we can just call up the

the clock, since we can have three or four

boom mics from the active studio and tie

sets going up and down each night,

them into the control room. Having the

depending on the storyline.
JC Studios currently occupies an entire

entire plant networked has made life

city block, as the entire show is taped on -

Digital Video Conversion and Interface Products b AJA Video

site, including exterior shots, which are
captured in the studio's backlot area. As
it stands now, the entire show is taped

-

HD-NTV PCI Bus HD -SDI Video Interface/Framestore
SD-NTV PCI Bus SDI Streaming Video Interface

,liniatu)

$7900
$2,395

(Inverters.

HD10C HD -SDI D/A Converter w/SVGA Mode*
HD1OM HD Analog to NTSC Monitoring Downcnvrtr.*
D10C SDI to Component Analog Converter, 10 -bit "
D10A Component Analog to SDI Converter, 10 -bit"
D4E Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Y/C"
D5CE Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL /w Component*
D5D Decoder, 3 -line Comb Filter, NTSC/PAL to SDI"
DWP Power Supply, 110 Volt (*requires power supply)

$2,495

$ 800
$ 800
$ 250
$ 375
$ 595
$

40

HRD5AD Dual Universal A/D Converter
NTSC/PAL or Component to SDI
RD5CE Dual Universal D/A Converter
SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component
R5CE Universal Monitoring Distribution Amp, 1X4

$1,600
$1,300

$ 590

1 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 4 -Slot Frame,

Dual Power Supply
R2D 2 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 10 -Slot Frame
Dual Power Supply
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Paul Stiegelbauer is director of technical operations at JC Studios.

Equipment list
Thomson Digital Betacam VTRs
DVWA500

R2OD Decoder, 5 -line Comb, NTSC/PAL to SDI, 10 -bit $1,300
R2OE Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component, 10 -bit $1,300
FSG Frame Sync/Genlock Module (fits R20E/D Cards)
$ 600
R44E Four Channel SDI to NTSC/PAL Converter
$ 990

www.aja.com
toll free 800-251-4224
international 530-274-2048

about expandability.

$1,200

rack Mount Products.

FR1D

nothing is live - but we are thinking
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Ikegami 388W studio cameras
Ikegami 388PW hand-held cameras

Ikegami TM14-20R color monitors
Ikegami TM20-20R color monitors

Canon Super 21 lens for studio
cameras with full servo control
Canon J20x7 lens for hand-held
cameras with studio kits
Vinten Quattro four -stage studio
pedestals

Vinten Vector 70 pan heads
Grass Valley 2200 video production
switcher
Grass Valley edit system

D GI SUPER

DIGI AL DRIVE

D

CANON'S NEW "FUTURE PROOF" HD S LENSES
MAXIMIZE EVERY CAMERA'S PERFO MANCE.
Canon's new, complete line of all digital HDxs lenses
brings exceptional image quality to any HDTV or SDTV
broadcast camera. Engineered to maximize the canera
you own today, or will buy tomorrow, these 'Future
Proof' lenses feature Canon's exclusive HDxs optical
technology: advanced specs in a ligh-..er package.
Lenses include: A new DIGI SUPER 86 TELExs version

of the incredibly popular DIGI SUPER 86xs, both with
`proven' built-in image stabilization. The first portable
EFP lenses (40X HDxs) with Digital Drive and bu It -in
image stabilization, the HJ40X1OB IASD-V and

HJ11X4.7B
Wide

HJ16X8B
Standard

HJ21X7.8B
Tele ENG

HJ21X7 5B
Tele EFP

H140X14B IASD-V (Tele). Two ;1) HDxs lenses with Digita
Drive, the HJ21X7.8B IRSD/IASD, the lightest, smallest
ENG Tele package; and the HJ21 7.5B IRSD/IASD, an EFP
lens specifically designed for En_ io and field production.
The 16X HDxs standard ler s, HJ 6X8B IRSD/IASD.

An 11X l-Dxs wide-angle lens, ti- HJ11x4.7B IRSD/IASD,
the wide;t angle HD lens ever ade.

Canon's :omplete line of HDxs lenses, give you more
than the widest range of applidations and the best
performance. They make your amera's images even
better, any camera. That's son thing to look into.

HJ40X1OB
HJ40X14B

XJ25X6.8BIE-D
Studio

EFP w/stabilizer

XJ86X9.3BIE-D
XJ86X13.5B1E-D (Tele)

Field w/stabilizer

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.

For more info: Call 1 -800 -321 -HDTV
(In Canada: 905-795-2012)
http://www.canonbroadcast.corn

Canon

KNOW HOWTM

Canon and Canon Know How are trademarks of Canon Inc. ©2001 Canon USA, Inc.
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Transmission lines revisited
BY DON MARKLEY

we get deeper and deeper into the
DTV world and transmission line
systems are added or replaced, more
As

errors are appearing. UHF isn't as
forgiving as VHF, and tolerances that
were acceptable in VHF result in bad
systems at the higher frequencies.
The author and his staff have been

experiencing a common problem in
new installations. The standard way
of getting around obstacles like tow-

Elbow complexes

Placing elbows back to back seems to
create mismatch problems that don't exist when they are separated by a length of
transmission line. However, such systems
can still be used. When it is necessary to
use a complex of elbows, have the elbows

and match marked in that configuration.
If it is necessary to add a short length of

line between them or from them to an
additional elbow, any problems that result will be immediately apparent when
the system is checked out after installation. By the way, don't even think of

Elbows are like people. They don't mind
working together, just not too close.

er legs or cross -members has been to
simply add more elbows. That meth-

od still works, but has to be applied

with caution. It is not enough to
simply call your vendor of choice
and order the required number of
elbows. If your vendor tells you that

is all that is needed, seek a new
vendor immediately.
Elbows are like people. They don't
mind working together, just not too
close. When elbows are simply con-

nected back to back, they have a
tendency to introduce unwanted reflections in the transmission line.

optimized on the desired channel by the
manufacturer. If possible, this should include all short sections of line that have
been cut to fit your specific project. If the
elbows have been properly optimized,

applying power to a new system without

adding a cut length of line in the final
project probably won't be a significant
problem unless the length is short and

was found that a piece of hardware had

simply connects to another elbow.
An ideal approach is to first make sure
that the elbows purchased are optimized
on channel. Where two elbows are to be
connected back to back, have them tuned

energized before that material was removed, a significant cleaning project

checked out a system that had been carefully assembled by a good tower crew. It
been dropped into the line and was resting
on a Teflon insulator. If the line had been

would have been required and at least one
piece of inner conductor probably would
have had to be replaced.

If adding a piece of line into the

FRAME GRAB

A look at consumer side of DTV

PVR technology isn't drawing fans
Almost 50 percent would refuse to pay extra
$12

having it carefully checked out with a
network analyzer. The author recently

$15

$18

1.7%

1.8%

yet

system in the elbow complex appears
to cause a problem, it is best to remove
the complex, including the elbows and

cut sections, and return the whole
assembly to the factory. The parts
should be match marked to show the
factory the order in which they will be
used. The assembly can be put back
together at the factory and optimized
as a unit. This will result in the best
possible performance on site.
The biggest elbow complex is normally at the top of the tower where the
line is connected to the antenna. It is
common to see three or more elbows

2.3%

and some small cut sections at that
location. Often, some of the small sections of line will have tuning slugs on
the inner conductors to obtain the best
SOURCE: Tech Trend,
www.techtrends.net
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match between the antenna, elbow

The Cheetah provides a comprehensive solution to today's multi -format d gital switching
requirements. Engineered for HDTV ope-ation, the Cheetah can also handle SDI signals in
the same frame. Each block of 16 inputs or 16 outputs can be either copper or fiber. Monitor
grade video DAC outputs are available as an option, an industry first! An ethernet control
interface is also provided.

Four standard frame sizes, from 64x64 to 512x512
SDI or Multi -Rate (3Mb/s to 1.5 Gb/s) cards with rec ockiig
Mix copper or fiber inpu:s and outputs in the frame
Single or dual outputs
AC or -48DC power supplies

pEsA

35 Pinelawn Road

Switching Tel 631-845-5020

Systems

Suite 99E
800-328-1008
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Melville, NY 1174'
Fax: 631-84E-5022

salesinfo@pesa.:om
www.pesa.com

location will determine the phase. The
problem with using only rings is that
they can cancel out a mismatch at one
point in the channel and leave a problem at another frequency.
A solution is to place a sleeve on the
center conductor that may have a lesser

outer diameter than the ring but will

Especially at the top of the tower, elbows are often connected back to back, as shown
above, which can cause mismatches in the signal. Photo courtesy Dielectric.

complex and main transmission line. Their
location is critical. The components should

field if necessary. One way in which
this is done is by adding slugs to the

arrive match marked, with the locations

inner conductor of the coaxial line.This

of the tuning slugs clearly identified. If this

adds a reflection that can be used to
cancel out an existing reflection. The
size of the slug will largely determine
the magnitude of the reflection and its

isn't the case, don't bother to install the
system. Just send it back.
It is possible to do some tuning in the

exist along a greater portion of the line.
The greatest problem here is that a box
full of these little patches is necessary to
solve the problem by experimentation.
That is why the preferred method is to
send the offending complex back to the
factory. First, they have the necessary
range of tuning pieces. Second, they can
lay this all out on the bench to work on it
rather than trying to add the tuning sections while hanging on the tower. Third,
they do this all the time and can get the
whole thing done while you are working
up the courage to try it in the field.
Another problem is created when an

elbow of unusual angle is desired.
Normal shelves only contain 90 -degree components. If a special angle is
required, it will usually require special

order and manufacture. Those parts,

S

if needed, should always be optimized
at the factory on the desired channel.
Another solution to this problem is the
use of semi -flexible transmission line.
This has been found to be desirable in
wideband systems where numerous elbows are necessary. Rather than use all
those elbows, the overall performance

consoles
2

0

of the system may be improved by using

a hybrid system where the more complex paths are accomplished with semi flexible lines and rigid line is used for the

straighter runs up the tower.
All in all, obtaining excellent perfor-

mance from a new transmission line

MODULAR
COMPONENT
CONSOLES

Utilizitt pre-engiteer2d
components to provide
"the custom look withorst
the custom price"
SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE, ENGINEERING & DESIGN
CIIII

800 735 2070

Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor

www.forecast-consoles.com
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system is a strong possibility. It requires
some planning and careful coordination
with the manufacturer and the installer.
Or you can take your chances that totally off -the -shelf products won't cause the

IOTs to come flying out of the cabinet
when you turn on the transmitter. Let's
see now - just how much does an IOT
cost these days and just how does one
explain that to the front office?
Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND

Send questions and comments to:
don_markley@intertec.com

News -s made in an instant:

uctn9 the story should be just as last

Chances are, you've heard that digital technology can help produce news

faster and easier. With an SGI Media Server;' the evolution to digital can
happen just as fast. The new SGI video server distributes media as data

for browsing and sharing content over standard data networks, allowing
you to leverage your existing infrastructure for repurposing content. Plus,

our multi -format, resolution -independent solution delivers simultaneous
input, serving, and play -out of video, eliminating the need for independent

devices. These advantages - as well as 24x7 service and support - help

make your transition to digital quick and easy. To learn more about SGI
Media Commerce- solutions, visit our Web site or call 1-800-800-7441.

www.sgi.com/go/broadband

STM

One step ahead

The new SGI Media Server Up to 8 video channels Video file transfers Multi-fcrmat video I/O support
0 2000 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All rights reserved. Silicon Graphics is a registered trademark, and SGI, the SGI logo, One step ahead, SGI Media Serverand SGI Media Commerce are trademarks, of Silton Graphics, Inc.
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Understanding OpenML and OpenGL interfaces
BY SHAWN UNDERWOOD AND THOMAS J. TRUE

The OpenML Media Library is

a

available in 12 months. At this year's

1 specification being developed by
the Khronos Special Interest Group
(SIG) (www.khronos.org) as a standard application programming interface (API) for digital media input and

NAB, the Khronos SIG will unveil

output. OpenML has its basis in dmSDK, the third -generation digital media API from SGI. The Khronos SIG is
composed of a number of the leading
media -centric companies in the com-

puter hardware and software industry. The Khronos SIG is dedicated to

OpenGL address precisely that need.
The two libraries communicate with

version 1.0 of the spec and hold a special
developer briefing to review the techni-

each other at the device -driver level in

cal details and answer questions about
implementing the OpenML standard.

sources, achieve maximum performance and throughput, and properly

order to efficiently utilize system re-

OpenML addresses the need to support

platforms at a low level while retaining the
ability to interface to higher -level APIs.

creating an open, cross -platform envi-

ronment to make the creation and
delivery of video -rich, dynamic media
faster, cheaper and easier.
Creation of the Khronos SIG

In January 2000, representatives from
several companies gathered in a hotel
outside of Boston to discuss the need
for a standard specification to effectively integrate and synchronize vid-

eo, graphics and audio in a single
schema across platforms, operating
systems, hardware devices and soft-

ware applications. Following that
meeting, the Khronos SIG was formed
and announced at NAB 2000. At that

time, the group stated its objective to
have the first release of the standard

There are nine promoters in the Khronos SIG: 3Dlabs, ATI, Discreet, Evans
& Sutherland, Intel, Nvidia, SGI, SON-

synchronize digital media streams with

ICblue and Sun Microsystems. Companies may also join Khronos SIG as
contributors or adopters.

work in partnership with OpenGL,
the window system and other device
control libraries to form a complete
digital media environment for appli-

Overview of specification

cations. In this conceptual framework,
applications use standard interfaces to
access the available hardware devices

Background. In the current digital
media programming environment,
developers are required to deal with
different APIs for video, audio and
graphics across each platform they
support. Although several APIs are

graphics hardware within a system,
while ML controls the video and audio

input and output hardware within a

component, they are limited to support for a small subset of platforms.
Or they may support a large set of
platforms but ex-

system. As illustrated in Figure 1, applications can make ML calls directly
or make calls to higher -level libraries

ist at a higher lev-

then interfaces to the device -specific
dm modules for each hardware device.
The end result of this architecture is
that applications are sheltered from
non -portable, device -specific code.

ML

impossible to tune
the application to
take advantage of
feature -rich hard-

dmmodules

ware. Enter the
need to support

everil rary"

SNV

Xcoder
user
kernel

platforms at a low
level while retain-

ing the ability to
interface to higher -level APIs for

h/w

Figure 1. OpenML Framework. ML controls the video and audio

input and output hardware and interfaces to device -specific
dmmodules for each hardware device within a system.

broadcastengineering.com

in a system. Here, OpenGL and the
window system control the 2D and 3D

available that deal with more than one

el such that it is

56

graphics output.
Framework. OpenML is designed to
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that in turn call ML functions. ML

Architecture. The ML interface is built
around an application memory -centric
model. In this model, all memory buffers received from and sent to video and

audio devices are allocated and managed by the application. This feature
provides maximum flexibility for mem-

ory management within an applica-

use in less perfor-

tion. One result of this flexibility is that

mance -critical sit-

buffers containing video data can be

uations. OpenML

sent directly to the graphics subsystem

and its brother

without requiring a time -intensive

smoke from Discreet gives you the tools to keep
eyes riveted to the screen.
All eyes are on you to create visually -stunning work. smoke gives you
the power to deliver it. With smoke you can quickly and easily finish
picture, sound, graphics, and effects. Sophisticated vertical timeline editing
gives you unlimited layering potential, with a versatile 3D compositing
environment based on Discreet's Academy Award®-winning flame® and
inferno? And because smoke is format independent, you can produce
once and easily distribute to HDTV or standard definition. So you can
define your own standard of creativity.

Visit www.discreet.com or call 1.800.869.3504
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to

anti smoke are rogratomad tr.ai
belong to Oa,

buffer copy. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.
Another key fea-

ture of the ML is

asynchronous

Figure 2. Application memory -centric model for ML interface. In
this model, all memory buffers are allocated and managed by
the application.

asynchronously by sending and receiving messages. These messages can contain both controls and data. The nature

of this asynchronous communication
provides further flexibility for real-time
digital media applications.
Devices. ML is based upon four com-

communications
between applica-

ponents: jacks, paths, pipes and

tion and video and

transcoders. Paths between system

audio devices. In
this model, applications communicate with devices

memory and jacks perform video and
audio transfer, while pipes in and out

of transcode engines perform compression/decompression and other
transcoding functions.
Synchronization. In addition to basic
video and audio transfer and transcoding capabilities, ML also provides func-

The

Choice for Audio
in TV Broadcast.

tionality for audio and video synchronization. It uses an Unadjusted System
Time (UST) counter to timestamp each

audio frame or video frame or field
with a signed 64 -bit integer value.
This value represents the nanosecond
value of the UST counter. The other
half of the synchronization equation is

the Media Stream Counter (MSC).
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The ubiquity of
real-time graphics
rendering has also
underscored the
importance of
features that address
the quality needs
of broadcasters.

Whether you're building a

seamless editing, and

and master control. Log on

new plant, add ng OB

playlist automation - all in

at 360systems.com and see

The ML MSC contains a 64 -bit integer

trucks, or just Lpgrading a

one proven

why DigiCart remains

value that is incremented for each

studic, take another look at

package.

And DigiCart already

today's smart choice in

audio frame or video frame or

television broadcast.

field.Synchronization is then accom-

why DigiCart* recorders

talks to your existing plant:

are still the best choice for

remote control options range

plished using UST/MSC pairs.

your cigital fac lity.

from simple GPI to standard

Display. OpenML also provides for
window system independent control
over the display of video streams in a
system. The display may be a desktop

DigiCart delive-s a

powerful comb ration of

serial protocols for leading
automation systems.

100 hours of hard disk

DigiCart recorders have

storage, removEble media,

become a worldw de

uncompressed audio,

standard in news, production,

iiinSVQ.COM
Gete

Story

P)

screen or another device such as a
special studio monitor. The native windowing system isn't necessarily aware

of the display device. The control of
Tel: (818) 991-0360

Fax: (818) 991-1360

email: info0360systems.com

such devices includes selecting the area

of the graphics frame buffer that is
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displayed on a particular video device,
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Introducing the Dolby DP570 Multichannel Audio Tool, the all -in -one powerhouse for preparing surround

sound for DTV and DVD programs. Production and broadcast facilities can now monitor multichannel
audio, as well as create and audition Dolby Digital metadata, all in real time. In conjunction with Dolby E
and Dolby Digital codecs, the DP570 gives users unprecedented control over what consumers hear at home.

Includes a built-in router for channel reassignment, and

remote control software for Windows PCs. The DP570

Multichannel Audio Tool - surround sound production
has never been easier.

W WM". do

lby. c o m/tv au di o

00 Dolby
Includes Cat. No. 548 Analog Option Card for 5.1, stereo.
and mono outputs to feed three separate monitor systems.
The DP570D provides digital only outputs.

BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

For exciting job opportunities, visit the careers section of our website.
Dolby Laboratories. Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Fax 415-863-1373

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 8QJ England Telephone (44) 1793-842100 Fax (44) 1793-842101 www.dolby.com
Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 0 2000 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. S00/133o6
All other trademark% remain the property of their respective owners.
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from content cre-

ation in a broadcast facility to the
high -quality play-

back of dynamic
media in embedded devices.
In those environ-

In OpenML's conceptual framework, applications use standard
interfaces, like the one employed by the Weather Channel, to
access available hardware devices. Photo by Tim Olive.

setting of the refresh rate and pixel
resolution, control of external syn-

only to simplify the authoring of dynamic media but also to enable a large

variety of appliances and low-cost
devices to play back this rich media
through small -footprint embedded
APIs. Implementations of the new
OpenML standard are being developed on IRIX, Linux, Solaris and Win-

ments, there is a
requirement for

dows 2000. The group is also starting

new extensions to
OpenGL to define
operations such as

working to develop conformance tests

synchronization
of buffers for
streaming media
applications and

ML -compliant devices. The Khronos

standardized

ing family of embedded graphics APIs.

methods for transferring video to tex-

work on OpenML 2.0 and will be
so users can come to expect a high
level of consistency between Open SIG is actively seeking additional mem-

bers to be contributors as it begins
work on OpenML 2.0 and an emerg-

OpenGL extensions

casters and film/video post -produc-

With the commitment to the Khronos
SIG shown by the industry's leading
technology companies, that work will
soon begin paying off as creative users
find themselves better able to create
rich, dynamic media that consumers

The creation of a better digital media
API doesn't stop with video and audio.

tion facilities. To address those needs,

will enjoy over a wider variety of
playback devices.

variety of new workflows that require

extensions are needed for support of
features such as full -scene anti-aliasing and recognition by the rendering
engine of interlaced images.

the tight integration of graphics and
video/audio playback. These range

The Khronos SIG long-term vision is
to continue to develop open APIs, not

ture memory. The ubiquity of realtime graphics rendering has also underscored the importance of features

chronization (genlock), and loading of
gamma correction look -up tables.

that address the quality needs of broad-

In today's world, real-time rendering

of graphics has opened up a wide

Shawn Underwood is senior product line man-

ager of telecommunications and media, and
Thomas J. True is applied engineer for digital
creation at SGI.

Digital Video Quality Analyzer DVQ
Realtime measurement

Recording of quality profile

Histogram representation of

(long term)

No reference signal required

quality levels

SSCQE scaling of quality levels

ITU-R 601 and MPEG2 inputs

Monitoring of picture freeze,

Professional Profile 4:2:2

Internal event and error report
and statistics
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Internet: http://www.rohde-schwarz.com
ROHDE & SCHWARZ, INC.
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Phone: (301) 459-8800
Fax:
(301) 459-2810
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Multiformat routing
BY GREG DOYLE

Modern facility design requires a
multitude of signal formats - all of
which must be flexibly managed throughout the facility. The primary players are
good old composite analog NTSC, analog audio, standard -definition serial digital video, high -definition serial digital
video, AES digital audio, multichannel
digital audio such as MADI and machine
control such as RS422. As the broadcast

model continues to change with new
signal formats such as SDTI, MPEGcompressed bitstreams and multichannel

audio, new methods of signal management are being developed to route these
signals throughout the system. As system designers, our goal is to develop a
plant that is generic enough to pass any
signal across any wire and any switch
point. While there are, of course, some
practical limitations to this goal, both
SD and HD images can share the same
pipe and crosspoint infrastructure. This
article will look at some of the challenges, design considerations and choices
available for the modern facility.

The routing matrix

The core of any facility, be it multimedia, broadcast, content aggregator or
satellite operations, is typically the routing matrix. Today's video routing matrix

may be tasked with data rates ranging
from 3Mb/s to 1.485Gb/s, all on the
same frame. As signals are received at

the routing matrix they are usually
equalized for cable loss and re -clocked

Cabling infrastructure

stable. In some cases a re -clocking
distribution amplifier can be used if

Digital islands

broadcastengineering.com

Choose a cable infrastructure that
will allow both SD and HD signals to
pass across the same pipe. Depending
on lengths, we typically choose a 7511
RG-6 coax for both formats. The last
thing I want to do is rewire my facility
when the business model changes. By
installing a generic coaxial infrastructure you can accommodate SD, HD,

MPEG and even AES audio on the
same backbone.

Many stations choose to perform a
partial upgrade, creating islands of
digital in the plant. For these cases,
there are many good router frames
that allow you to mix digital and analog crosspoint cards on the same frame.
This design will often incorporate A/D

natively, blocks of the router can be
pre -selected to a given data rate. Any
data received that does not meet these

and D/A interfaces between the two
formats. Tieline management allows
the digital and analog sources or des-

frequencies are passively routed to the
output without re -clocking.
In many cases the manufacturer will

tinations to be seamlessly routed across

and mix and match the I/O cards as

the interface devices. The theory is
much like telephone trunking, with
the idea that not all interface paths
will be used all the time. The router

needed for wideband, SD or HD. This

look -up tables determine which inter-

allows the optimal re -clock for the chosen signal. The advantage to this method

face is available and route the signal

choose a super-wideband crosspoint card

62

and stuffing it with standard -definition
cards you can save 30 to 40 percent on
the initial installation. Remember, however, when the time comes to upgrade to
a wide -bandwidth card, you will need to
purchase a new set of I/O cards.

after switching at the output. The primary goal is to develop an infrastructure that can pass standard -definition
or high -definition images across the
same crosspoint.
The first challenge for the wideband
routing matrix is choosing the clock
rate for the frame. Some manufacturers choose the high -end data rate with
the theory that this provides a stable
enough signal at the lower ends of the
spectrum. This will work in most systems as long as the incoming signal is

super-wideband facility.
There are routers that will automatically detect the routed signal and select the appropriate clock rate. Alter-

stations for facility server management.

choosing a super -wide -bandwidth frame

with data rates ranging from 3Mb/s to
1.485Gb/s, all on the same frame.

to defeat the purpose of designing a

allows routing of keyboard, VGA and
mouse across multiple servers to user

while still allowing the plant to migrate
to multiple formats down the road. By

Today's video routing matrix may be tasked

there is a problem. However, this tends

A KVM matrix like the one shown above

is that it provides a stable data path

May 2001

across an open path. The only challenge

Multiple formats. Multiple standards. Multiple headaches.
Relax, it's going to be okay.

WFM700 How do you keep up with monitoring established and emerging video standards? With our new
waveform monitor, that's how. Configure it to measure and monitor digital video signals in SD, HD, or bothall through the same input. You'll get industry -leading features like eye pattern and jitter measurements as well

as our proprietary arrowhead, diamond, and lightning displays. Feel better now? For a free book on SD and

HD video signal measurements, call 800-426-2200 x5165 or visit Tektronix at www.tektrorkix.com/wfm700

Tektronix.
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is, in times of trouble you may not
know which path the router chose. A

good practice is to hang a monitor
across each interface path for troubleshooting purposes.
Digital audio presents a whole new set
of challenges. Two innovative approach-

es to routing AES audio include time
division multiplexing (TDM) and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) routing.
Time division multiplexing works by
creating a time slot across a high -band-

width switch and placing portions of
each AES packet in the time slot. In
application, the AES packet is broken
down to two mono channels and each

signal processing at the output of their
AES routers that will allow additional
features such as cross fades, level control and signal processing.
ATM routing provides a large trunking platform for multichannel audio in
formats such as MADI. Typically the
trunk provides up to 64 separate audio
paths, and breakout interfaces are pro -

checksum for the header. ATM switches

can set a new target in the header to
facilitate the sequential transfer process. The "payload" in the cell structure
is reserved for the actual data communication. We usually see ATM AES routers
in systems at 256x 256 or larger. At this
size they can be more economical than

a traditional AES matrix.

A good practice is to hang a monitor across
each interface path so, in times of trouble,
you know which path the router chose.

is placed in a high-speed memory buff-

er. Breaking the AES packet down to
two monaural channels allows cross level routing. For instance, the left chan-

nel can be routed to the right or forced
to both left and right for full mono. As
long as we have had stereo audio routing, there has never been the possibility

of routing across audio levels within
the router. The only way to achieve this

in the past was to tie up more router
inputs, with the left and right feeds
swapped at those additional inputs.
Manufacturers are promising digital

vided at strategic points to provide individual analog or digital outputs. The I/O
scheme can be based on mono or AES.
This is a good system for larger faciLties

with many source devices and large
mixing consoles. An ATM network is
based on the transfer of fixed -length
packets of data cells. The word length
and structure of an ATM datagram is

There is also the question of synchro-

nous vs. asynchronous. As a general
rule, we design around synchronous
routers with a solid AES reference to all

devices throughout the facility. Asynchronous routing will typically work in
the facility with good results; however,

devices such as videotape machines

defined by a worldwide standard in

present an ongoing challenge, even in a
plant incorporating solid AES reference.

which the header of the ATM cell con-

The issue is that the tape machine is

tains the target address with the path

referenced to house black. There is no
way to determine which field of video,

and channel number, the cell type, and a

For more

information visit
www.imapevideo.com
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same frame as the rest of the facility.
Synchronous routers will bring the out-

put back in time with the rest of the
house, thus eliminating pops, hash
and errors.
Machine control
One of the most misunderstood routing
devices is the machine control or RS422

routing matrix. Consider the RS422
matrix as a port switch, rather than a
router with X number of inputs by X
number of outputs. Each port of the
routing matrix is both an input and an

can be important if the network is

output providing send and receive data
to the tape machine or the controlling
device. The most important thing to
consider when choosing a port switch

interface at each end for the keyboard,
VGA and mouse connectors. The matrix allows non -blocking access to sev-

down and you need to do a hard reboot

on a remote server. Connectivity is
usually accomplished across a single
Category -5 UTP cable with a special

This becomes important when routing

eral hundred computers from one to
hundreds of user stations.
As the transition continues, we are

is the ability to cross the data pairs.
A 512x512 super -wide -bandwidth matrix
capable of 4Mb/s through 1.5Gb/s. Photo

ple servers to user stations. It is used
widely in the data networking industry for server management and provides out -of -band access to data and
application servers. Out of band indicates that access to the server is accomplished outside of the network, as
opposed to by application layer tools
such as SNMP, Telnet or Java. This

between two tape machines. If ma-

seeing a need to route signals from the

courtesy Activate. Photo by Richard

chine A selects machine B, machine A

Bennion.

relatively low data rate of MPEG-

should be the controlling device. If

compressed images all the way up to

machine B selects machine A, machine
B should be the controlling device.

HD. In other applications, such as

in reference to AES sync, the AES
frames will be locked to. Remember,
our friends in Europe developed AES

The KVM matrix

around 50 cycles. With good old NTSC

The KVM matrix is a unique routing

as a reference (almost 60 cycles), you

system that allows routing of key-

have a one -in -five chance of being on the

board, VGA and mouse across multi-

wide area network management, fiber
routing is being introduced. Hey, now
we can route from DC to light.
IN
Greg Doyle is president of Doyle Technology
Consultants in Redmond, WA.
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of a capital expenditure would go entirely toward equipment purchases or
other revenue -generating items. But
we don't live in the ideal world, and

construction, HVAC, building code
compliance, electrical and other costs
often take precedence over equipment.

Due to the overwhelming cost of
expenditures related to a broadcasting
project, most live in a "pending" state
until the necessity for the system reaches a critical mass larger than the cap-

ital needed. In many cases, meeting
needs recognized months ago becomes

a race with the clock.
Can anything be done to improve the
time and money crunch?
Effective project planning
Project planning seems obvious and
essential, but due to the surprisingly

time-consuming reality of it, many
choose to pass it by. Shortcuts are
often taken, and important planning
details are overlooked.
Most often, projects are begun without

Off -site prefabrication of rack infrastructure ensures both equipment compatibility and
a good fit, thereby helping to eliminate last-minute snags.

transitioning phases are not resolved

until the project is completed; and
hidden costs that could have been foreseen are not budgeted for. All result in

help streamline the planning process.
To create an effective project plan,
focus on specific goals while establish-

ing a realistic completion date that
matches your business goals. Research

all of the costs that the project will

Can anything be done to improve
the time and money crunch?
valuable input from all personnel involved with the finished system or
facility; newer and effective technologies are unexplored; migration and

higher total cost and project delays.
The solution lies with the chief engineer

or project manager, who can help to
guide you in the right direction and

incur. With this advice, you are on your
way to developing a successful plan.

Getting started
The uncertainties of tomorrow's revenue streams and the ever-changing tech nologies make cost-effective facility de -

sign and integration choices extremely
difficult. To help in these choices and
decisions, it is usually advisable to call
on a systems integrator (SI) to handle
project planning and implementation.
SIs know the technology, have expert
consultants and design engineers, and

provide top-quality installation and
integration services. They are experi-

enced with projects like yours and,
more importantly, SIs are used to tight
timelines and tight budgets. They know

how to develop a project plan that
achieves the most for your dollars.
But can the expense of hiring an SI be
offset by the SI's efficiency?
The advantages of contracting with a
seasoned SI include project experience
and work history, as well as developed
project- and time -management skills.
These are important assets for controlling costs and working a tight schedule.
While final construction is still progressing, off -site equipment rack integration keeps
the build process on schedule.
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A good SI also knows the value of
quality control and testing throughout

the entire integration process, which
not only provides you with a quality
installation, but greatly reduces the
time spent on troubleshooting.
A good SI should provide thorough
system testing and proofing and support their work with test instrument printout documentation. Many also
provide a joint final -testing process
with the station engineering team, thus
allowing client observation of the testing methods and providing a learning

experience for those engineers who
will have to maintain the new facility.
While it is necessary to keep in mind
the cost of an SI's services, remember
low price and quality do not always go
hand in hand. The long-term dependability and quality of design of your
facility should be your primary concern,
and selecting an SI strictly on cost may

not be in your best long-term interest.

venue most systems snoum oe stage(' on -site, on site i ttegra Jon anti sysLem tesuny is
still a neccessity due to home site peculiarities and, often, delays in delivery.

their project portfolio or take a tour of
one of their completed projects. Inquire

ment procedures, and if and how these
should change in the new facility.
A good SI will also ask questions of

the client in an attempt to extract

Ask the prospective SI about
what facilities
their project history
they've built or upgraded.

-

Ask the prospective SI about their
project history-what facilities they've
built or upgraded. If possible, review

major operational and business goals.
Questions such as:
Do you expect to be multicasting on
several different channels or networks?
If so, how many?
Do you intend to provide streaming

how they would approach your project,

video on the Web or Web access to your
media archive?

what design and timeline materials
they would produce for you, and the
xperience of the team

gramming content? If so, how much and
for how long and to what level of quality?

:hat they would assign to
your project.
If you have any doubts,
ask the SI to assign an ombudsman that has authori-

ty to correct wrongs and
that will stay current with
your project. Make sure
fi

you discuss the design review process and how they
will respond to your input.
Find out how easily they

cabletray is an accessible alternative to under -floor runs.

Do you expect to produce HDTV
programming content or simply provide a pass -through for pre-packaged
material?
A major consideration easily overlooked
by the inexperienced planner is the valuable input of the operations department.
The people who will use the equipment
day after day should be consulted on the

ergonomics of the system components
- how the monitoring is arranged and
sourced. Are the sight lines from each

will comply with your need
to change designs if dictated by changes in your business plan.

operator's position clear? Does the oper-

Beginning the process

These items may seem trivial on the
front end, but to the integrator it can
mean the difference between a change
order and a complete system. If not

Once on board, the SI will
typically conduct a series of
discovery meetings with the
Careful planning results in convenient and attractive
solutions to difficult facility challenges. This overhead

Do you intend to archive your pro-

station's personnel to learn

of current operational,
maintenance and manage-
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ator have to stand up every time he
wants to check the playlist? How big
should the console be and where do task
lights need to be located?

addressed up front, these changes mean
additional cost to you. Station operators,
engineers, producers and managers may
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make sure everyone who
has responsibility for the
project contributes quality input to the final plan.
Other points to consider
when setting a schedule:

and systems, aids in the transition into

Does the plan dove-

ically result in minor changes by the
client to better address specific needs.

tail with all construction

milestones for facility
completion? An SI who

the conceptual design phase of the
project. A formal review of these designs, operational issues, equipment
choices and schedule with the client
and designated representatives will typ-

The final goal of the conceptual design
phase is to produce an equipment and

Systems integrators know
how to develop a project plan
that achieves
the most for your dollars.
starts electronic installation before the technical

environment is wasting
their time and your money. He may also be expos-

system list. With design approvals and

an established equipment list, the SI
will proceed to the next phase - final
design (also called preliminary design
by some SIs).

ing your valuable equipSystems intergrators will provide documentation for details of distribution and patching design so that complicated configurations will be manageable to regular staff.

ment to contamination

Final design and construction

and undue wear and tear.

design

Is the high -voltage

have varying perceptions of needs and

service going to be ready

operational procedures. The SI must

when the integrator is

weight each for validity and relevance
to the station's business plan, and then

ready to energize his tech-

prepare facility designs that will assure the functionality required.
Project schedule and conceptual
design
Establish a project schedule that tar-

gets a completion date that matches
up with your business goals as a first
means of attack. This schedule should

be a realistic transition plan that defines all of the necessary work activities, resources, milestones, equipment
de -installations, equipment reuse, on air dates, backup facilities, etc. and is
the blueprint for the project.
Such a plan can take several months
to complete. The SI must shepherd this

plan, but the legitimacy of a facility
transition plan is directly linked to the
number of station personnel who contribute to its creation and the accuracy
of their input.

nical areas? If the power

is still in the process of
construction and/or testing, the integrator needs
to stay away from it until
the general contractor certifies it complete and safe.

Is the heating and
cooling system ready to
sustain the full technical
load when the integrator
powers up the system? If
this is not the case, the inte-

grator could be exposing
the equipment to unnecessary wear at high temperatures simply because
the HVAC hasn't been balanced yet. This is why it is
imperative the SI begin to
work early with the archi-

This involvement can create a great deal
of controversy within the facility design

tect to assure a smoothly
integrated process.
The information gained
from this process, along

team, but that struggle is necessary to

with research on equipment
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The SI should be responsible for all equipment manaaement. identification and inventory control, removal of reuse equipment and other project construction details.

preparation and any task
assignments.
Once complete, the approved testing plan must
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be followed by the project
manager. Typically, testing should begin with the
initial wire pull, verifying
correction locations, wire

W
I1

lit

11

types, etc. Static testing
should continue throughout the installation, with

-

all testing and documentation complying with the approved test plan.
Remember, quality con-

trol during installation is
critical. The SIs know this

and usually do a great
job, but the station's staff

should periodically in-

Despite their involvement throughout planning and construction, maintenance personnel shoul
receive comprehensive training at the completion of the build to ensure optimum performance from
the facility. Finished production control, Turner Studios, Atlanta, GA

spect the work and should
not be afraid to ask questions.
Once final testing and all
punch items are complete,

training can begin. The
extent of training will vary

SI's engineers will continue researching
equipment and systems to validate their
designs in meeting station needs. Details

stallation. It is a good idea to have the
SI responsible for all equipment and
hardware management, identification

with the particular needs of the client,
but infrastructure training is essential.
The SI should go through the com-

of distribution, system timing, patch-

and inventory control, (and bar coding, if
specified), removal of re -use equipment,

plete system with your operator and

and other such project construction

tine maintenance, troubleshooting
techniques, emergency operations,

ing design, rack and console elevations,

control, and facility mnemonics will
also be determined. Confirm system testing plans at this time.

details. This eliminates finger pointing
if equipment or hardware is not on site

Put in writing at the start of the project
specifically what you expect
and when you expect it.
After a detailed review of this phase's

designs and data with the client, and

with the client's approval, the construction/design phase begins. (All the

while, equipment and hardware orders are being placed in accordance
with the project schedule to dovetail
with facility construction that is, hope-

fully, proceeding in accordance with
the schedule.)
An SI's construction designs will provide installers with complete information on every aspect of equipment in -

as dictated by the project schedule.
SIs usually prefer this responsibility
as they are, by and large, more experienced in this type of coordination, and
it provides them with more control in
complying with the schedule.
Completion
From this point on, routine and candid project meetings will be held by the
SI's project manager until the project

is complete. Assign staff to attend
these and be fully interactive with
May 2001

maintenance personnel, covering rou-

backup systems, patching and normal
defaults. SIs are experienced in performing this type of staff training and
will review the system drawings, the
use of wire and other database materials.

Closure
In the end, there is usually a formal
delivery by the SI of all contractual
documentation items. SIs do a good
job of compiling and packaging such
materials, but still examine them for
oversights, omission or errors. As in
any business agreement, put in writing

at the start specifically what you expect and when you expect it. Fortunately, most SIs have no problem delivering the goods.
Christian Mitchell is a freelance writer based in

He can be reached at
mitchell_christian@hotmail.com. The author
would like to thank La Vaughn Thompson,
Paul Goure andTom Norris of MCSi,Broadcast
Solutions Group for their help on this article.

Atlanta.
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ith digital audio and surround
sound systems becoming more

commonplace, the public's awareness

and expectations of audio quality is
increasing. As more viewers install home

theaters, high -end MD players and even

96kHz-sampled monitoring systems, the

ors1 tr.Mit

bes

in au to qua ity wi even increases
ing these challenges is tough, even for an

experienced engineer.. However, lest we

forget, not everyone has many years of

audio technology experience. And, as
many know, some v deo engineers still
treat audio as "that noise that accompa-

nies the picture." To bring some sanity
to the issue, this article is strictly targeted

at those who may have something less

than a Ph.D. in audio technology.
Those of you with audio golden ears
can go on to something else.

David Hewitt's Remote Recording Service is a state-of-the-art broadcast
and recording studio, which just happens to be mobile. The seven -time

TEC award -winning studio recently provided the audio feed for the
Academy Awards.
May 2001
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Check your wiring standards
Probably the single most common
mistake for beginners is the wiring of
an XLR plug. You'd be amazed at how
often beginning technicians confuse
the numbering and wiring of a simple
XLR connector. For who knows why,

it does not go from one to three or
three to one. Rather, pin 2 is designated to be the hot or in -phase pin, pin 3
to be the cold or out -of -phase pin and
pin 1 is ground. Years ago, there was
no agreed -upon standard, and you may

still find equipment with pin 3 wired

can even paint them a special color so
you'll know where they are and when
they are in use.

has the shield connected to it, and pin 3.
When wiring a 1/4 -inch, unbalanced

Have a few phase -reversed cables
and patch -bay jacks available in your
studio, especially for use with rental

combine methods. Connect the hot
wire to the plug's tip and both the

or guest equipment that may have
alternate pin configurations being
brought in. This can save time and

Now that you know all you need to
know about wiring XLR connectors,
stop. All this becomes even more crit-

trouble if someone wants you to interface a special device.

ical if you're dealing with powered
microphones. When using phantom

If you need to make a cable with a 1/4 -

power for condenser microphones or
direct boxes requiring power, you can-

inch, unbalanced, mono connector on
one end, and an XLR on the other, you

plug using balanced cable you have to

shield and old wire to the plug's sleeve.

not connect the low side of the cable to

ground. You cannot use unbalanced
cables in these applications. If you do,

When you get outside and into the
real world, stray current,
ground loops and other gremlins
creep into the audio system.
hot. This is especially true with older,

must combine two methods of wiring.

non-U.S. equipment and even some
old Ampex VTRs. Check the operat-

The hot connection goes to the 1/4 -inch

ing manual for the pin configurations.
For 1/4 -inch TRS (stereo plugs), military -style, bantam or tiny telephone
connectors and jacks, the tip becomes
pin 2 (hot), the ring pin 3 (cold), and
the sleeve connects to the shield.
If you're dealing strictly with monaural signals, you can get away with a
few phase reversals in your connectors
and you probably won't notice it. How-

connector's pin 2 on the other. The

plug's tip on one end, and to the XLR
shield goes to the 1/4 -inch plug's sleeve,
and pin 1 on the XLR connector. If you

are using single -conductor, shielded
cable, you are done on the 1/4 -inch
side. For the XLR side, make the wire
bridge between pin 1, which currently

you're going to ground or short the
power supply. Not good.
Equipment levels and impedances
So what should the VU meter read?
Low -impedance, balanced devices are
often calibrated to output +4dBm with
a VU meter reading of zero. Broadcast

applications sometimes use +8dBm.
That's a historical thing and it has to
do with an antique technology called
equalized phone lines. If you're old
enough to remember this, you're probably not a beginner. Unbalanced equip-

ment often is calibrated to an output
level of -10dBm with OVU.
Historically, equipment designed to

drive phone lines or long cables required a balanced transformer as the
output device. Today, op amps can

ever, connect two mics out of phase
and try mixing them together and it's
a completely different matter. The sig-

nals will cancel and create moving
acoustic phase errors, resulting in hav-

oc for the audience (and engineer).
The fix is to swap the hot pin wire with
the cold pin wire inside the XLR plug

on one side of the offending XLR
connecting cable. If you use this alternately wired cable to connect the two
units, they will now be hooked up in phase with each other. Be sure to label
that cable as phase -reversed so that if
it is unplugged and used again, it will
be designated for use only when you

need to reverse a phase. It's better to
use commercially built phase -reverse
adapters. They provide a quick and
easy solution to phase problems. You
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Even complex digital studios like this one at Capitol Sudio A begin with simple audio
connections. Producer and recording engineer Tommy Vicari using a Neve console.
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Don't assume that just because a
device hat a mechanical VU meter that
it is calibrated to anything, let alone a

standard. This is especially the case
with consumer gear. You have to measure the cevice's output level with the
needle set at OVU to be sure what level

yoCre dealing with.
Many devices today rely on LED or

plasma metering. These electronic
me7ers can indicate peak levels, VU

levels or anything the manufacturer

wants. Many times the meters are
adjustable to several types of metering
indication. Just keep in mind for now

that there's a tremendous difference
between peak and VU. (But, that's a
subject br a different article.) Read

the manual or measure the output

Bruce Davies, product executive at Solid State Logic, is pictured at the new MT
Production (MTP) digital console at SSL headquarters in Oxford, U.K.

easily drive phone lines and long loops
without difficulty. Even so, road gear

usually uses transformers because of
their reliability and ease of interface.
Transformers are ubiquitous and an
old-fashioned technology that allow
engineers to convert between impedances and levels, balanced and unbal-

system. That's when a transformer
can save the day.
Many pieces of newer equipment have

been designed to easily interface with
each other, so they will be more attractive to both the professional and pro-

sumer markets. These usually have
wider latitude in the levels they can

anced as well as prevent ground loops.

receive on input and are able to output.

We still use them because, well, because they work. They don't require
power or create heat. However, they
do add weight, which is a consideration in portable equipment.
The second method of creating balanced circuits is with op amps. A pair
of op amps can be used, configured
180 degrees out of phase with each
other, to provide a high -quality, balanced output signal. These are cheaper and easier to use than transformers
when building balanced circuits. The
disadvantage is that they do not help
cure ground loops and they don't like
being connected to lines with voltage
on them. A transformer can handle a
certain amount of current, especially

They usually have adjustable I/O circuits to accommodate a wider range of
equipment interfacing. They have also
been designed to tolerate impedance
differences, and many provide inputs
for both balanced and unbalanced signals, on both XLR and 1/4 -inch TRS

DC without affecting the audio quality.
Try that with some op amps and you'll

meters used on professional equipment
display the average or root mean square
(RMS) level of the signal. This level is

fry the output stages.
In the studio, you can get away with
murder; almost anything works. It's
when you get outside and into the real
world that stray current, ground loops
and other gremlins creep into the audio

connectors. Many of today's small mixing and touring consoles provide both
XLR and 14 -inch I/0 connectors. This

makes interfacing with a variety of

level or you'll be guessing what OVU
means on your device.
If you're dealing with digital recording, typically DAT machines, watch
your levels. DAT machines usually display peak levels, with a reference for
OVU somewhere between -14 and -18
on their meters. This allows for adequate headroom for the encoders. Analog circuits handle excessive peak signals smoothly and with less distortion
than do digital circuits. Digital circuits
go from low distortion at normal signal
levels to massive distortion once you've
exceeded the peak signal capability of
the circuitry. That's another reason the

meters read on the low side, to help
prevent clipping the signals.
Plasma displays and LED VU meters
come in many different types and appearances, and their features vary greatly. Some may display the average level,
some the peak level, and some can display a combination of both. Others are
not only capable of switching between
metering various levels, but also include
features like peak -hold display, which
leaves an indicator lighted at the highest

external devices much simpler.

Metering
meter usually measures audio levels. A

level the meter has thus far measured
until a higher one comes along.

mechanical, analog VU meter relies on a
needle to show the average level. The VU

Types of signals

Let's return to the issue of levels. A VU

defined as .775 percent of a signal's
peak voltage. The ballistics of RMS VU

meters are specifically designed to react not the peak level, but to the average power of the signal.
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Not all audio signals are identical.
Some signals have what's called slow
attack times, others fast attack times.
Technically, that just means that the
rise time or duration of the signal is

quick or slow. Each type of meter
responds to signals in different ways. A
VU meter may be bouncing around the
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shield to keep a ground bus of heavy copper wire or
hum from being
introduced to the

plating located in the bottom or side of
each equipment rack. Each device in the

mic's signals. Lift-

rack is then carefully bonded to that bus.

ing the ground

Then all those buses can be connected
with heavy copper wire to the central
grounding star point.
Occasionally it is necessary to reverse
or lift the ground on a piece of gear in

may not work
when using TRS
connectors. Un-

balanced inputs
require that both
pins have a signal

to work. If you
Most professional audio equipment uses XLR connectors. This
style of connector handles both analog and AES digital audio.
Female (left) and male (right). Photo courtesy Neutrik.

-15dBm level where a peak meter
shows red -- the overload range.
For example, a kick drum will produce a signal with an extremely fast
rise time. The VU meter will barely
begin to move by the time the sound is
finished. This means the VU meter will

tend to underindicate the actual peak
signal level. A peak meter will be able
to immediately indicate the exact peak
level of short duration signals like this.
All this means is that you may want to

have hum there,
we need to move

to a whole new,

and higher, plane of solutions.

a system to eliminate a ground loop.
Many portable devices provide an AC
power switch that has three positions.
Two are on, one (center) is off. The
difference is that the two on positions
reverse the chassis ground polarity. If
the console you're using has such a

Grounding
In the U.K. they call it "earthing." If
you're faced with solving grounding
problems, you'll probably find a few of
your own names for the problems. Often, grounding equipment according to
electrical codes guarantees that the system will hum. While you're not being
encouraged to violate any EIA rules, you
may have to wink a bit at theory and go

Figure 1a.

The best way to ground equipment
and avoid ground loops is by
employing a star ground system.

t

a.,

19

+1v

+1v

Id&
time

employ both types of metering and the
choice is highly user dependent.

Eliminating ground loops

The most common gremlin in any
audio installation is the ground loop.

with practicality on the audio connections to get this to work properly.
Usually, just disconnecting the shield
at the input to the device will eliminate
devices being grounded at slightly different electrical potentials. Current then

homework, there's still a good chance

flows between the devices on the ground

that when you turn on the system,

(shield) wire and hum is induced into
the signal. Disconnect one end of the
shield (usually at the input device) and
you'll probably eliminate the ground
loop and, consequently, the hum.
The best way to ground equipment

ground loop. It's likely to be your
biggest nightmare. However, there are
a few tricks you can try.
The first choice is to "lift" the ground
on the input connector. The best way

-

Figure 1 b.

the hum. The hum is a result of two

Even when you have done all your
you're going to hear a hum. That's the

-1v

time

and avoid ground loops is by employing

Figure 1 c.

to do that is, again, with a special

a star ground system. This technique

adapter device. This will disconnect
the ground (shield wire) from pin 3 of

To understand what will happen if you use

requires the connections of the AC (chassis ground) of every piece of equipment
in the studio to the systems' main ground

two acoustically out -of -phase micro-

the output plug from pin 3 of the input
plug. This usually works.

point. A facility -wide ground system

Unfortunately, this won't work for

should be a part of every audio and

microphone connections. You need the

video installation. Typically this involves
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phones or a connector that is wired out of
phase, recall that two opposite waveforms
will cancel. If you begin with a simple sine
wave (shown in Figure 1a) and add a cosine waveform (shown in Figure 1b), the
result is zero (shown in Figure 1c).

used by its DA series MDMs and is
familiar to many broadcast and post production houses. It is capable of
performing audio tasks similar to those
of the Alesis ADAT system, while using TASCAM'S own version of optical
interface.
Several companies have made interface boxes (such as Otari's Conversion
System) that will convert from any one

of several various digital audio systems to any of the other types. Some
digital audio equipment manufacturers also include either Tascam or ADAT

connectors on their products (sometimes both) and may include AES and/
or S/PDIF capabilities as well.
Using sync
Finally, if you do use a digital method
of signal transmission to connect your
system, don't forget to use a common
timing source to sync them all together. In broadcasting, SMPTE timecode

is the most common method of synchronization. Remember, however,
that audio typically uses a frame rate
of 30fps non -drop, while NTSC video
uses a 29.97fps, or 30 -drop frame rate

as its standard.
If you do use SMPTE timecode for
your sync, make sure all the audio gear
Turner Studios in Atlanta. Note the use of video monitors for audio applications In such
applications, be sure the monitors are properly shielded or you'll have more hum than
with a bad cable. Also watch how close to the monitors microphones are mounted. The
monitor's horizontal sweep circuits can createan audible high -frequency buzz if the mic

is located anywhere close, especially if you are using low -quality displays. Photo
courtesy Daniel O'Connell.

locking to the timecode has its software set to the correct frame rate.
House sync or black burst generated
by the video synchronizer in a broadcast or video setup is the best source of
a master clock for the timecode used to
sync the audio equipment to the video.

power switch, simply moving it to the

format that later crossed over into

Word clock, if available, is the best

other position may cure the ground
loop. Do not operate any equipment
above ground (without an adequate

professional territory. This method uses
an RCA/phono-type plug along with a

synchronization system for pure audio
quality, because all the clocks in all the

7511 cable to carry its signal. It's the
same interface technology as that used
for typical video connections on home
consumer devices.

digital devices will be synced right

ground). This is unsafe. Do this and we
could lose a reader.

Digital audio connections
The AES standard provides for proper wiring of digital audio connections,
using an XLR connector. The interface

Many consumer devices now use
optical interfaces, which are simple
and reliable, but expensive. They're
good for eliminating ground loops.

provides for two tracks of digital au-

Alesis' ADAT Modular Digital Multi-

dio to and from a digital device. These
tracks are accompanied by several other digital signals, such as various sam-

track systems can perform two-way
transfers of eight channels of digital
audio via a proprietary, laser -carry-

pling and bit rates, timecode, digital

ing, optical cable. The cable used with

clock, and word sync, all on one, two conductor, shielded cable.
Sony/Phillips Digital Interface (SPDIF), was originally a consumer audio

this system also simultaneously carries SMPTE timecode and other digital control signals.
Tascam's Digital Interface (T/DIF) is

May 2001

down to the sample rate. If you happen
to have an all -digital broadcast system

and can generate word clock at the
correct rates for the entire audio and
video system, you'll really be looking
and sounding good.
Take a few minutes to look over your

studio setup, and see if you might
better interconnect the equipment,
while optimizing its operation. When
that happens, you should be able to get
your product to start sounding as good
as it already looks.
Bob Buontempo is an independent audio consultant based in Elizabeth, NJ.
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New Products &
Applied Technology

Telex's BTR-800 and BTR-700
BY TOM TURKINGTON

Telex's new BTR-800 and BTR-700
wireless intercom systems can be
called problem -solvers. Both systems
are fully UHF and fully user -synthesized, and both offer features designed

to allow maximum functionality in
their target markets.
Why UHF? First, because it's a lesscrowded frequency band, allowing for

higher propagation performance.
While many wireless intercom systems feature split -band capability (part

UHF -part VHF), by operating completely in the UHF domain the BTR800 and BTR-700 can offer greatly
increased range under certain circumstances. In addition, antennas and other

distinct channels of intercom need to be
accessed by a wireless extension to that
intercom system. Two -channel is important because most common hard -wired
intercom systems, especially those used

On a production set, the director's
intercom circuit is usually the busiest.
He or she is calling a lot of shots and

doesn't want or need to be bothered
with the peripheral conversations that

Antennas and other intercom -related products
are much smaller in the UHF range, increasing
ease of use for system engineers.
in most TV broadcast trucks and facilities worldwide, are two -channel. Also,
two -channel capability lets users switch
easily between intercom channels. The
intercom also offers a 1RU base station
and smaller beltpack. Applications may
also include theater, higher -end indus-

often take place between people on set

or on stage. With the Wireless Talk

and the "auctioning off" of a large

Announce" feature lets the wireless

Around feature, known in TV as ISO,
audio is lifted off the back of the base
station so the audio from the wireless
user doesn't go anywhere else except to
all the other wireless users. This way, if
there was some emergency or problem
on stage or on set, you could easily take
care of that problem without the rest of
the world knowing about it.
The system's two -channel capability

portion of the frequency spectrum that

user send a dry, line -level audio signal

was once widely available for UHF
intercom use and other broadcast applications, being user -synthesized is
important for any broadcast professional or systems contractor. This is
especially true if you're traveling between different facilities and venues,

comes in handy in several of these

at +8dB to a given destination. For
example, a stage manager can easily
communicate with other people in-

applications. A theater stage manager
might be talking to the lighting circuit
of an intercom system, then have to
suddenly change over and talk to staging. In TV, stage managers very often

intercom -related products are much
smaller in the UHF range, increasing
ease of use for system engineers.
Being fully user -synthesized - offer-

ing full frequency agility with user
control - is equally important. Due to
the increased number of users in the
UHF band, the proliferation of DTV

trial use and sports applications. Its
features illustrate why the system is
suited to these applications.
With the push of a button, the "Stage

volved with a production (talent, engi-

neers, etc) - making announcements
on stage or in the green room.

and from city to city. But even if you're

Also, the system provides a
relay closure, which al-

stationary, it is virtually assured that

lows users to trigger a

you will need to get your intercom out

two-way radio and

of the way of other wireless equipment, such as some form of wireless

have an audio signal

microphone system or two-way radios. Being user -synthesized is useful in
this case.

Telex's BTR-800 wireless intercom system offerstwo-channe
any closure -activated
UHF capability and full frequency agility with user control
device. Audio can be
routed through a preset path inside the digital matrix, or it would be talking to the producer and
can trigger an IFB so the stage manag- stage managers, who most of the time
er can actually talk into the ear of the are on the producer's circuit, but need
talent or anyone else on the wireless to be able to easily flip over and talk to
system.
either the director or another audio

The BTR-800 is designed specifically
for broadcast television, as well as high -

end rental houses that serve this market. With its two -channel capability, it
is designed for situations where two
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Looking for something new in communications?

Mod lar
Con gurable
Expa dable
Compatible
Pow r rful

This April, Clear-Com welcomes you to something new in interc mmunications.

Prepare for a new level of flexibility and modularity - built upon the strengths of
Matrix Plus, and looking toward the future.

www.clearcom.com
02001 Clear -Corn 510.496.6666 FAX 510.496.6599
International: 925.932.8134 FAX 925.932.2171
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blear-COM
Intercom Systems

circuit. In a sports application, often
there is an offensive and defensive

one channel. Also, many rock-and-roll

circuit that a head coach might have to

intercoms, and probably wouldn't need
to go to two -channel, but they would
upgrade for the UHF and user -synthesized capabilities.
One significant characteristic of both

talk to separately, and two -channel
makes that distinction much cleaner.
The BTR-700 is essentially a stripped down version of the BTR-800. It offers

production managers use single -channel

They can then scan through and find

clean frequencies even in hostile
RF environments.
full UHF capability and frequency
agility, but it is single -channel and

systems is ClearScan, which allows

excludes the wireless talk -around and
stage -announce features. It is a lower cost alternative designed for users who
don't require the additional channel or
other features. Its applications include
some broadcast use, as well as prima-

ally knowing what factors exist that
could potentially be sources of interference. They can then scan through
tile RF environments. So, when your
crew pulls into a new city, they can

ry contractor markets (fixed install,
arena/stadium, touring sound). Many

easily find the clearest frequencies and
be up and running in about a minute.

theater intercom needs (excluding the
higher -end productions) only call for

Tom Turkington is product manager 01

View an
online
product
demo
whenever
you see
this logo.

users to select frequencies without re-

and find clean frequencies even in hos-

www.broadcasten.ineerin. com

RadioCom Wireless Products for Telex.

The biggest Electrical Equipment Show in America is

now the newest attraction in Orlando!
Don't miss the excitement when the
leaders of the electrical industry gather in
Orlando to

See new products
Develop new relationships
Network with industry leaders
Learn from the most respected authorities

The 1 6th Annual

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRICAL
EXPOSITION az CONFERENCE
Pre -Conference Workshops
Conference az Exposition -

- June 24
June 25 - 27

Orange County Convention Center Orlando, FL
For complete details, or to register online, visit www.electricshow.com
or call (800) 927-5007 or (203) 358-3731
Owned an4 Manage.,
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XM/BC ECM m°
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The sleek all new Azden 1000 Series, featuring the 1000URX receiver.
1000BT bodypack transmitter, and 1000XT plug-in transmitter,
delivers performance and features usually associated
with systems costing thousands more.

121 UHF channe s
(723-735MHz) user -selectable,

with LCE readcw.
True diversity system with 2
complete front -ends and high gain antennas.
Proprietary DLC (Diversity
Logic Cc itrol) circuitry for
reduced iropouts.
State -of -the-art dielechic
filters throughout, for
improved image rejection and
superior diversity isolation

High 51h order filters for improved SIN ratio.
Multi-fLnction LCD shows channel number and
frequency, battery info, AF level, and diversity
operation.
Ultra small, lightweight. and externally powered.
Mic/Line-out switchable, Earphone -out w/level
control

Bodypack transmitter (10108T) with ,educed
current -drain for improved battery I fe. is availble
with Azden EX -503H, Sony l'.7 -CM -44h1 -Jr ECM -55H.

Plug-in transmitter (1000XTI works with dynamic
or phantom power mics.
Note: Order cables specifically for your camera
and battery configuration.

System prices start at $1350 IVSRP
The 1000URX receiver

AZDE

is also available with the
Anton Bauer "Gold Mount':
as the 1000URX-AB

147 New Hyde Park Rd . Franklin Sq. NY 11010
(516) 328.7300 FAX: 1516) 328-7503
E -Mail - AZDENUS@AO _COM wet site: wirinv_a2dencorp.com
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Field Report

NBA's Portland Trail Blazers go with dpsReality
BY JOHN BURNS

Post -Up Productions is owned by
billionaire and high-tech pioneer
Paul Allen, who also owns the Port-

land Trail Blazers NBA basketball
team. Post -Up Productions is located
at the Rose Garden Arena, the home of
the Portland Trail Blazers. Its primary
function is to serve the team's broadcast needs, while maintaining a steady
roster of outside clientele, including
high -profile sports clients such as the
NFL's Seattle Seahawks and visiting
NBA teams. Our facility is capable of
both live production and post editing,
featuring a nonlinear edit room, paint
system with an in-house designer and

two linear rooms, called High Post
and Low Post. Low Post is used for
linear editing and live productions and
feeds the big screens in the Rose Garden Arena. High Post is an all -component -digital room capable of both live

and statistics. I also edit the pre -show

tease using its nonlinear timeline. I
take one system with me, installed in
a luggable computer, and interface it

with the production switcher at my
destination.
Because we were using the system so
much on the road, we purchased another

the dpsReality for nonlinear editing.
Our Grass Valley 4000 switcher does
not have direct VTR control, so we use

a DNF controller as a gateway to

The software supplied with the system allows
for functions such as RS -422 control of video
clips and time-lapse photography.
unit with the SDI I/O card for our
facility at home. The system is in-

flow from this room.
We use the dpsReality digital disk
recorder from DPS/Leitch both in the
studio and on the road, for animated

stalled in High Post - wired directly
to our production switcher. It is used
for live and post production and becomes another source for our linear
editor. Because it runs in a Windows
NT system, we tied that unit to our
intranet to allow files to be passed
easily from room to room. On some

clips for replay, billboards, score reveal

occasions, especially on game days, we

and post edit, and all live telecasts

maximize the use of the room with one
editor using the DS and Digital Betacam
machines for linear editing, while another editor uses Digital Betacam and

interface the digital disk recorder to
the production switcher for live control. The production switcher can issue P -bus commands, which the DNF
translates to VTR cue points. I use the

digital disk recorder to build a timeline with all the clips needed for the
broadcast and input all the time cues
into the DNF controller. Then I turn to
the production switcher and build effect using switcher timelines. I issue P -

bus commands during the effect run
that recall the clip of choice and run
(or play) the dpsReality DDR.
Alpha -channel support and simultaneous key- and fill -output features al-

low the digital disk recorder to produce high -quality keys through our
GVG4000 switcher. For example, an
animation element created with Adobe After Effects in an offline room can
be placed on the network and retrieved
by the editor. The image sequence with

alpha channel is imported into the
system via the network connection,

John Burns (left) and Chris McMurtry of Post -Up Productions use the dpsReality digital
disk recorder both on the road and in the studio. Post -Up uses the system interfaced

with the production switcher for live and post production.
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and the editor has a complete, keyable
animated clip ready for use live or in
post edit.
The system was selected based partly
on past experience with DPS products.
When Post -Up was designing the new

Rose Garden Arena facilities, one of
our goals was to replace traditional

Here's your
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The names you knou; backed by
a team of 400
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Principal Mechanical
Engineer
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Engineering
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MSEE

36 years expenence
MME, BME

Dielectric's vast expertise in designing and manufacturing
the most advanced broadcast antenna systems in the world
is only as valuable to you, our customer, as the people who work on your project. Therefore, we offer you a team of
over 400 professionals to get you on air, in time,
and on budget. We can provide you everything you need
from filing with the FCC, system design,
installation, and testing to

Ray Ryan
President, Central Tower
16 years experience

Oded Bendov
Sr VP 3rd Chief Scientist
34 yearn experience
PhD

tower construction, maintenance,
and VSWR monitoring.

Rex Niekamp

Bill Kerkheff

Director, Palmyra
Operations

AntennE Design sr
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BSME

Dielectric

25 years expoience
USN Avicnics School,
BS Orgasizaticn Management
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menu signs in the vending areas with
video signage allowing menus to be
changed on an event -by -event basis.
Post -Up used the DPS Perception Vid-

DPS' customer service was another
factor in our decision. When we have
a question for the techs, the answers
come quickly. The updates with im-

eo Recorder cards on a total of 14
video streams in an in-house cable
system. We still use the cards for a

The production switcher can issue P -bus

variety of capture and playback pur-

such as RS -422 control of video clips and

time-lapse photography without requiring us to purchase additional software.
We have been trying out dpsReality's

commands, which the DNF translates to
VTR cue points.

poses today.

In addition to this experience, we
chose the current system for its feature
set, which offers foreground video as
well as the ability to generate a simultaneous alpha signal for external keying.
The rich feature set also eliminated the
need to purchase third -party software
for RS -422 deck emulation.

provements and fixes come in a timely
manner as well.

web streaming and MPEG output op-

We have found more uses for the
nonlinear editing func-

wards DPS products as we expand in
the future. As Post -Up expands into
high -definition, we want the same capabilities that we have now with SD

tions a great deal. For

broadcast, making dpsRealityHD a

instance, I used it to
Golden State Warriors
game at the hotel while

logical addition to our workflow.
For more information on the dpsReality fromDPS/Leitch, circle (451) on
Free Info Card.

on the road.
The software supplied with the system

John Burns is technical director and editor at
Post -up Productions.

system than we originally expected. We

have grown to use the

edit a tease for the

orecall and run clips, ope-ators at Post -Up build effects
in a GVG L000 switcher anc run the dpsReality via a DNF

tions and will continue to look to-

allows for functions

controller

See online product demonstrations
for these hot products.
Now you can see the industry's
hottest products on your computer.
Every advertisement and new
product announcement featuring
the Demo Room logo has a
streamed demonstration online.
You can also view Archived Demos

of previous Demo Room Stars
from our entire
Entertainment Division.

Visit the Demo Room
today!
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Hitachi Z -3000W

Thomcast Generation II

Yamaha AW4416

Hitachi's cost-effective Z -3000W
switchabie portable camera features
13 -bit digital image processing, three
2/3 -inch CCDs, 640,000 pixels, 16:9
aspect ratio and built-in digital noise
reduction. Settings can be stored and
recalled using the camera's Smart Card.

The Thomcast Generation II End -to -End

The Yamaha AW4416 digital audio
workstation is fully automated, with
17 motorized faders, eight busses,
eight aux sends plus stereo and stereo
cue busses. 44 inputs contain digital
attenuators, 4 -band EQand direct out
assignment.
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Bitcasting solution optimizes revenue
sources for DTV broadcasters by providing

complete opportunistic data insertion
flow control, PSIP-based EPG with
XML-based interface, ATVEF IP data
delivery and an MPEG-4 platform.
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Today's broadcasting requires the
seamless integration of stills, clips, and animation

Show openings
Bumpers
Instant cues
Live playback

What if you could get everything you need to
play back cutting -edge live broadcast content
in a single unit?

Kaydara mediastore is the only broadcast
solution on the market that supports stills, clips,
and animation in one reliable, easy -to -use, and
cost-effective workstation..
Kaydara mediastore - the integrated and
scalable mixed -media solution for live
broadcasting.

Stills, clips, and multi -layered animation in one box
Intuitive user -interface minimizes ramp -up times
Reliable and cost-effective
Easy to integrate with existing equipment
Perfect for everything from show dressing to
complete productions

Images courtesy of TSN

"Kaydara mediastore provided
us with instant cues to images
and animations, all the stuff we
use to dress up our [Olympic
coverage]. Trying to create
these effects without Kaydara
mediastore would have been a
nightmare for us."
- Paul McLean, producer, TSN

To learn more about Kaydara products:
- Visit www.kaydara.com
- E -Mail at info@kaydara.com
- Call 1-888-842-6842 (North America)
or 1-514-842-8446

kaydara
Delivering the mixedinedia TM pipeline
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Technology In Transition

Virtual sets: Imagining we were there...
BY JOHN LUFF

For over 150 years photographers
have understood empirically the

es many genres. Visualization for science, entertainment, advertising and

physics of imaging. Without the benefit
of mathematics, an artist can compose a
scene, place the subject in it in a pleasing way, and control the lighting, focal

training has advanced rapidly in the
last 20 years. Entire motion pictures

fog, wind, and other time -varying conditions can only be simulated in computer
imagery. For the purposes of this review
we need to restrict our imagination some-

are being created in computers, and in

what and look at a simpler and more

the future even actors may well be

length of the lens, subject distance,
depth of focus, and position of the

created digitally.

achievable artificial reality.
For virtual sets to work, the set designer

camera. When photography became a
moving image art form, the cinematog-

Controlling reality is always expensive,
and creating illusions is sometimes nearly
as expensive.

rapher also had to take the relative
motion of the camera, the background
and the subject into consideration.
Anyone who has budgeted for a production knows that staging for motion
pictures or video cameras is an expensive

By combining natural images with

must have access to computer -modeling

proposition. Controlling reality always
is, and creating illusions is sometimes
nearly as expensive. In order to control
the total effect, scenes are often staged
in elaborate studio setups where lighting and other variables can be strictly

computer images, it is possible to place
actors into scenes with historical con-

tools that can interface with the

controlled, allowing for matching scenes

from multiple days of shooting without the variables of the natural environment.
There is now a way to similarly control
the illusion of reality and create imagina-

tive and realistic images. The increasing spohistication of computer graphics has fueled a new industry that cross-

text, ones in which the actor's health
might be jeopardized or that cost too
much for even Hollywood to accept.
However, there are complications involved in combining shots from real
optical systems with those simulated
in computers.
For such an approach to work it must
be possible to model the geometry, lighting, surfaces and properties of the environment in the computer. Some common
elements in staging are exceedingly complex to model in a computer. For instance,

compositing applications. Most architectural and drafting packages can output the geometry in the right form. The

computer graphics artists must then
apply the surfaces specified and render the image for approval. The general process with movement involved is

complex to understand all at once. A
simpler case will point out the difficulty
of analyzing the entire range of variables.
Imagine a scene in which the camera

in the composited image is fully static
first. In order for a natural image to be

used as part of a composite, several
factors must be matched to a fairly
high degree of accuracy, including:

Angle of the camera, focal length
and the position of focus;
Pan and tilt and roll angles of both
cameras;
X,Y,Z position of the camera relative
to the scene;
Lighting source(s) location, intensity,

spectral characteristics, type of light
(diffuse varying to point source); and
Colorimetry of the recording media
( film or video colorimetry and computer image transfer functions).
It is easy to calculate the geometry
and effects of focal length of the lens, as
The increased sophistication of computer graphics, coupled with more cost-effecti ie
computing power, is giving broadcasters the option of using virtual sets like this one at
CNBC Asia. Image courtesy of Radamec.
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long as the lens does not produce distortion, as in a very wide-angle lens.

Indeed, digital video effects use the

DIGITAL VIDEO
ITS BIGGEST BREAKTHROUGH

IS IN THIS TINY LITTLE BOX.

TRINIX

Announcing the most densely packed digital video router family
of its kind. It's the TrinixTM digital video router family from THOMSON multimedia
Broadcast Solutions. And it's fulfillling your biggest expectations for digital video. At just
8 rack units in size (15RU for the 256 model), the Trinix is the densest rcuter of its kind. It
boasts both SD and HD support and the flexibility to configure 512 ), 512 routers without DAs. And since it was
created by the same design team that brought you the Venus 20017m router, you'll get the JupiterTm control and

exceptional performance you expect from the broadcast industry leader. If you missed he big unveiling at NAB, be
sure you get a little peek today. And see just how much this little box has in store for you For details, visit
www.broadcast.philips.com or call 1-800-962-4287.

THOMSON Pg

02001 THOMSON multimedia Broadcast Solutions. All rights reserved.
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same methods to create the illusion of

a flat image plane moving in three
dimensions with six degrees of freedom. To generate the parameters used
to calculate a model from the perspective of a hypothetical camera that will
match exactly the image of a camera
shooting a natural image, we need to

either constrain the real camera or
measure the six degrees of freedom

the shot the image is considerably more
complex. If the camera begins to move
in three dimensions as it zooms out, you

can see the daunting number of variables the computer must crunch.
Fortunately, the power of real-time
graphics engines has increased rapidly
and now can support modest real-time
moves without the appearance of hysteresis between the foreground and back-

At the end of the day, the process can
provide significant benefits. If sets are
nothing more than chromakey environments, it is possible to change from one
program's set to another quite rapidly,
though still not instantaneously. Studio
costs and recurring costs for set storage
are reduced. New artwork can be added
to a set without significant preparation
time. It is possible to experiment with

necessary to represent it.
This is done by attaching sensors to
the pan head and lens and positional

ground images. We may well approach

sensors to the tripod or studio dolly

his design to a trained 3D draftsman

new looks and lighting quickly and without using large crews to test new ideas .
Some set elements can be rendered to a
set automatically by creating an embed-

(or crane). Simple enough; we grab the
data, feed it to algorithms that calculate
the synthetic image and then composite
the real camera with the computer im-

who builds a model in the computer. A

ded object that links to the art. One

the point in the future when a set designer never builds a model, but simply gives

Voila! A completed image, and the first
step in a virtual set. The scene geometry

Entire motion pictures are being created in
computers, and in the future even actors may
well be created digitally.

does not change, so we create a backdrop and into it we place the actor.
If the actor must move in a set where
he/she moves behind the set pieces, the
blue screen includes foreground ob-

computer artist "decorates" the set, and
a lighting person working with virtual
reality tools places the lights to get the

could even argue that the depth of detail
that HDTV can display is facilitated by
using detailed computer models instead

jects that the real camera can use to

desired effect. At the end a printout gives

block the actor's image just like the real
set would, but at a much lower cost. As

the parameters for the real lights and

of complex and expensive studio sets.
On the downside, that requires an intricate computer model and extremely accurate tracking between the foreground
and background plates.
The reasons why must be balanced
with reasons why not: Virtual set technology is not inexpensive set technolo-

age of the hypothetical camera using
blue screen (chromakey) techniques.

camera positions to the studio crew.

long as the background is static, you

This all works well as long as the

can compute the image once and use it
for every subsequent frame.
If the camera and background move,
the relative processing power must geometrically increase. Remember that first

process is real time, but what if we want
to record the actor without tying him or

the sensors send information to the computer to tell it where the natural camera is,
where it is pointing and the characteristics
of the lens. Then the computer must calculate the synthetic image that matches those

parameters and output the background
plate. If the computer takes one video
frame to calculate the image, we delay the

real camera's output one frame and they
will be in perfect synchronization. If the
processing power changes as the scene
becomes more complex, then the delay for

the natural image must track with the
latency of the computer -derived image.

her up while the technologists sort out
the inevitable issues? MI we need to do is

store the data (metadata actually) and
time stamp the data so it can be kept in
sync with the camera image. SMP 1 E,
315M-1999 sets standards for capturing and storing data conveyed by ancillary data packets at considerable resolu-

tion. That data is stored in a standardized way and transmitted in the ANC
data sections of the transmission medium. The time and other metadata can
be used to render the background image
at any time without issues of processing
time and latency. Later synchronization
and compositing is thus possible.

Clearly it is also possible to drop a

Think of the complexity of a shot of a

synthesized image into the foreground

news set. The shot begins with a tight

of a natural image, as was done in

shot of the anchor and pulls out to reveal

"Jurassic Park," when the tyrannosaur
showed up in studio shots. When such
"non -geometric" objects are placed in

a complex set with monitors in the
background. At the beginning of the
scene the background detail is thrown

natural scenes, the computing necessary

out of focus by the depth of focus of the

will almost certainly be non -real time

lens. Very little processing power is need-

today. We can expect the future to make
such processes more transparent.

ed to calculate the image. At the end of
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gy. When compared with regular chang-

es to a major set, the reduction in
capital cost may well be demonstrable,
but a careful analysis must be done.
It must also be noted that the technol-

ogy is complex and requires careful
alignment to remain fully useful. Technical personnel skilled in lighting a real

set are not of much help in lighting a
virtual set in a computer. Set decorators
who have considerable artistry may have
to learn new skills and ways of communicating their art to remain useful members of the team. Plan on hiring a crack
computer artist and programmer to get
the most out of the technology.
Computing power is dropping in cost,
and the future cost of such technology
is likely to make the use of virtual sets

commonplace in many types of usage
and at varying price points.
John Luff is vice president of business development for AZCAR USA.

Let the Summer Games begin.
The 2000 Summer Games is incorporating a wide range of broadcasting technology!.
The broadcast is being carried via nearly six million feet of Belden audio, video, and
data cable. We're proud of our record of achievement at major sports
and broadcast venues around the world. And with our expertise in
digital cabling technology we're proud to be at the leading edge of
the next generation of broadcasting.

Belden

After all, we've been in training for nearly 100 years.

Belden provided the vast
majority of cables for audio,
video, and data at more than
120 sites troadcasting the
summer dames reaching
oter a billior people around
the vvyld. To find out
more about how
Belden ',hired the Games,

co pact us today or visit our
websita and download
our Ap3lication Report

1-800-BELDEN-4
ww../.belc en. Jom/p rod Jcts/apprep.htm
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New Products

PAN/TILT SYSTEM
Hitachi Denshi Eagle: developed for remote observation
applications; the PTE -300 head and PT -EE -L housing protect from

wind and rain; provides full control of pan, tilt, zoom, focus and
camera menu functions for the DK-H3, HV-D3, HV-D15, HV-D16
and HV-D5W and provides plug -and -play capabilities for any

system. 516-921-7200; fax: 516-496-3718; www.hdal.com
Circle (353) on Free Info Card

ALL -IN -ONE PRODUCTION STUDIO
Quantel Clipbox Studio: includes a server; offers live DVE,
mix/effects and keying; all clips can have an associated moving
key; the unit will combine one moving clip over another, while
resizing, positioning and masking and play the combined scene
out of a single port; clips and stills can be cropped to focus on

detail; has eight video ports that can be configured as inputs or
outputs; each video output includes four channels of embedded
audio. +44 (0)1635 48222; fax: +44 (0)1635 815815;
www.quantel.com

ROUTING SWITCHERS AND
MODULAR ROUTERS
Leitch Routing and Distribution Group: includes the VIA32
line of routing switchers, the Xplus 16x16 line of modular
routers, the Xpress 12x1 line of monitoring routers; uses Blue3
Dynamic Routing Fabric to provide scalability and flexibility; the X Plus series of SDI modules supports ASI and routes all composite,

component and widescreen serial standards. 800-231-9673; fax:
757-548-4088; www.leitch.com
Circle (354) on Free Info Card
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
CAMERA
Panasonic AW-E3005: features a separate optical system; allows
the CCD assembly to be separated from the camera for a wide

PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Grass Valley Group Zodiak: includes 2.5- and 3M/E configurations; low -power consumption; fits into a 7RU frame; includes
35 SDI inputs on 2.5M/E version and 64 SDI inputs on 3M/E
version; four keyers per full M/E; five wipe -pattern generators per
full M/E. 800-824-5127; fax: 530-487-3755;
www.grassvalleygroup.com

range of imaging applications; features three 1/3 -inch IT CCDs that

deliver 800 lines of horizontal resolution, 60dB S/N ratio and a
minimum illumination of 1.5 lux. 800-528-8601; fax: 323-436-

3660; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Circle (355) on Free Info Card
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AUTOMATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM
Omnibus Colossus: provides multichannel, multiformat delivery;
designed to bridge the gap between video, audio, Internet and
data -streaming applications. 530-470-1700; fax: 530-470-1718;
www.omnibus.tv
Circle (352) on Free Info Card

TEST AND MEASUREMENT
STREAMER
Videotek STM-350: designed with VTM-300 and VTM-400HD;
a real-time streaming video unit that works through SpyderWeb
software; 2RU (nit offers front -panel controls. 800-800-5719; fax:
610-327-9295; www.videotek.com
Circle (356) on Free Info Card
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f*D1 SYNC'

Digital in. Digital out.
Digital all the way throug

Digital frame synchronizers from Prime Image are nothiag new.
Engineers worldwide know the clean, stable, high -quality signals we produce.
What is new is that now you can get a Prime Image frame synchronizer
with a Serial Digital Interface input and four Serial Digital Interface outputs. It's called the model D1 SYNC.
Among the many features in its space -saving 1U rack-moun-_ed box are
full ProcAmp control, freeze frame or field, 10 -bit performance, and automatic selection of 525 or 625 lines. Controls include video, color and setup levels. And you can cone of them from optional rack -mounted or handheld remote controls.

With the Model D1 SYNC your pictures start digital and stay digital
every frame, every field, every bit of the way. Call for coma ilete specs and
technical information.

The Digital Video People
Tel (4C8) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
Circle (150) on Free Info Card

www.primeimageinc c orn

VERTICAL INTERVAL SWITCHERS
Knox Video ProSwitch series: contain either single or dual
outputs in thin -profile, 3RU rackmount chassis; consist of five
lines of switchers each with an additional channel of video:
Alpha (composite), Beta (S -video), Gamma (component), Delta
(RGBS) and Epsilon (RGBHV); bandwidth either 200MHz or
350MHz; accept and route balanced or unbalanced stereo
audio. 301-840-5805; fax: 301-840-2946; www.knoxvideo.com
Circle (360) on Free Info Card

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE
Andrew MacXLine: two added versions -4 1/16 -inch and 6
1/18 -inch, 50U; features thermally compensated transmission
line; made from high -conductivity copper tubing; bellows section

incorporated in the inner conductors; inner connectors are

captivated and use tensioned springfingers for maximum
contact force. 708-349-3300; fax: 708-349-5444;
www.andrew.com
Circle (357) on Free Info Card

CONTROL PANEL
Quantel Studio FX: provides full control of acquisition, management and playout of still and clips; includes an SVGA display
platform; server will support two FX stations for distributed operation;
offers full Sony protocol VTR control; video or video and key can be

recorded from a live feed or from a CQ; features facilities for top
and tail editing of clips within the system; the crop facility for both

clips and stills has a method of optimizing recorded material. +44
(0)1635 48222; fax: +44 (0)1635 815815; www.quantel.com
Circle (361) on Free Info Card

DATACASTING CARD

OPEN -INTERFACE SOFTWARE TOOL

Lucent Digital Video WaveStar T51-100: enables broadcasters
to allocate bandwidth for data services while retaining picture
quality; provides a flexible, multiservice aggregation hub for a
number of data services. 908-580-7000; fax: 908-580-7151;
www.lucent.comildr

BarcoNet SNMP Profile Manager: designed for BarcoNet's

Circle (358) on Free Info Card

ROSA network management system; offers operators a solution
to manage all network elements by a single, vendor -independent
management platform; ROSA with SNMP Profile Manager is capable

of integrating network devices from several vendors into a
single management platform without extra programming. 800-9925016; fax: 770-590-3610; www.barconet.com
Circle (362) on Free Info Card

FIXED -MODE ASPECT RATIO
CONVERTER

RESIN THERMAL TRANSFER
PRINTER
K -Sun Corporation 2001XLST: images on industrial shrink tube
material for wire marking; conforms to FCC Class B standards and
meets UL -224 specifications; shrinkage temperature range is 194 to 518°F. 800-622-6312 ext. 214; fax: 715-247-4003;
www.ksun.com

broadcastengineering.com

frequency response, with low levels of measurable conversion
artifacts such as aliasing, banding and ripples. +44 1223 506 515;

fax: +44 1223 506 514; www.crystalvis.com
Circle (363) on Free Info Card
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Crystal Vision ShARC: will convert a 16:9 video signal to 4:3 by
horizontally stretching the central 75 percent of the input picture,
with no vertical processing involved and no need for black bands
at the top and bottom of the final picture; has a wide and flat
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Is the video jack you're using
today designed for the signal
standards of tomorrow? If not,
it's time you started thinking
about Switchcraft's video jack.
Engineered to be ahead

one and two rack units, 24 or
26 jacks. No matter what your
needs are, we're prepared to
deliver.
The future will be here
before you know it. So why not
be prepared? Call us today for

of its time, our video jack
already meets the SMPTE more information about our
292Mspecification.Our new complete line of video and
HD Series delivers consistent

audio products.

characteristics across the
bandwidth, offering you the
reliabilityyou need now...and
the required performance for
tomorrow.
The capable HD Series
is available in our complete
line of video patchbays, both

her. , Inc.
Iston Avenue
yr
cag
o

0630

73/92-2700
2129

sal

www.switc

craft.com
raft.com

V1HD75T

Meets the
SMPTE 292141

Crilicification

INTERNET BROADCASTING
SOFTWARE

MPEG VIDEO CODEC

Media 100 Cleaner Live: delivers real-time, capture and Internet
streaming in both the Windows Media and RealSystem 8 streaming

formats simultaneously; allows anyone to broadcast a live event
using the Internet; includes the ability to save full -resolution DV
input streams to disk for later editing using Media 100 CineStream
and view status of key functions instantly with traffic monitors.

Cell Stack System Aurora: fully -integrated MPEG-2;
equipped with encoder, decoder and ATM interface in one
stand-alone, remotely managed appliance with four audio
channels; PAUNTSC format; automatic 3:2 pull -down inversion
and decoder pan -and -scan support; sample rates of 32-, 44.1 -

and 48kHz, plus optional half sample rates. 972-713-8999; fax:
972-713-9597; www.cellstack.com
Circle (367) on Free Info Card

800-773-1770; fax: 508-624-9384; www.meclia100.com
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FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
Lowel-Light LowelScandles: features a multitasking, fluorescent
fixture designed for quick and easy choice of light size and quality
by a change of accessories; provides 200W daylight or tungsten balanced illumination from eight 24 -watt lamps, switched in pairs
for variable output; features an output of 220Fc at 5 inches, when
used with its supplied Collapsable Front Reflector. 800-334-3426;
fax: 718-921-0303; www.lowel.com
Circle (365) on Free Info Card

14042
ENG BANOPASS FILTER
MICROWAVE FILTER CO.
0006001

BANDPALSS FILTER
Microwave Filter Model 14042: used to prevent PCS interference at the ENG receive site; passes the entire ENG band, channels

1 through 10 and 1990- to 2500MHz; provides stopband rejection of

25dB at 1910MHz and 2580MHz, with a passband insertion loss of

1.0dB. 800-448-1666; fax: 315-463-1467;
www.microwavefilter.com
Circle (368) on Free Info Card

BATTERY
Aspen Electronics
ProBrick: comes in the PB70 and NHP-100; designed as

DATA CENTER QUALITY UPS

a modular, full -service battery

Staco Energy Encore Series: contains blackout protection;

with removable mounts and

offers power -conditioning features that protect against brownouts,

electronics service and cell

surges, sags, spikes and other power anomalies; fully SNMP
capable; offers scalable unlimited runtime via external battery
packs with independent chargers, front -access, hot-swappable
batteries, fast recharge times, voltage regulation incorporating

pack replacement; capable of

double boost and double buck. 937-253-1191; fax: 937-2521723; www.stacoenergy.com

fax: 714-379-2517;
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and lighting application
requirements. 714-379-2515;

www.aspenelectronics.com
Circle (369) on Free Info Card

Television Automation
Solutions

When

meeting the digital cameras

Play

Every

Counts

0*

Sa\es\l\e
\nke%-Sat

FastBreak

Timetiner

Winning Service
Breakthrough Pricing
Sundance Digital, Inc. 4500 Fuller Dr. Ste. 205 Irving, TX 75038 USA 972-444-8442 www.SundanceDigital.com
Circle (152) on Free Info Card
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Debuting this month!
Check out what's new! When you see this
Demo Room logo, go online and view
streaming video demos of the hottest
new products. That's right. Simply go to
www.broadcastengineering.com to see
the latest online product demonstrations.

ENGINEERING
//,, JO( ',N., I OF

TFLICl/IsION

www.broadcastengineering.com

It Asked the Questioli,

AI

what are the

most importint

CHANNEL COMBINER
Communications & Energy 7503HV: connects three 1KW VHF
transmitters to one broadcast antenna line; features a frequency
range of 174- to 450MHz; filter requires a minimum guardband of
at least one channel; connectors are 50W 7/8th; filters are mounted

things to a irlailcast

on a common panel for studio installation. 315-452-0709;
fax: 315-452-0732

Alu!loos, Solution, So

You told us

Fiber Options is your premier
solution provider for
these familiar applications -

Solution 1: B730DV
250C short -haul

digital video plus
field -selectable duplex data

Solution 2: B705V
250C short -haul digital video

,!
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VIDEO DISK RECORDER
Doremi Labs V1 MP2-HD: features MPEG-2 4:2:2 recording
and playback of high -definition video; simultaneous record and
play capability for time delay and instant replay of live video feeds;
housed in a 3RU chassis with up to two internal hard drives. 818562-1101; fax: 818-562-1109; www.doremilabs.com
Circle (371) on Free Info Card

Solution 3: B742AV
250C short -haul digital
video and stereo audio

offer you

Broadcast quality video,
audio, and data
The very latest technology
Unquestioned reliability

These are just a few of the
oroducts we have for broadcast
and pro video applications.

,Advanced built-in

Fiber Options
1-0 Drville Drive, Bohemia, NY 11716

diagnostics
Single- and multimode
solutions

800-342.3748 Fax: 877-342-3732

.. and our better -than -life-

time Forever WarrantylM

Cliir1111.7111,M111,.P51.111,1111
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VIDEO WORKSTATION
CHNICAL DIRECTORS
E CONTROL.
When you really ne:i

Access pre-programmed

fast and precise

sequences with

Quantel iQ: supports resolution co -existence - the ability to
work simultaneously on material of different resolutions within
the same job; combines the flexibility of a standard PC with the
power of high-performance hardware to allow work in real-time
on high -definition material. +44 (0)1635 48222; fax: +44
(0)1635 815815; www.quantel.com
Circle (372) on Free Info Card

iiigektiucttion one button.

control, the

er'7,:ter

essential key

Deliver fast,

is DNF's

accurate,

Production

repeatable

Switcher

effects.

Interface.

Create

bullet-proof

Give your

transitions.

production switcher

Design

control of video

dramatic show

servers,VTRs, DDRs,

PICTURE QUALITY ANALYZER
Tektronix PQA300: single -channel analysis system provides
frame -by -frame results that are shown through multiple charts,
displays and difference maps for identification, tabulation, analysis
and archive of results; comes in a compact platform for desktop

and rack applications; available with an optional integrated
touchscreen display. 800-835-9433; 503-222-1542;
www.tektronix.com
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openings.

graphic and audio

Merge live action

sources.

and effects fast.

Access multiple
channels simultanec

:all us when you're ready
to take control.

VIDEO CREATION SOLUTION
Pinnacle Systems CineWave: delivers real-time special effects
with uncompressed, standard -definition media; features uncompressed SD video and the speed of real-time effects; provides

layering, effects, advanced nonlinear editing, motion tracker, and

paint and compositing tools. 650-526-1600; fax: 650-526-1601;
www.pinnaclesys.com

.
9970 Glenoaks Blvd. Suite L. ;_in alley, California 91352 p.818.252.0198

w-w.dnf:ontrols.com
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PAN/TILT CAMERA
Hitachi Denshi PT -1: features a digital 16:9/4:3 switchable
integrated pan/tilt camera unit with a color touchscreen controller;

works with third -party controllers. 516-921-7200; fax: 516-4%3718; www.hdal.com
Circle (375) on Free Info Card
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VIDEO SERVER

Panasonic Broadcast & Television

ASSET MANAGEMENT
AND ARCHIVE

Systems A1-HDR150: now shipping;
offering multiresolution recording and

Omnibus Workflow: provides graphical mechanism for the design

playback in the DVCPRO compression format;

of complex television station process automation; offers close inte-

records 20 hours of DVCPRO footage, 10 hours
of DVCPRO50 footage, or five hours of DVCPRO HD

gration between business and planning systems and the manage-

ment and movement of physical media within the broadcast
operation; enables users to manipulate, add and annotate
metadata within the broadcast environment. 530-470-1700; fax:

footage with internal RAID -3 storage. 800-528-8601;
fax: 323-436-3660; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Circle (378) on Free Info Card

530-470-1718; www.omnibus.tv
Circle (376) on Free Info Card

AUTHORING SOFTWARE

NEWSROOM NONLINEAR
EDITING SYSTEM

Triveni and Chyron Lyric -Skyscraper: drives on -air graphics

Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems newsbyte50: now shipping;

systems for conventional analog TV broadcast; creates and
inserts interactive enhancements for DTV; combination of

operates on either 50Mb/s DVCPRO 50 and

Chyron's Lyric and Triveni's Skyscraper. 631-845-2000 or 609-

transfers at 2X faster than normal speed in DVCPRO 50

716-3505; fax: 631-845-3867 or 609-716-503; www.chyron.com;

and 4X faster than normal speed in DVCPRO. 800-528-8601;

www.TriveniDigital.com

fax: 323-436-3660; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
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25Mb/s DVCPRO; completes high-speed disk

Circle (379) on Free Info Card

VIDEO INSERTION
GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Inscriber Technology NBC Namedropper
XL system: now shipping, enables stations
to insert call etters, logos or othe- identification
information into a network promotion cr program.
519-570-9111; fax: 519-570-914); www.inscriber.com
Circle (380) on Free Info Card

MULTICHANNEL
AUDIO TOOL

AUDIO POST SYSTEM
AMS Neve Logic 3SC 5.1: features a networkable post workstation; features faster editing and project turnaround, 64/128 input

Dolby Laboratories DP570: now shipping;
facilitates the creation of content with
multichannel audio for digital television and
DVD; 2RU unit requires minimal operational
effort from the audio professional. 415-'358-0200;
fax: 415-863-1373; www.dolby.com/metadata
Circle (381) on Free Info Card

menu -free mixing console; simultaneous multiversion mixes;
surround monitoring; new DSP ToolBox plug -ins. 888-888-6383; fax:

212-965-3739; www.ams-neve.com.
Circle (383) on Free Info Card

"BUILT TO ORDER" PRODUCTION
STUDIO
Quantel's Editbox Choice: adds the 'built to order' option to
the Clipbox Studio, extending the capabilities of Quantel's
nonlinear editing system to the promo and shortform markets;
+44 (0)1635 48222; fax: +44 (0)1635 815815;
www.quantel.com.

MPEG CAPTURE CARD
FOR STREAMING MEDIA
ViewCast Osprey -2000: now shipping;
combines standard MPEG with streaming
video and audio and video inputs; captures
and encodes from digital or analog sources and
integrates seamlessly with leading editing and streaming
applications; one encode step instead of several steps to
create multiple streaming bit rates and file formats.
972-488-7200; 972-488-7199; www.viewcast.com
Circle (382) on Free Info Card

Circle (384) on Free Info Card
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Business Wire

Business highlights from broadcast and production
BY NANCY INWOOD

arris Corp. was selected by
Dotcast as the manufacturer and

Secaucus, NJ; and NMT in Somerville, NJ. JC Studios purchased two

systems integrator for the Dotcast Digital Network. Harris' Broadcast Communications Division will manufacture, install and maintain Dotcaster Edge Servers and supporting technology.

32 -channel Aysis Air digital broadcast
consoles.

Shure Inc. purchased Popper Stopped
studio pop filters from Middle Atlantic Products.

relocated to 3845 Pleasantdale Road,

Crawford Communications finished its
four -month move into a new all -digital
facility. The company's operations were

Atlanta, GA, 30340.

Philips Electronics and Sun Microsystems are collaborating in the development of streaming multimedia solutions for emerging broadband media
and VOD.

ParkerVision PVTV equipment is in
use at Ackerley Group -owned KION/
KCBA-TV in Salinas, CA, including
Digital PVTV Studio NEWS systems

and Digital CameraMan three-CCD
robotic pan/tilt cameras.
People
Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems has appointed
Frank DeFina as president. DeFina will serve

Time Warner's Channel 7 in St. Pete,

concurrently as president

FL, has outfitted its mobile production unit with six Telemetrics TM 9255 coax camera control systems.

of the Panasonic Security & Digital Imagine
(PSDI) Company.

Tektronix acquired Adherent Systems,

which it will combine with its video
business to provide solutions that will
enable the deployment of MPEG technology for storage and transmission of
video over broadband communication

purchased

a

switcher within its premiere HD edit suite.
Hassinger

Sierra Video Systems named Rick Grant

as its new chief technology officer.
Grant, along with his brother Bob Grant

and Larry Arzt, began Sierra Video
Systems in 1985.

Fujinon

and Axiom -MT to major broadcast
facilities and mobile trucks. The orders include JC Studios in Brooklyn,
NY; SWTV in Tempe, AZ; Turner
Studios in Atlanta, GA; WWOR TV in

1 04

broadcastengineering.com

hired Galen Hassinger
as its frequency coordination director.

installation of a new Snell & Wilcox
HD1010 eight -input, HD production

Videotek promoted Polo Recuay to
vice president of engineering.

HA10x5ERM HD lens.
Solid State Logic has had five recent
sales of Aysis Air, Aysis Air Mobile

cast Engineers has

maker Entertainment Group completed

Manhattan HDTV facility Colossal -

vision

The Society of Broad-

Vancouver -based post house Rain-

networks, including the Internet.
Paxson Communications made Tektronix test and measurement equipment the standard for use in its PAX
TV Network.

DeFina

KUHT/Houston Public Television
purchased three Sony DMX-R100 digital consoles for its new facility on the

seifer will become

University of Houston campus. The

Rohde & Schwarz's

first new console is currently online in
the complex's Studio One production

managing director
for marketing and

room, with the other units scheduled
to go online later in the year.

sales in North America as of July 1,2001.
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Wolfgang Schmitt-

Schmittseifer

National TeleCon-

sultants announced

that Jay Fine, has

Screen Shot

been named managing director.
Jay Fine

Emerson Ray joined Sundance Digital as director of sales, East region.

Fujinon lenses go "Search-

ing for Noah's Flood"

Starz Encore Group LLC, a wholly -

owned subsidiary of Liberty Media
Group, has named John Beyler as its

Director of pl-otographv Foster Wiley
of DC -based W ley Dowd Productions

Aggie presentations
captured by HD Vision

Doug Bulter has been named director of engineering at A.F. Associates.
Butler will be responsible for the ongoing development and daily manage-

Irving, TX, to produce two HD presenta-

was given the task of "Searching for
Noah's Flood."
He took along Fujinon HD lenses on a

tions for its Les Appelt Aggieland Visitor

Panasonic A.1-1-1)C20A HD camcorder.

Center. The productions featured various

Fujinon HA2)x7.3BERM and HA10x5.2BERM

aspects of the 44,000 -student campus

HD lenses were used for shooting the

ment of AFA's project engineering team.

and surroundirg communities.
All images fo- the productions were
captured using Sony HDC-700A caneras
with Canon 9x1 and 18x1 lenses. Tie
programs will ke stored on an AvidPluto
Hyperspace HIXAM server and
projected by a IVC DLA-M4000 usirg a
Panja System fir server and lighting
control with Dolby 5.1 sound.

spec al.

new vice president of technology.

Texas A&M commissioned HD Vision of

Odetics Broadcast announced several promotions including William Keegan from director of North American

sales to vice president of worldwide
sales, Carol Marsh from engineering
services manager to director of operations, and Tim Sullivan from manager
of customer satisfaction to director of
customer service.

HD Vision retitled the services of 16x9
Productions to Produce both of the

presentations ior the university.

"Searching far Noah's Flood" is the
tentative title cf a NatioNal Geographic
specal to air the summer on PBS that
chronicles the sear:h for Parallels between

the well-kn3wr biblical food and
evidence of a catastrophe flood in the
Blact Sea in Turkey in 5E-00 B.C. Noted
explorer/oceanographer Bob Ballard,

disccverer of tl-e Titanic, led the
exploration looking for s gns of ancient
civilization and sea vessels.

Step into t e
Demo Room!
Check out what's new! When you see
this Demo Room logo, go online and view

streaming video demos of the hittesi
mew products. That's right. Simply go to
www.broadcastengineering.com to see the
latest online product demonstrations.

Broadcast

ENGINEERING
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420 Ninth Ave.
Between 33rd & 34th Streets,
New York, N.Y. 10001
Store and Mail Order Hours:

Sun. 10-5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-2, Sat. Closed
For Orders Call:

800-947-9928
212-444-5028
or FAX (24 Hours):
800-947-9003
212-444-5001
We Ship Worldwide

www.bhphotovideo.com

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE"

B,

FOR ORDERS CALL:

OR FAX (24 HOURS):

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

!THIN 24 HOURS
OVE N GHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5001
.bhphotovideo.com
212-444-5028
w
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New Y r , N.Y. 10001

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

SONY

DIAL

JVC

DSR-PD150
3-CCD Mini DVCAM Camcorder
High quality acquisition in the DVCAM component digital
format, as well as in DV, allowing up to forty minutes
recording on one tape Mini DVCAM tape or over a full hour
inthe DV mode. Suited for Event Videography and Video
Journalist applications. This compact camcorder features
three newly developed 1/3 inch 380K pixel CCDs.with
increased resolution and sensitivity at reduced noise and
vertical smear.
Allows two scanning modes: 480 progressive (for still) or
interlaced (for video).
Complete Professional Audio functions with two built-in
XLR inputs.
Built-in electronic zoom lens features Autofocus and
SuperSteadyShot with an MTF 12X high quality optical
lens with manual Zoom, Focus and Iris control

Built-in slot fora flash memory card or Memory -Stick for
still image storage. Up to 988 JPEG pictures con be
stored in one 64 MB MemoryStick. The stored images
can be mixed or keyed to the live image allowing logo
insertion and/or mix effects.
High resolution (500 lines) 86W viewfinder and a color
swing out bright color LCD panel are included

Sony DSR-PD150 List Price
For B&H price

$4,000
Call

DSR-250 3-CCD DV & DVCAM
Introducing everything you need in an event camera and more. The
new completely digital DSR-250 from Sony is a high image quality
reduced size camcorder which has been optimized for shooting
events and parties. Every feature you could want is induced in this
revolutionary acquisition tool.
Manual or automatic functioning: Focus, Iris, Shutter -speed,
Zoom, Gain (3 positions and memory).

1/3 inch a three 380K pixel (effective 340,000 pixels) CCO's that
allow two scanning modes: 480 progressive (for still) or interlaced (for video). They also provide high quality acquisition with
increased resolution and sensitivity at reduced noise and vertical
smear. One touch auto focusing in manual focus mode.
530 lines of horizontal resolution, allowing you to capture your
subject with tremendous detail.
Switchable aspect ratio 4:3 (TV mode) or 16:9 (Movie mode)

DXF-801 high resolution 1.5" black 8 white viewfinder (same

Flip out 2.5" 200.000 dot LCD monitor, finally available on a
professional camera Time date stamp.. Soft shoulder pad.
58mm lens with 12a optical zoom.
Advanced optical stabilization allowing for a high quality digital zoom out to 24x, with a maximum digital zoom out to 48x
Assignable time code (Rec Run, Free -run, User -ht)
16 bit 2 channel audio recording, or 12 bit 4 channel.
Digital in/out (IEEE1394) and analog in/out.
Still image capture onto memory stick Upload graphics from
memory stick or USB adapter, software included
Phantom 48V power Built in speaker Directional microphone
in pro mic holder, 2 XLR audio inputs Wireless remote .
Built in edit controller. Equipped with an i.LINK irterface, allowing camcorder to serve as edit player or recorcbr.
External 12V supply/Connection for light. The DSR-250 is
equipped with light output (DC 12 V, maximum 30 watts),

as on 0SR500/1 & DXC-035) enables easier focusing. Automatically switches from 4:3 aspect to 16:9.
Records in DVCAM or DV, standard tapes or mini. Up to 270 minute Sony DSR-250 List Price
recordeding in DV mode onto a 184 min. DVCAM tape.
For B&H price

$5,900
Call

DSR-300A
3-CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder
Inheriting many of the same features and functions as the DSR-130. the
affordable DSR-300A actually extends operational convenience with a
range of new features and peripheral products. Remarkably compact
and lightweight, the improved DSR-300A provides high mobility without
compromising picture quality and can be held comfortably on your
shoulder through the longest shoots and gives videographers the ability
to acquire their footage quickly and easily.
The DSR-300A has three 1/2" IT Power HAD CCDs to delver
000 tines of horizontal resolution, 62dB 0/N ratio and high
sensitivity of F/11 at 2000 lux.
Power HAD CCDs also gives you a low smear level of -110 d8
(DSR-300) allowing more freedom to shoot highlighted subjects
With built-in 26 -pin VCR interface, they can teed composite or
S -Video output signals to an external recorder for parallel or
back-up recordings. VCR recording modes including Parallel.
Internal (only) and External (only) are selected via the trigger
switch positioned on the operational panel
With the DSR-300A. a picture previously recorded on tape can
be superimposed on the viewfinder screen (Freeze Mix
Function), allowing you to easily frame or reposition the subject
just as in the previous shot. Combined with the SetupLog
function, the retake shot becomes a breeze

LSI Digital Signal Processor (the very same one used by the
D8C-030 cameras) for a high signaTtcnnoise ratio e162 dB,
Both mini cassettes (PDVM series) and standard cassettes (PDV
series) can be used with the DSR-300A. With PDV 184ME
(standard), a maximum recording time 01 184 minutes can be
acheived. They can also play hack tapes recorded in the
consumer DV format
For operational convenience while shooting. the Tine Code is
superimposed on the viewfinder screen or MONITOR OUT
screen, even during playback
DXF-801 viewfinder featuring variable peaking, 3 level tally light
and a white LED light with 2 levels of intensity to i laminate the
lens setting IEEE1394 i.Link Out only)

Sony DSR-300A List Price
For B&H price

$9,900
Call

Panasonic,
AG-DVC200
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1/2 -inch 3-CC;Profess5ioPal °DV Camcorder

The GY-DV500 combees the convenience any cost-effectiveness of Mini DV with the performance and features you deed.
Incorporate three 1/2 -inch 380,000 pixel IT CCD5 for superior
picture performance (equivalent to 750 lines cf resolution)
superb sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux and minimum illumination
of 0.75 lux (LoLux mode). Rugged construction with a rigid
diecast magnesium housing, Extremely portable, compact and
light weight (lesss than 11 lbs. fully loaded). Additional features
like the menu dial and Super Scene Finder assure ease -of -use
and shooting flexibility, while the IEEE1394 and RS -232
interlace allow integration into various non-linear and po .1 production systems. A professional camcorder in every sense, the cc mpact. lightweight GY-DV500 redefines acquisition for
corporate, educational, cable and broadcast production. ds well as wadding videography and multimedia applications.

Professional Performance
31/2"380,000 pixel IT CCD5 with 750 lines of resolution
F11 at 2000 lux. Black Stretch/Black Compress function
An advanced color matrix circuit ensures natural colt.
Lolux mode increases sensitivity with almost no increase
in noise. Multi -zone iris weighting system offers
accurate auto exposure under any condition.
Viewfinder status displays audio indicator, tape and
battery remaining time, VCR operation and warning
indicators. Menu dial lets you quickly navigate throrgh
the viewfinder menu.

Professional Audio
Two 16 -bit 48 -kHz channels or two 12 -bit 32 -kHz
channels with a dynamic range of 85 dB
Two XLR-balanced audio inputs with 48ir phantom
power and manual audio control.
Side -mounted speaker for playback.

GY-DV500U with Viewfinder and Lens Outfit
GY-DV500U with Bescor ST144 Kit
GY-DV500U with Viewfinder, Lens and AB1 Kit
CY-DV5000 with Viewfinder, Lens and AB2 Kit
CiY-DV500U with Viewfinder, Lens and IDX
CiY-DV500U with Studio Kit

A Value of 999.95
A Value of 849.95

Anton Bauer Battery Kit
OR: I DX Battery Kit

GY-DV550U
1/2" 3-CCD DV Camcorder
Introducing the Versatile GY-DV550 from JVC. Designed by
professionals, for professionals, the GY-DV550 is the world's
first DV camcorder to otter studio camera capability. Thanks to
the In ilt-in 26 -pin interface, you can connect the GY-DV550 to
a CCU for remote -controlled studio operation or backup
recorder in the field. But that's not all. It also comes with pool
feed input/output, so you can transfer image data back and
forth to another camera or cameras. making it ideal for special
shooting situations such as press conferences. exclusive interviews, and sporting events. Record isolated camera views
(ISO -Cam) during a live multi -camera shoot, making it ideal for parallel shooting at live concerts and other events.
Naturally, we've made sure the GY-DV550 is equipped with all the other capabilities you need, including a standard 1/2 -inch
bayonet mount for use with a great diversity of professional 'enses, bidirectional IEEE 1394 (NTSC), two 48 kHz 16 -bit
digital PCM audio channels, and a built-in SMPTE or EBU timecorle reader/generator, as well as XLR microphone inputs,
audio outputs, headphones output, and bath composite and Y/C outputs. Maximum versatility, top-level performance, and
superior cost -efficiency make the GY-DV550 the smart solution for producers who need a camcorder capable of doing
double -duty in both the studio and the field.
State-of-the-art yr 3-CCD image picky; Incorporates three
Ready for EFP remote control (RM-LP57/LP55) The EFP
remote connects directly to the GY-DV550 fo precise control
over the video parameters.

Return video output for Tele-Prompter Tele-Prompter
capability assures full support for studio program production.
Genlocking function To meet the demand for systemizatthn, the
GY-DV550 is equipped with a genlocking function that includes
SC lock to assure h gh-resolution pictures.

1/2' 380,000 (NTSC)/440,000 (PAL) pixel interline -transfer
LCD's. Each CCD is equipped with highly advanced circuitry that
eliminates vertical smear when shooting bright lights in a dark
room. Lag and image burn are also reduced to indiscernible
levels, while high sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux assures creative
I exibility and simplifies lighting requirements.

SR -VS 1011
MiniDV and S -VHS VCR Combo
The HR-DVS1U is a unique all -in -one vineo solution
combining miniDV and Super Hi-Fi Stereo in one VCR.

The MiniDV deck allows direct playback of cassette
you've recorded on a MiniDV camcorder without app cables to connect. One easy solution!
Mini DV Format &High Resolution Supei VHS and VHS
DigiPure Technology w/ TBC and 4MB Frame Memory
PCM Digital Audio (DV) andHi-Fi VHS Sreo with MTS
Decoder Jog/Shuttle on Remote
VCR Plus+ with 'Cable Eye' Cable Box Controller
Insert Editing with Flying Erase Head Plug & Play
Audio Dubbing Auto Index and Index Search

Panasonic,

The industry's first DV camcorder to utilize
large DV cassettes

AG-DVC10
The 11 -pound shoulder -style camcorder delivers many
functions offered in Panasonic's most -popular
OVCPROcamcorders, including a 4 -position ND/CC filter. the
ability to increase gain up to +36dB forshooting in dim light,
User Scene Memory storage, and a 6 -speed shutter with
synchro scanfor the flicker -free shooting of CRT displays.

BUY any JVC GY-DV500U Package:

end RECEIVE FREE:

Automatic Functions
Continuous Auto Black (CAB) circuit assures perfect
Black Balance in a changing environment..

Full Size DV Camcorder

The AG-DVC200 1/2' 410,000 -pixel IT 3-CCD DSP
camcorder records for an astounding 4-1/2 hours (270
minutes), and offers an interchangeable bayonet mount
lens that permits users to use theirfavorite 1/2' lens. With
the incredible ability to shoot at F11 in lighting as low as
0.5 lux,the AG-DVC200 delivers an outstanding 800 lines
of horizontal resolution, an IEEE 1394 interface, a signalto-noise ratio of 62dB. and very low smear.

Frill Auto Shooting (FAS) mode for point -and -shoot
ease of operation. Automatic video level control (ALC)
is also activated, along with Extended Electronic Iris
(EEI) and Full Auto White, which provide both variable
gain and variable shutter.
A_C (Automatic Level Control) with EEI for continuous
shooting in all light levels

0A4(Double Azimuth) Head Helical Scan System
" Digital AV Tracking Express Programming Auto SP -Er
Timer Recording Active Video Calibration Multi -Brand
TV/DBS Compatible Remote with Jog / Shuttle
S -video Input on Front / Back Panel Two S -Video Output
on Back Panel Rear AV INPUTs, Gold Plated Front Inputs
DV Playback Component Video Output, Two AN Outputs

Mini DV 3-CCD Camcorder
This lightweight unit uses the mini -DV format, large diameter loose.
and a 3-CCD image sensor to deliver the high recording quality
needed for professional use.
Nigh -Quality DV Recording
Records on Mini DV cassettes
in either SP (standard Play) or
LP (Long Play) mode
Records audio either as 16 -bit
2 chant -el, or 12 -bit 4 -channel

Superior 3-CCII Picture Quality
1/4 inch, 270k -pixel IT 3CCD
image hesnsor 43 mm filter

12x Optical zoom
Gain Up to + 12dB
Neutral Density Filter
Manual Focus, Manual Iris
New Shoulder -Type Design
Excellent Shooting Stability
Light weight weighing apron
6 lbs. Extremely mobile
I -Link (DV IEEE1394) Terminal

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

PHOTO - VIDEO PRO AUDIO

NMI%MEP
HyTRON 50 Battery

Weighing a mere 31oz (880 grams) and packing 50 Watt-hours of
energy - enough to operate a typical ENG camcorder for two
hours, the HyTRON 50 is the most advanced lightweight battery
in the industry.
Made possible by recent advancements in a cell technology
originally designed for the mobile computing industry, it
incorporates nickel metal hydride cells that provide the highest
energy density of any rechargeable cylindrical cell available. High
performance is further assured through the integration of
Anton/Bauer InterActive digital technology.
Equipped with an on -board fuel computer which monitors
energy input and output as well as critical operating
characteristics and conditions. This data is communicated to the
InterActive charger to ensure safety and optimize reliability.
In addition, remaining battery capacity information is available by
means of an LCD display on each battery and in the view -finder
of the most popular broadcast & professional camcorders.
Special low voltage limiter prevents potentially damaging
overdischarge.

Specifications: 14.4 V, 50 WH (Watt Hours)
5.3/4" x 3-1/2" a 2-1/4'. 1.9 lbs (88kg)

OR FAX (24 FOURS):

800-947-9928 800-947-9003
212-444-5028

QUAD 2702/2401
Four -Position Power/Chargers

I

D

E -50

=----

Endura V -Mount

Battery Pack

E-50

Endura V -Mount
Battery Pack
The V -Mount or wedge mount battery mounting
connection is being found
on more and more of
today's camcorders. Due to
this prevalent battery
mounting system. IDX has
developed the Endure
Lithium Ion V -Mount
battery system to work
directly with these newer camcorders.
The IDX Endura batteries incorporate Syncron
technology, which automatically engages an on
camera light whenever the record button on the
camera is activated.
The E-50 Lithium Ion Endura is a sleek and durable
50W, 14.4V battery.
A PowerLink is included, as standard equipment with
every Endure battery. This allows two batteries to be
piggybacked together in order to double the power of
this lightweight battery.

Special
Purchase

5299.95

SONY800 SERIES
UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE
SYSTEMS

WITHIN 24 HOURS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5001

www.bhphotovideo.com

SONY
DSR-20/40
rnnl
74

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES

DVCAM Player/Recorders

The DSR-20 and DSR-40 are versatile DVCAM VCRs with compact chassis' and a variety
of convenient functions for recording, playback and simple editing. They feature Auto
Repeat Playback. Power -On Recording/Playback, multiple machine control interfaces and
).Link )1EEE1394) input and output. And. of course. they offer the stunning image and
sound quality inherent to the DVCAM format.
LUNN They both offer ).LINK ( (IEEE1394) input/output. In addition. in
the "Digital dubbing including TC Copy" mode. full information of
video. audio and time code of the original tape can be copied to another
tape. Especially useful when making working copies of the original.

Inputs and OutputsThey provide a full range of analog video
inputs and outputs for integration into current analog -based
systems. They both offer composite and S -Video inpuVoutput,
while the DSR-4g (only) offers a component output as well. The
DSR-20 is equipped with analog audio inputs and outputs (RCA),
the DSR-40 with RCA inputs and XLR-balanced output. These
connections in combination with their i.LINK interlace allow a
smooth transition to an all digital system in the future.
Record/Playback Functions Automatic repeat function for repeated
playback. After reaching the end of the lapel, the DSR-20/40 automatically rewinds the tape, then starts playing back the segment again.

411.1111,1901.°

They are capable of searching for Index Points, Midi are
recorded on the tape as "in -punt" marks every time a recording
starts. They can also search too photo data recorded on a DVCAM
cassette by the DSR-200A/30NPD-100, or where the recording
date has been changed.
Reference input External sync input enables synchronized playback
with other VCRs. Especially important in A/B Roll configurations. In
addition, the DSR-40 only allowsadjustment of H -sync and SC phase
via the menu.

Control S Interface The DSR-20/DSR-40 have a Control S input
allowing control via the optional DSRM-20 Remote Control.

DSR-20
DSR-40

List Price $3,950
List Price $5,100

Typical runtime: 2 hours It 25 Watts 3 hours XX 17 Watts

The lightest and slimmest full Natured four position chargers
ever, they can fast charge four Gold Mount batteries and can be
expanded to charge up to eight. They also offer power from any
AC main: in a package the size of a notebook computer and
weighing a mere tour lbs! The 40 wan 2401 can charge ProPacs
in two hours and TrimPacs in one. Add the Diagnostic/ Discharge
module and the QUAD 2401 becomes an all purpose power and
test system. The 70 watt QUAD 2702 has the module and is the
ultimate professional power system.

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED

OSR-20 Only The DSR-20 can be powered by AC or DC.
Equipped with Control L interlace, the DSR-20 can perform
simple Time Code -based editing when connected to another
DSR-20 or other similarly equipped VCRs/cameras.

DSR-40 only Equipped with an RS -422A interlace, it can
perform as the editing player in A/B roll or cut editing system.

DSR-30

For BAH price....Call
For B&H price....Call

In addition to Control L, the DSR-20 also incorporates an RS -232
interface for remote control of basic VCR functions from a PC.
Supplied with the RMT-DS20 Wireless Remote for control of
basic VCR functions.

The DSR-40 is not equipped with a synchronization capability,
the editing accuracy is performed by pre -roll and play

B0R-30..

Broadcast Grade VHS Box
3.49
BGR-60 ........3.99
BGR-120 .

114715 S -VHS Double Coated
ST -30 ...........6.99
ST -60
7.49
ST -120

P630HMP
P660HMP
1.29
P6120HMP ....................8.49

Sony DSR-30 List Price
For 1358 price

Betacam SP Player Player/Recorder

Ideally suited for work in computer environments, because
RGB signals can be converted into component signals and
vice versa with minimum picture degradation.
25 -pin serial interlace allows external computer control of
all VCR functions based on time code information. Baud
rate can be selected from between 1200 to 38,400 bps.
Built-in Time Base Stabilizer (TBS) locks sync and subcarrier
to an external reference signal as well as providing stable
pictures. High quality digital dropout compensator further
ensures consistent picture performance.

Equipped with two longitudinal audio channels.
Auto repeat of entire or a specific portion of the tape.

12M (Med.) .7.49
63M ..

$4,475

=11.

Call

t OMR

code, self -diagnostic messages. set-up menu. etc.
Both read LTC Time Code) and UB (User Bits). The UVW1400A also generates LTC and UB ( Free-Run/Rec-Run).
Control of jog. shuttle, playback, record, pause, FF and REW
with the optional SVRM-100A Remote Control Unit.
Composite and S -Video as wel' as component via BNCs
which are switchable to RG8 output. The UVW-1400A has
two switchable sync connectors and a Sync on Green.
Built-in diagnostic function anc hour meter.
UVW-1200
List Price 6,200
For BAH price. Call

List Price 8,400 ...For BAH price...Call

Betacam SP Editing Player Betacam SP Editing Recorder
The UVW-1600 and UVW-1800 are the other half of the UVW series. They offer the superiority of Betacam SP with
sophisticated editing features. They feature an RS -422 9 -pin interface, built-in TBCs and Time Code operation. Inputs/outputs
include component, composite and S -Video. All the features of the UVW-1200/1400A PLUSOptional BVR-50 allows remote TBC adjustment.
Frame accurate editing is assured. thanks to sophisticated
RS -422 interface for editing system expansion.
servo control and built-in time code operation.
Two types of component output: via three BNC connectors
UVW-1600
List Price 9,600 ...For B&H price...Call
or a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector.
UVW-1800
List Price 11,300 ...For BAH price...Call

13 -inch and 19 -inch Production Monitors
External sync input and
outputcan be set so that
it will automatically
switch according to the
input selected.
Switchable color temp:
6500K (broadcast).
9300K (pleasing picture)
User preset.(3200K to

5.39

10.99
22.50
39.99

33M

P6-60 HM

6.119

T-60 4°:,L

2.19

1.99
T-90 PluS
T-160 Plus

2.69

2.69

HGXT-120 Plus ................2.99

3.99
1111 Broadcast Duality VMS (Box)
T-60 BO
3.99
T-120 BO

3.89

T-30 BQ

5.99

BP Professional S -VHS (In Box)

6 79
ST -126 BO..................._7,45
ST -31 BQ

13.49

1330MSP

6.99
ST -182 85 ......................13.99
ST -62 BQ

Betacam SP
B60MLSP 19.99

27.95

B90MLSP

Panasonic.
AY DVM-30.......
AY DVM-60......
AY-DVM80

Mini DV Tape
6.49
r DVM-30 (10 Pack). ea. 5.99
6.99
AY DVM-60 (10 Pack) ea. 6.49
12.99 AY-DV123EB .
20.95
OVCPRO

AJ-P12M (Medium)
AJ-P33M

7.99
11.49

AJ-P66L ILL'.' -20.99

AJ-P24M
AJ-P66M
AJ-P94L

9.99
19.49
29.99
38.95

SONY
........

P6-30 HMPX.
P6-60 HMPX....
P6-120HMPX

BA

8.99

6.99
9.99
13.99

E6-120HMEAD

PR Series Professional Grade NS
2.39
T-60PR
.2.59
T-120PR.

T-30PR
T-30BA

Professional Metal Video Cassettes
4.79
E6-30 HMEAD
6.79
E6-60 HMEAD.

2.79

Series Premier HI -Grade Broadcast VHS (In Box)
3.69
T-60BA ........4.19 T-120BA.
4.99

MO Master Quality S -VHS (In Box)
MOST -30......7.49
MOST -60......7.89
MOST -120

7.99

BRS 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Standard (In Box)
KCS-10 BRS (min,
8.99
KCS-20 BRS (mini) ......._.9.99
KCA-10 BRS
8.99
KGA-20 BRS.....................9.49
KCA-30 BRS
10.69
KCA-60 BRS.
14.99
ABB 3/4" Nonatic Broadcast Master (In Box)

KCS-10 XBR (mini,
KCA-10 XBR
KCA-30 XBR

9.79
10.29
13.29

KCS-20 XBR (mini).
KCA-20 XBR ..........

11.29
11.79

KCA-60 XBR.._....17.39

BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (in Box)
Single

BCT-5M (small/
10.99
BCT-10M (small) _........11.49
BCT-20M (small)
12.99
BCT-30M (small) .......... 13.49
BCT-30ML...............
13.49
BCT-60ML.
20.99
BCT-90ML
30.99

10 Pak"Ea.

PDVM-32ME ...15.49 ...1 4.99

50 Pak(Ea.
9.19
9.79

9.99
10.29
11.49

..10.99
12.49_.....__..,,..11.99
11.89
..19.99
18.99
28.99
27.99

POV Mini Series Professional OVCAM Tape
(1) (10) Ea.

PDVM-22ME
PDVM-40ME

r.

15.19 14.49

16.99 16.49

POV Series (Standard) Professional DVCAM Tape
PDV-34ME ......24.99 23.99
PDV-34N.....
20.99 19.49
PDV-64ME..... 27.99 26.99
PDV-64N.. .....
24.99 26.99
PDV-94ME
32.99 31.49
PDV-949.......
29.99 28.49
PDV-124ME
28.49 37.49
PDV-1249.....
32.99 31.99
PDV-184ME
46.49 44.49
POV-1849......
39.99 38.99

10000K).

PVM-20M 2U
PVM-20M4U

1.69

PDVM-12ME .14.49 _13.49

Blue gun. underscan and
HN delay capability
PVM-14M2U
PVM-14M4U

.1.79
66L
1261

maxell

AJ-P126L

UVW-1600/UVVV-1800

HR Trinitron CRT enables the PVM-14M4U and 20M4U
to display an incredible 800 lines of horizontal
resolution. The PVM-14M2U and 20M2U offer 600 lines
of resolution. M4 models also use SMPTE C phosphours
for the most critical evaluation of any color subject.
Dark tint for a higher contrast ratio (black to white) and
crisper, sharper looking edges.
Each has two composite. S -Video and component input
(R-Y/B-Y. analog RGB).For more accurate color
reproduction, the component level can be adjusted
according to the input system. Optional BKM-101C
(video) and BKM-102 (audio) for SMPTE 259M serial
digital input.
Beam Current Feadback Circuit
4:3/16:9 switchable aspect ratio.
True multi -system monitors they handle four color
system signals: NTSC, NTSC 4.43. PAL & SECAM.

23M
19.99
30.99

Broadcast Quality 919 Metal Particle
P6-30 HM BO
P6-120 HM BO

Built-in character generator cal display VTR status, time

UVW-1400A

12.99
32.99

DP121 OVC PRO

1160 -PLUS VHS (Box)

tray has a logish Ale dial. VCR and edit function
buttons. The "og/shuttle dial allows picture search at 11/5 to 15X
normal speed and controls not only the DSR-30 but also a player
hooked up th ough its LANG interface
DV In/Out (IE E 1394) for digitao dubbing of video. audio and
data ID with no loss in quality.
Analog audio and video input/outputs make it fully compatible
with non -digital equipment.

The UVW-1200 and UVW-1400A are non -editing VCRs which deliver
Betacam SP quality and offer features for a wide range of playback and
recording applications. RGB and RS -232 interlace make them especially
ideal for large screen, high quality video presentation. scientific research
and digital video environments.

7.69
10.49
13.99

E660HME.
E6120HME

M321SP Metal Betacam (Box)
05S__...__..10.99
105..._._.....11.99
20S
30S.
13.99
601
90L..

HGXT-60 Plus
HGXT-160 Plus

Built-in contr

UVW-1200/UVW-1400A

7.99

M221 Hi 8 Double Coated
Metal Evaporated
4.49
E630HME

Metal Particles

T-30 Plus
T-120 Plan

The DSR-30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR that can be used for recording, playback
and editing. DV standard 4:1:1 sampling digital component recording with a 61
compression ratio provides spectacular picture quality and multi -generation performance.
II has a Control L interface for editing with other Control L based recorders such as the
DSR-200A DVCAM Camcorder or another DSR-30 It also has a continuous auto repeat
playback function making it ideal for kiosks and other point of information displays.

Records PCM digital audio at either 48kHz (16 -bit 2 channel) or
at 32kHz (12 -hit 4 channel)
Equipped with Control L, capable of SMPTE Time Code based
accurate editing even without an edit controller. Built in editing
functions include assemble and separate video and audio insert .
By searching for either an Index point or Photo Data recorded by
the DSR-200A camcorder, the DSR-30 drastically cuts the time
usually required for editing. The DSR-30 can record up to 136 Index
points an the Cassette Memory thanks to its 16K bits capability.
Audio lock ensures audio Is fully synchronized with the video for
absolute precision when doing an insert edit.

2.59

4.69

11/1 PLUS VHS

Sony's best production monitors ever, the PVM-M Series provide stunning picture quality, easa of use and a range of
optional functions. They are identical except that the "M4" models incorporate Sony's state-of-te-art HR Trinitron CRT
display technology and have SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22.

T

2.29

DVCAM Digital VCR

PVM-1 4M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U

Consisting of 5 handheld and bodypack transmitters and
6 different receivers, Sony's UHF is recognized as the
outstanding wireless mic system for professional
applications. Operating M the 800 MHz band range, they are
barely affected by external noise and interference. They
incorporate a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control
system that makes it easy to choose from up to 282
operating frequencies, and with the use of Sony's preprogrammed channel plan, it is simple to choose the correct
operating frequencies for simultaneous multi -channel
operation. Additional features, like space diversity reception,
LCD indicators, reliable and sophisticated circuit technology
ensure low noise, wide dynamic range, and extremely stable
signal transmission and reception. Weal for broadcasting
stations film production facilities. and FNG tomb

Professional Grade 911.9
PG -60
2.39
P0-120

P6-30

List Price 1,265 ...For BAH price...Call
List Price 1,573...For BAH price...Call
List Price 2,525 ...For BAH price ..Call
List Price 2.920 ...For B&H price ..Call

BY MANUFACTURER

Mini DV Tape
DVM-30EXM w/Chip ....12.79
OVM-60EXM w/Chip
16.99
DVM-30EX "No Chip" ..11.99
DVM-60EX "No Chip'
12.99
DVM-30PR "No Chip". 7.99
DVM-60PR "No Chip" ......9.75
DV-120MEM

Full Sire DV Tape with Memory Chip
24.99
DV-180MEM.

26.99

VIDEO and PRO AUDIO

Nord&

TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

Card

420 Ninth Ave.

800 221-5743 212 239-7765

(Bet. 33rd & 34th St.)

OR FAX 24 HOURS.

New York, N.Y. 10001

800 947-2215 212 239-7549

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

COMPUTER VIDEO EDITING
Adobe Turnkey System

DigiSuite LX

n119111UL
( Digital Video Solutions.

Advanced Realtime Features
DigiSuite LX board offers more realtime
features than any other product on the
market. You get multiple 20 DVE
processors, multiple channels of YUV
color correction, Independent
transparency control on all layers, 32 -bit
animated graphics, two advanced
chrornallumaimatte keyers, a customizable
wipeIttle generator, variable speed motion control. and
perfect audio sync. You can aiso add a 3D EWE channel
with the MAX option.

Asus CUSL2 motherboard IBM 30GB System drive
PNY 256MB SDRAM memory Windows 2000
48X CD ROM Drive Matroz G450 Dual Display Card
Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card
Seagate 73GB LVD-160 SCSI Drive 3.5" floppy drive
102 Button Keyboard Microsoft Trackball mouse
DigiSuite LX Adobe Premiere 6.0 Editing Software
19" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitor
90 day Free Tech Support
Fully assembled and tested

Sal Option
Provides serial digital (SDI) video and AES/EBU digital audio I/O

Incite Turnkey System
Pentium III 866 processor 300 watt Full tower
Asus CUSL2 motherboard IBM 30GB System drive
PNY 256MB SDRAM memory Windows 2000
48X CD ROM Drive Matrox G450 Dual Display Card
Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card
MEDEA 120GB Drive Array 3.5" floppy drive
102 Button Keyboard Microsoft Trackball moLse

DigiSuite LX Incite 800 Editing Software
22" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitor
Sony DRV-100 Internal DV Tape Drive
90 day Free Tech Support
Fully assembled and tested

Pentium III 866 processor 300 watt Full tower

DigiSuite LX offers all the great features of the best-selling Matrox DigiSuite
platforms, plus DV, MPEG-2, and 1394 support, DigiSuite LX provides native
DV and MPS -2 editing under Windows 2000 Award -winning reatime feature
set Native -3V and 50-Mbps MPEG-2 editing
4 m/4 out, balanced/unoalanced analog I/O Audio clock genlocked
to video reference ensures perfect synchronization in accordance with
SMPTE-272M and AES11-1991 MPEG-2 output for DVD and
CD authoring 1394, analog component, Y/C, and
composite support built-in
Integrated web video creation tools
Field -proven, reliable technology

'11,999

Incite Software for DigiSuite
features for rapid application,
filters and effects rendering for
multilayer compositing, 3rd
party FX integration,
consolidate storyclips and
batch re -digitizing ... just to
cite a few key features.

Incite is a non-linear ecitirg software designed to run on Matrox DigiSuite
hardware. Incite provides an easy to use editing interface, multiple editing
modes, a powerful toolkit with extensive utilities, more than 15
Simultaneous real-time effects with unlimited keyframing tr up 2 layers of
video + 1 layer of live input video + 1 graphic layer, tools for multilayer
compiling and advanced compositing, real-time titling and graphics, as well
as an extensive range of options that will quickly expand your editing
software into a fully equipped editing suite.

For large pest -production houses and broadcasters they key concepts are
speed and integration, live input aed hybrid editing features, VLAN control
for up to 31 VTRs, integration of 3rd party effects hardware directly on the
Indite timeline, and the ability to work with multiple formats (from Lossless
MJPEG to DV and MPEG-2). As for speed, The number of real-time effects
is unsurpassable while all effects that need to be rendered are rendered in
the background.

I or the local studio, the editing toolkit must be extensive. Incite provides
features like media logging and batch capturing, 4 editing modes (TV, Film,
Ripple and Get Trimmed), three point editing, quick transition creation,
virtually unlimited real time possibilities (including easy to build DVE, video
key and motion effects), real-time animated titling & graphics features that
will satisfy the most demanding client, templating and cd/copy/paste

on-line Turnkey System

on-line Express
Professional Editing for DigiSuite

Pentium III 866 processor 300 watt Full tower

Powerful, Intuitive and Freeform Editing

Auto Storyboard - This

On -Line Express offers advanced editing taxis and a freeform time ine
which allows you to focus on your creativky and maximize your
productivity. Edit multiple layers freely by moving single Pips, blocks of
des or entire timelines without constraining modes.

unique feature allows you to
instantly create programs
with dissolves and audio
crossfadeswitout working
on the timeline!

Multi -Cam Editing -Whether or not you shot multi -camera you
will love the unique Multi -Cam feature. On -Line Exprft allows you to
easily scrub and view 4 simultaneous camera angles for selecting
desired cut points.

Powerful Media Management - On -Line Express provides the
taolsnecessary to organize. sort and retrieve your digital content.
With unlimited bins, projects and timelines you caneasily open
t.,nmulfiple timelines and bins and freely at and paste betweerrthem.

Xpress DV

Avid.

Powerful Video Editing Tools

Arid Xpress DV software combines powerful
video and audio editing tools, digital
mastering, and extreme ease of use. Captures
acid edits DV video, adds effects, mixes audio,
and outputs over IEEE1394 FireWire. Or
transcodes the content to all major new media
formats. MPEG-1 (for CD -R) MPEG-2 (for
Dc/D-ROM) QuickTime or AVI for computer
based presentations or for streaming on thu
web. As a member of the Avid Xpress
The Xpress DV offers the same Avid graphital
user interface (GUI) used in the very high -end
anti products. powerful audio and video tools.

Supported Hardware Oo Line Express was
designed specifically for the
Matrox DigiSuite hardware. Support of Dual monitor display with the
use of Matrox G400 or G450 VGA boards. Whether you are editing in
MPEG-2 or streamoing to the web, On -Line Express has a solution
for you.

'4 499

expandable storage. options.

Some real-time effects include transitions, up to 10 tracks of titling.
lu ma kering. color correction, slow-motion and picture -in -picture. Audio
\ effects include echo, reverb, and parametric and graphic equalization.

'4,999
G4/Final Cut Pro

HI

Great System

Best system

Includes: Apple G4/466 Computer
Final Cut Pro version 2.0
editing software
Total of 256MB of memory
4568 of ATA/100 storage
CD-RW rewritable CD writer
Final Cut Tutorial CD
Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040 22"
Monitor
Apple Care -three year warranty
Complete System integration
and testing

Includes: Apple 04/533 Computer

Includes: G4/533 DUAL Processors

'4,599.00

i.

,

,

$1.

Video Editing Systems

Compte

Good System

Includes Commotion Pro Hollywood FX

K

Mobile Real -Time DV Editing Works',

Add portability to your video editing. This light
weight unit sets up in minutes and comes with a
flip down keyboard and a 15' high resolution LCD
panel. Works with both analog and DV I/O
allowing you to combine footage from
analog and DV sources. Incorporates
the latest computer components
including dual Pentium III CPL',
256MB RAM, Xploge effects acceleration and

Express DI OE Dell Precision 220 Workstation
1 GHz Processor,
866 MHz Processor,
256mb RDRam
128mb RORam

Non -Linear Editing Package

.

0.:3#

Shown with
optional Monitor

Pentium III 866 MHz / 1 GHz CPU
128mb/256mO EUMM (RDRAM) memory
Matrox G450 32mb Graphics Card
20GB ATA10C IDE (7200 RPM) System Drive
4000 ATA100 IDE (7200 RPM) System Drive
48X IDE CD ROM Drive 3.5" floppy Drive Windows NT
XPress DV software loaded and tested

$19,999

canopus

Workstation Bundle

Revolutionary non-linear editing package that
delivers the power of true uncompressed
video with Apple's Final Cut Pro. Using
Finnacles new HUB3 video processor, the
CineWave combines infinite layering.
incredible effects, advanced compositing
tools and accurate motion tracking with all
the major video formats in compressed or
uncompressed video. Based on the new dud
processor Apple G4's, CineWave delivers the worlds first
scaleable desktop video system capable of outputting both Standard
Definition and High Definition simultaneously.

m

Fully assembled and tested

Precision 220

DOLL

fp PINNACLE 11=3111111W
SYSTEMS

Asus CUSL2 motherboard IBM 30GB System drive
PNY 512MB SDRAM memory Windows 2000
48X CD ROM Drive Matron G450 Dual Display Card
Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card
JEMS 292GB LVD-160 (10K) SCSI Array 3.5" floppy
Sony DRV-100 Internal DV Tape Drive
102 Button Keyboard Microsoft Trackball mouse
DigiSuite LX on-line Express Editing Software
Dual 22" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitors
90 day Free Tech Support

dr,

r11

Circle (157) on Free Info Card

II.

Final Cut Pro -version 2.11

Final Cut Pro v2.0 editing S/W

editfng software
60GB of ATA/100 storage
Total of 256MB of memory
CD-RW rewritable CD writer
Add Boris Graffiti CG Program
Final Cut Tutorial CD
Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040 22"
Monitor
Apple Care -three year warranty
Complete
and testing

150GB (2x75) of ATA/100 storage
VST Ultratrek IDE controller card
ATI Rage Orion dual display card

99.00

tr

r

Total of 256MB of memory
Artel Boris Graffiti CG Program
Final Cut Tutorial CD
2 Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040
22" Monitors CD-RW writer
Apple Care -three year warranty
Complete System inte, ration
and testing

'7,999.00
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SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

7825 NW 29 STREET SUITE 145 MIAMI, FL 33122

TEL: 305-463-9449 FAX: 305-463-7889

AR

WEI

MODEL
PVW2600
PVW2650
PVW2800
UVW1800
UVW1200
UVW1600

4

PART #

PRICE

DBR41R

$425.00
LLAMAR
$625.00
$625.00
$425.00
$425.00

DBR33R
DBR39R

DBR39R
DBR41R
DBR41R

P[Ibld= Y)11M

Celebrating 10 years of (educing sound
to a Whisper!

SERIES UVW
SERIES PVW

$39.99
$39.99

Recording Practicing Broadcasting
Various Sizes

Tel: 422-585-5827

ANCE

Fax: 423-585-5831

Website: www.whisperroom.com
116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. Morristown, TN 37813 USA

Circle (163) on Free nfo Card

PVIA2600/ UVW1 600

PVW2800/ UVW1 800

HEAD DBFt41 R

HEAD DBR39R

PINCH ROLLER

PINCH ROLLER

vilLeftzt:

LINING ASSY

LINING ASSY

REEL MOTOR

REEL MOTOR

CLEANING ROLLER

CLEANING ROLLER

$625.00

$825.00

U -MAC

NCREDIB E

&,ctt,

AMIN :tS

/020

$19

-5800

-A

-5850

GA

odic

0. -Screen.

.

II

Level

Alarms

Bargraphs

WM

PPM and/
or VU

Ye

ro.
ow... OM
VrC C ,p0m1111

U to 4
Audio
Cbannels

117:.

SA.VSLD

.111.
,....m

CC

Audio

nal

1

Phase

Cno I a n S

0,3 nel emomn

On -Screen
Set -Up Menu

Bargraphs

Status

Source ID

Information

V -Chip

Raring

Se-ial Digital Video & Audio Conirarter with
Alarm, Status & Audio Level Monitoring
601 b PAL/NTSC Couva-sion

AESIEBU to Analog Au 3to

GPI Ala: -ms

Audb Level & Phase Ke-Ing

Closed Caption Decoding

gOOLdgPM

We have over ' of million dollars in spare parts with discounts up to

75% off the wholesale price and ready to ship.

It you want to obtain a complete list of the parts with prices and

Audb De-embedder
Tip

RYTH OK& a

On-Screean Alarm.

Logging of Enos/

availability gives a call or send an e-mail and we will be glad to send you a
copy.

co 15 Modules ir 3RU Frame - Order 77:0AVNI

meet
wsvw.evertz.00m

Faic 9L`-335-3573

Tel: 905-335-3700

Circle (1E1) on Free Info Card
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Eroadcast Engineering
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VVehiwww videosomm.or

E-mail: -

r

r@vi t

Circle (160) on Free Info Card

r oscope.ort

e

GALLERY
TALLY

LCD Viewfinder/Monitor
"Videoscope by Aspen"

NIAPPERTM
1111111111111111

VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

;44111/1"1111/1"1/11110 El
0

FCC TYPE ACCEPTED
Videoscope (VS -100)
High Resolution Color LCD
Monitor

Built-in NP Battery
Compartment

Universal Mount for on
Camera use

NTSC & Pal Compatible

2.0, 2.5 & 7.0 GHz, BANDS

Video Links
Tower Cams
Weather Stations
Antennas

Audio Input Capable with

Tel: 714.379.2515

www.aspenelectronics.com

Circle (165) on Free Info Card

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Videofram er.

Speaker

4hASPEN
ELECTRONICS INC.

0

Control System Solutions

6570-B East 51' Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145
888-819-4877

Tel: 530-477-2000

http://www.tron-tek.com
email: tron(Oonet.net

www.videoframesystems.com

Circle (162) on Free Info Card

Circle (166) on Free Info Card

VERSADESK
adds mobility to your editing room.
This versatile three-piece multimedia desk from Winsted includes two rack cabinets. All components are
on casters so you can spread out or condense your workspace according to your changing needs.
To learn more:

Call Toll -Free

www.winsted.com

800-447.2257

Mated'

Circle (164) on Free Info Card
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Broadcast Engineering

Professional Services
NETCOM

JOHN H. SAMSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511 FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CART F FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

(201)837-8424

FAX 419-994-5419

FAX: (2011 837-8384

1465 PALISADE AVE. TEANECK, NJ 07666

video, audio, & automation electronics
serving manufacturers it systems integrators

electronics R & D
& custom product design

BARANTI GROUP INC
#ip Professional Engineers
Ontario

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

AVID Symphony
c>

"We'll beat other prices"
DCTV

d/c,

phone (905)479-0148
fax (905)479-0149

TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

(212) 966-4510 x288
www dctvny org

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

eift

2207 RiNGsmiTH DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345

TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701 493-7421
EMAIL bgenerestInel can

For Sale

www.bcs.tv
We Buy
Trade
Consign
& Sell
The Best New &
Used Broadcast

AVID'S For Sale!
MC OFFLINE

SCall

MC 1000

SCall

MC 9000

SCall

Xpress Deluxe

$(011

MC Film Composer

SCall

MC 1000XL Mac/NT

.SCall

MC 900001. Mac/NT

SCall

Xpress Elite Moc/NT

$Call

Digital
Reality

Pre -Owned Specials
MC 900CXL
MC 1000XL
Symphony 3.0
Avid DS 3 01

Inferno
Smoke
Quantel
Domino

Hendy Infinity
Unlimited Layers

We will Purchase
any Avid,Quantel
Discreet Logic,
Sony,All Decks,
GrassValley,

Abekas,Camera's

714-755-5580 (Office) 94-1087 (Cell)
Circle (171) on Free Info Card

Video Equipment
In The World

Inc.
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

Most Equipment is Warranted, Parts & labor

Vocal Booths

High Quality

LOS ANGELES

818.551.5858

Inferno For Sale!

Broadcast Booths
etc...

LOW Cost
.

Mini Pack
mounting Ears

PH: 423-585-5827
FAX: 423-585-5831

E-MAIL: whisper@lcs.com
WEB SITE:

www.whisperroom.com
116 S. Sugar Hdlow Road
Morristown, Tennessee 37813

NEW YORK

212.268.8800

For Sale Andrew MDS Antenna, new in the
box, old stock 2150 to 2163 mHz. Call

MIAMI

With The Best

Go

505-526-5778 or emailWB5LHV@zianet.com.

305.266.2112
e-mail: sales@bcs.tv

Circle (170) on Free Info Card

AcousticsFirst
888-765-2900

VIDEO/AUDIO TEST PATTERN
SOURCES, DIST. AMP's & more.

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Man Formats, Great rices.

GEKCO Inc. www.gekco.com

Own a Part 15 FM broadcasting network

Toll Free: 888-435-7221

like Radio Tour/Hawaii www.radiotounnet email - radiort@aloha.net

112

broadcastengineering.com

May 2001

CABLE TV NETWORK/FACILITIES FOR
SALE: Complete production and post -

production studio featuring master control
and all equipment. Fully redundant facility
is located in Bucks County, PA. Network is
transmitted in DigiCipher II format. 30'x37'
studio features digital cameras and
switcher, dimmer/lighting package, etc.
Facilities and network may be sold
separately.
For
info
email
bradvi,04:12utycom or call 215-766-3909
x2149.

Classifieds

Services
TIrtiT1T1411111f

ENGINEERING & SERVICE
SINCE 1 97B

WWW.RIVENSINEEF!ING.COM

SALES@RIVENSINEEPING.COM

Circle (172) on Free Info Card

RO -IDE & SCHWARZ

Service & calibration of broadcast test
& measurement equipment, analog &
digital. For info-mation call our toll free
number:1-877-438-2880

Classifieds
For Sale

AUDIOVIDEOSEARCRCOM

Equipment
Rental

Complete News Network Facility For Sale
News Production & Sat. Distribution Eqp.

Eqp for sale

Includes: Sony Network Control Center.
Robotic News Studio, (2) Sat. Uplink Trucks
Sat Control System, (4) Sat. Uplink Systems,

New York -London

0 Avid

Delivered. Anywhere.

Los Angeles -Miami -Toronto

Worldwide Broadcast
Equipment Liquidations

Multiple Downlink Systems
Sony Server Based Edit System.
14 ENG Camera Packages (SX)

Graphics & Audio Production Systems
Contact Bruce Staffel (210) 867-2811

or 210-490-4025

www.staffel.net

www.audiovideosearch.com

MEDIA COMPOSER
& DRIVE RENTALS
MOVING

800. 800.1361

PICTURE

0

May 2001

www.bigapplebroadcast.com
9C5-732-0761
broadcastengineering.com
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Help Wanted

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO WORK WITH THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN THE INDUSTRY!

CNN has an excellent opportunity for you to take your career to the next level. We are in search of
Broadcast Maintenance Engineers with experience in digital audio and video production systems. You will
play an integral role in the engineering of our 24 -hour Cable News Networks.
CNN is a worker friendly environment that

Candidate should have an Associate
(or equiv.) in electronics and 4

degree
years
minimum experience as a Maintenance Engi-

offers a competitive salary, continuing education and training. We offer excellent 401K match-

ing, Braves/Hawks/Thrashers tickets, free AOL
account, etc. Casual dress, 24 X 7 shift work,
opportunities for advancement. Chance to train

neer working in television. Computer and
Networking skills, and a strong knowledge of
TV systems are highly desirable. Must be

and work on the newest technology. A great
able to perform electronic repair and
company and a tremendous opportunity to
THE WORLD'S
maintenance to the component level. SBE
work in the technology capital of the South!
Certification a plus!
NEWS LEADER
Send Resumes to: David Costar, Technical Recruiter, cnn.engrjobs@turner.com: 250 Williams St., Ste.1250, Atlanta, GA 30303
EMAIL PREFERRED, no phone calls please!
TRANSMITTER ENGINEER, C4-008984:

The University of Utah has an immediate opening for a Transmitter Engineer.

Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering or a related field or equivalency, plus two years' high -power trans-

mitter maintenance experience or

equivalency required. Eight years'
experience preferred. Provide maintenance for KUED/KULC/KUER high -

INDIAN RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

power transmission systems. Maintain

television/radio transmitters, sub-

Beach and Okeechobee, Florida

systems, microwave systems, towers,
microwave antennas, and transmission
systems. Stock emergency parts and
supplies. Maintain and calibrate re-

Is seeking a dynamic, energetic

mote control and telemetry system.

Ft. Pierce, Port St. Lucie, Stuart, Vero

VIDEO ENGINEER
To handle video and engineering needs

including maintaining, installing,

calibrating and repairing broad range of

teleproduction equipment used to deliver

Perform facilities upkeep of transmitter sites. Maintain FCC and performance logs. Perform and log calibration of transmitter and instrumentation.
Responsible for the quality and final

transmission of signals leaving the

Programming throughout the College's

station's outputs. On -call 24/7. Functions as the controlling point for the
stations between 12:00am and 5:00am.

service area.

Send applications to: Staff Employment,

and receive Distance Learning

Knowledge of streaming media across the

1901 E. So. Campus Drive, Salt Lake City,

web is also preferred.

Utah 84112, fax 801-581-5571. Access
applications at www.med.utah.edu/hr.

A technical degree or equivalent work

TDD Accessible 581-6787. Equal Oppor-

experience Is required.

We offer a competitive salary and exceptional benefits package. Check our
website www.ircc.cc.fl.us (Fast Track/
Human Resources) for full job description and application procedure, or call
(561) 462-4806.
EEO/ADA/DFWP
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tunity Employer
ENGINEER with mapping and
propagation
modeling
experience
needed.
Small
consulting
firm
experiencing
rapid
growth
needs
RF

engineer with at least 2 years of RF
experience.
Familiarity with Mapinfo
definitely a plus. Knowledge of FCC Rules
and Regulations concerning commercial
radio
needed.
Fax
resume
to
334.323.3623.
May 2001

ORBAN, the industry leader for digital
broadcast audio processing products
has immediate openings for the following
positions: Customer Service Engineer
This position will provide technical
support for our broadcasting equipment.
This
support
includes
providing
information on specification, application,

installation and setup, troubleshooting
and repair, as well as theory of
operation. AA degree in electronics or
equivalent experience is required,
including a minimum four years of
broadcast
engineering
experience.
Experience
with
PC
hardware,
knowledge of electronic troubleshooting

and repair, excellent verbal and written
communication skills are a must.
Embedded/C/C++ DSP Engineers Seeking

development engineers with 3 or more
years experience coding C/C++ for realtime embedded systems, with emphasis
on Z80 -series and x86 -based processors.
Hardware design, GUI, DSP (Motorola
56xxx) and Win32/MFC a plus. Digital

audio experience preferred. Orban is a
division of CRL Systems, Inc. We offer
excellent benefits, close to BART. Send

resumes to Orban Human Resources,
1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA
94577, or e-mail to resumes@orban.com
or fax to (510) 351-3323. EOE.

f
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Chief Engineer
of Television Station

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (570) 654-5765

website: keystoneint.com
We respond to all

We have several openings for Television station Chief Engineers across the country. Applicant should have a minimum of 5 years as a
-elevision Chief Engineer or equivalent, with

Employee & Employer Inquiries
ALAN CORNISH / MARK KELLY

MAINTENANCE

Multi -

ENGINEER:

Channel broadcast television operation
seeks qualified technician with solid TV

studio experience and strong skills in
computer based broadcast equipment
such as Louth Automation, Philips
Routers, Switchers and Media Pool,
Newstar newsroom system, and other
Windows/NT based air systems. This is
a challenging 24/7 operation and good

attitude and initiative are rewarded
working
with
an
enjoyable
environment. KXAN-TV/LIN Television is

Opportunity Employer. Send
resume to: Engineering Manager *
KXAN-TV * PO Box 490 * Austin, TX *
employment@kxan.com

public TV stations, post -production and recording

all stations in your group.

Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

78767

er management personnel at commercial and

Television Chief Engineer or equivalent with a
strong background in RF and Management.
Will oversee approx. 10 television stations.
Location of home office is flexible, but preferably Chicago with regular travel required to

MAIL & FAX:

Member, American Business Media
Member, BPA International
Affiliate Member,

BROADCAST ENGINEERING is edited for corporate management, engineers/technicians and oth-

Should have a minimum of 10 years as a

Employer Paid Fees - Confidential
20 Years Personal Service
All locations in the
USA, Canada and Mexico

Society of Cable & Telecommunications Engineers

-International Teleproduction SocietyDB., Fa

Regional Director
of Engineering

WE PLACE

BUSINESS
John Torrey, V.P. Entertainment Division

Dennis Triola, Group Publisher
Jennifer Weir, Marketing Director
Sonja Shaffer, Sr. Advertising Coordinator
Mary Mitchell, Classified Adv. Coordinator
Sherri Gronli, Corporate Circulation Director
Gayle Hutchens, Circulation Manager

Help Wanted

Senior

*

Fax

Systems

(512)476-1520

Engineer:

*

Design

systems and software for Uplink Signal
Processing System (USPS) for satellite
including
company,
broadcasting
software,
hardware,
computer

a strong background in RF.

Project Engineer
Must have strong organizational and computer skills. Must be self -motivated and detail oriented. Position requires strong management skills and able to sufficiently and
productively hardle multi -tasks at hand.

Technician for

Broadcast Integration Facility
Several applica its are needed at Paxson's
integration facility to interconnect broadcast
equipment into a "turn -key" master control.
Capability to read schematics, solder, work
with your hands and attention to detail is a
must.
For more details and job qualifications, please
send your resume, indicating position desired,
to: Paxson Corporate Engineering, 11300 4th

St. North, Suite #180, St. Petersburg, FL
33716. Fax to: 727-576-2876 or email:
enajobsepaxemail.com. EOE

networking components and services.
or
Engineering
Electrical
Computer Engineering, or BSc. and
relevant exp. Salary commensurate
with exp. In return for your professional
abilities, we offer an attractive
MSc.

compensation and benefits package.
For immediate consideration, please
send or fax a cover letter along with

your resume and salary history to
DIRECTV Latin America, REQ# 200 lENG,

P.O. Box 24800, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33307,

Fax:

(954)

958-3341. E-mail:
No phone calls

hr@directvgla.com.
please. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Why not run your
business card here?
Only $172 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 800-896-9939

©2001 by Intertec Publishing. All rights reserved.
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as full words. Minimum charge is $5000

per insertion. Frequency discounts
and reader service numbers not available for by -the -word classified space.

To reserve your classified ad
space, call Jennifer Shafer at
1-300-896-9939
or 913-967-1732
Fax: 913-967-1735
e-mail: jshafer@intertec.com
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Think of it as alphabet soup
for the digital soul.

This is a must -attend seminar for al decision -makers invo:ved in television & production.
November 28-30, Hyatt Regency Grand Hall, Atlanta, Georgia
The Digital Television
conference provides the
expertise and training you
need to make your facility
successful in today's
cull I NI -NCI Ii [X1111111-1111
increasingly competitive
world. It provides intensive
and specialized instruction in
Brought to you by:
the latest in DTV technology.
Broadcast Engineering
operations and practices.
World Broadcasting Engineering

Don't let your career-or
facility-miss this opportunity.

millimeter
Video Systems

RETURN THIS COUPON FOR CONFLETE INFORMATION

J Yes, Fm interested in attending DTV2001

J I'm interested in Sponsoring/Exhibiting at DTV2001

Name

Title

Company

Address
City

State

Country

*Phone
"*E-mail

Fax:

Mail:

913-967-7251 Attn: Christina Toole
DTV2001 Seminar 9800 Metcalf Ave

Overland Park, KS 66212 USA

'International guests, please include city and country codes
'*Provide it you wish to receive news and updates 'la e-mail

Zip

Fax

Phone:

913-967-7556 Christina Toole
Toll free: 800-4539621 Weh Site: www.dtvconlerence.com
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Where are the women?
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Iasked my seven -year -old daughter
today what she thought a scientist is:
She gave a very cogent answer. Then I

body, engineers should take blame
for not getting out there to be proac-

at least partly to blame for the scarcity
of women engineers.

tive in promulgating ourselves. Even

asked her what an engineer is: She
thought that was someone who "fixes

for me, although I had no doubts
that I wanted to be an engineer, I

cars and things." At least she didn't
come up with the "running -trains"
definition that plagues so many of us

came under academic and peer pressure to study the "pure" sciences. I
wish there would have been someone

When I was about 15 and going
through the third math teacher of
the year (after losing the first to
death and the second to "running
off with a barmaid"), I realized that

what I was being fed was totally

when we tell people what our profession is. But while she has career choices

on her mind - even today - they
involve professions such as explorer
and police officer, but obviously not
engineer. Now that she knows her dad
is an engineer, we can have a reasonable conversation at a later date about
what it means to be one.
Have you given any thought to why
there are so few female engineers in

Engineers should take blame for not getting out
there to be proactive in promulgating ourselves.
I could have gone to for some support and information.

formula -based. Learn this equation,

I know a few female engineers in the

wasn't teaching at all. We were be-

semiconductor industry and - to a

ing trained that if you parroted

woman - they have said that the first
three months in the work environment
were hell while they had to prove to
their male colleagues that they knew
what they were doing. That is proba-

enough you would pass your exams.
Instead I understood that mathe-

tighten the defined area to broadcasting there are even fewer female engineers, and off the top of my head only
two come to mind.

bly true in any work environment

anything mathematical for the rest
of school, through college and into
the workplace.

arena the situation is pronounced. Look-

My daughter appears to have abso-

When I was teaching electronics/

ing at the career paths of several of

broadcast engineering a few decades

these people, they must have been doing rather better than their male peers.

lutely no problem with her grade -level
math and she loves numbers and playing with them. I got told off by a high

undergraduate, often as not em-

There are numerous reports that

school teacher for explaining and let-

ployed by a government department.

women generally take less interest in
mathematics during and after puberty.
Do these young ladies also assume (if

ting her do more complex addition

electronics? There are plenty of female

scientists, and a large percentage of
computer science graduates are women. But in electronics, the numbers are

mind -bogglingly small. When you

ago, we saw an occasional female

Data on European college entries
indicates that the number of women
applying for engineering courses is
25 percent to 35 percent, depending
on the country, but that number falls
in electronics. In the United States,
the percentage of female engineering
graduates is down in the single digits. Peer pressure, career guidance
counselors and parents must take at
least some of the blame for not ex-

plaining the engineering profession, perhaps because they do not
understand it themselves. As a
1 18

broadcastengineering.com

where a newcomer is different from
the incumbents, but in this particular

they know what engineering is) that this

has got to be a boy "geek" thing? And
why the falloff in mathematical interest? I have heard some women say that
math is a useless skill when you get on

to algebra, calculus and so on. They
only believe you need enough to get
you through the daily grind of buying
and selling, measuring and timing. That
certainly suggests to me that they have
been the victims of a dose of extremely

bad math teaching - one that may be

May 2001

this solution, this relationship. It

matics was a philosophy, an approach, a challenge. I didn't look
back, and I had no problems with

than her grade, but it doesn't seem to
have given her a complex of any kind,
and I don't think it will be harmful to
explain to her what it means that we
are going to buy 2E7 pavers for the
front yard this week.
Of course she had the final word in
our conversation today when, after a
few sentences of explanation about
engineers, she declared, "Then I'll be
the first one!"
Paul McGoldrick is an independent consultant
based on the West Coast.

Embed... or De -Embed?
Keyer

Converters
Frame Syncs

Encoders / Decoders

Distribution Amplifiers
Embedders / De-Embedders
Multiple Frame Sizes
& Power Supplies

We Are Here.
That's up to you.

But whatever your needs, Videotek's new Tandem

system for UNIFRAME "" will help you rest comfortably.

One of many UNIFRAMET'' options, the new Tandem system is the
world's first dual audio embedder/delembedder system. Plug-in
modules can embed analog or AES/EBU audio into SDI or de -embed
dual or mixed embedder/
the same. Tandem can also be a sirgl
de-embedder. Used where space is at a premium, the Tandem for
,

UNIFRAMETm System

UNIFRAME

The Intelligent
Modular System
Interfacing Solution

UNIFRAME

is flexible, sophisticated and cost effective.

the Intelligent, plug and play, Modular System is the only

flexible, total system solution that handles all your critical audio and video
requirements. Easily expandable to meet your system needs, the

UNIFRAME architecture automatically reconfigures when new modules
are added. With a choice of three frames and card sizes, the UNIFRAMP
is

the only system that allows mixung of analog/digital and audio

modules all in one convenient frame, offering unparalleled flexibility for
growing environments.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading broadcast facilities
already know - when you need dependable, reliable broadcast signal
solutions - WE ARE HERE.
Call Videotek today!

VIDEOTEK
A Zero Defects Company

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearer

SM

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct' 610-327-2292
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Monitor Your 3ystern and Take Control
Wind
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Centrali
equipme

based software provides customizable
with real-time command and control

Monitoring your system is as vital as monitoring your
health. After all, maintaining stable signals is essential to
your livelihood.

d component topology rianageme
pment on your network

So make an appointment with Pilot-, the
foremost expert of our unprecedented
Command Control System (CCS). Pilot is on
duty 24 hours a day so you will stay informed, make sound
decisions - react quickly.

?RIM

r distributed monitoring of
your network

Remote con
specific contro
for each device

with

m settings

Like having your own personal physician, Pilot will provide
monitoring, diagnostics and control for devices on your
network - ensuring that your system always maintains a
dean bill of health.

Configurable alarm notification for CCS or SNMP
devices on -screen, to a database, or by email.

4

Secure acc9ss to network resources by user
groups and individual settings.

With Pilot at the heart of your system, you'll never miss a beat.
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Hong Kong +852 2776 0628
03001 LeAch Techonlogy Corporelios.

v \/
Canada +1 (416) 445 9640 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West «1 (888) 843 7004 Europe +44 (0) 1483 591000
AustraKa 451 (2) 9939 3355 Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631 Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045

www.leitch.com

1-800-231-9673

